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ABSTRACT

This Thesis examines the Hellenocentric trend in Herodotos' History, and
the use of a dominant female motif to illustrate the superiority of the Greeks. It
has been pointed out that Herodotos "is an important and generally neglected
witness to fifth-century assurnptions and attitudes about women in society"
(Dewald 7981, 91). This statement certainly holds true for much of Herodotos'
ethnographie material, and he seems to escape the narrow ethnocentrism

refiected in later writers.

Hawever, Herodotos was much more than an

ethnographer, and therefore much more than a witness. He was primarily an
artist, and undeniably influenced by Homer. His own ideas concerning limit,
transgression, and nomos are discernible throughout his work. Free invention
and manipulation of material, without distortion of facts, were, in my opinion, not
only acceptable to Herodotos, but necessary to achieve the desired composition.
The subjective nature of Herodotos' work can be established, and his own

personal biases must therefore be considered.

Two of these biases need

concern us: the one towards women, and the other towards the Persians.
Herodotos certainly acknowledges the value and necessity of a reciprocity
between men and women in the cultures ha describes, and yet his perception
undoubtedly reflects that of a fifth century Greek male. He demonstrates his own
authorial bias conceming women in 1.196, where men are clearly more important
than women.

Here Herodotos gives his personal starnp of approval. The

'otherness' of Persia in fifth century Greek tragedy has been observed in recent
years, and the theory that Persia is described as a diametrically opposed 'other'
culture in Herodotos has also been suggested. It is, however, a combination of
facts together with elements of 'otherness' and Herodotos' own artistic technique
that make up Penian culture in the History.
If male supremacy was the n o m in Herodotos' own culture, what would

be the n o m in the anti-Greek 'other' culture? The answer is a society where

women seern to be in control and seem to be superior to men, and this is the
Penian soçiety we see in Herodotos.

For my daughters, Alexandra and Caia,
for al1 the times this work
distracted frorn thern.
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INTRODUCTION

In his commentary on the Histo ry

of Herodotos, published

early in this century. J. Wells comments that Herodotos' "freedom
from national prejudice shows itself in his generous estimate of the
Persians."? He goes on to explain how Herodotos emphasizes Persian
honesty and loyalty; and that their fsilure to conquer the Greeks was
due to "inferiority in arms and discipline, not lack of valour."3
theory

medical

Hellenic superiority, explicit in

of

writers

such

as

Hippokrates,.'

The

later staternents by

philosophers

such

as

Aristotle.5 and some Athenian otators6 and tragedians.7 seems absent
from the pages of Herodotos.8

According to Wells. Herodotos

appears

ordinary

to

be

"free

from

the

Greek

contempt

for

barbarians"9
Herodotos' work was of course untitled. Most translators and editors borrow the title from the first line of
the work, where Herodotos defines it as the a x o 6 ~ f i çioropiqç. The meaning of iotopiq. elsewhere in
the work, is usually "verbal inquiry." but here. at the very bepinning of the work, it has the sense of
investigation regardlcss of rneans. See Lloyd ( 1 975) 82-84. The most popular title among uanslators and
editors is the Histories. reflectinp the view that the work represenü a-se6es of investig&ons. 1 see the
work as one continuçus investigation and therefore prefer the singular.
How and Wells (1928) 38.
Ibid., referring to Herodotos 1.136.2. 138.1. regarding honesty; 3.128.4. 3.154- 160. 8.1 18.3, regarding
loyalty; 9.62.3, regarding valour.
On Airs, Waters, and Places, 16.
Politiks 3.7.
Isokrates Puneg'rikos 181 ; Philippos 124; and Anridosis 294.
Bacon (1961) 169. argues that the rem bapeapog does not become thematic in tragedy before Euripides.
Euripides, on the basis of what we know from extant sources, used barbarian characters and scenes much
more than Aischylos or Sophocles. Jason, in his speech to Medea (Euripides, Medea, 522-575) exemplifies
the Greek notion of the superiority of Hellenic culture over that of barbarians: "xpr3rov piv' EhXaG'
a v n ~ u p f 3 a p o v~ 0 o v o ç\ y&av r a r o i x ~ îi<ài
~ E x q v È n i o s a o a i \ v & ~ o i rc
~ ~pfio0ai
p i x p b ~i q j o q ~ a p i v(536-39)."Walser (1984) 7. daims that the pejorative implications of the
tenn first appear in Sophocles' Ajax 1263. For the more recent view that the Greek-barbarian antithesis
begins with Aischylos' Persai. see Hall (1989). esp. 77-10, She argues that the theme of Hellenic
superiority pervades the entire Persai.
Bevan (1922) 53 commcnu that "by the fifrh century BC the Greeks had corne pnerally to cake it for
granted that their culture was superior to anything found outside the sphere of Hellenism." SancisiWeerdenburg (198%) 44,comments that, although the Persians in Herodotos a . the 'ûthers', they are not
the spccific inferiors as portrayed by later fifth-century and fourth-century Greek sources. 1 argue that the
theme of Persian inferiority is apparent and consistentiy employed throughout Herodotos' work.
How and Wells (1928) 37. See aiso Rawlinson (1875) 121-22. Levy (1992), and Dihle (1994) 39 and 467. It is cIear in Herodotos that Persian and barbarian are often synonymous (6.1 12, 6.12 1, 7.148, 7.2 1 1,

'

*

Schwabl, l g

on the other hand, argued that the Greek-barbarian

aotithesis was a direct resuh of the Persian wars.

He maintained

that a Panhellenic identity, as well as the notion that the barbarian
was the universal anti-Greek, emerged simultaneously at this time.
Al1 these theories, as Hall has pointed out,?o presuppose the notion
that Greek ethnic self-consciousness could not exist without the
developed idea of what barbarian signified.

However, the diffusion of Greeks al1 around the Mediterranean
and around the Black Sea during the great colonization period of the
eighth and seventh centuries, the ties between colony and founding
polis. as well as the institution of Panhellenic games (arguably
before

the

fifth-century), point

towards

a Greek ethnic self-

consciousness developing during the sevenrh and sixth centuries.

A

fourth theory has therefore gained popular support among scholars.
It States that the Greeks developed a common ethnicity during the
Archaic period (c. 775 - 479 BC). without inventing the concept of
the barbarian.

The sense of hostility towards non-Greeks and the

concept of the barbarian are, according to this fourth view, a direct
result of the Persian Wars.

The difference between the third and

fourth theories is perhaps not important in the case of Herodotos'
portrayal of the Persians.

Since he was writing after the Persian

l9 SchwabI( 1962) 3-23.
Zo Hall (1989) 6 and n. 18. See also Jüthner (1923) 3; Ehrenberg (1935) 44-62. 127-39; Bengtson (1954)
27-28; Oliver ( 1960) 142: DilIer ( 1962);Baslez ( 1986) 59; Cartledge ( 1993) 38-39 and 188.
3 Oi ' EhhqvCq, denoting the Greeks in pneral, appean over 5 0 times in Herodotos (set Powell [1938]
s.v.). The tenn ' E h h r ( v i ~ 6 ~4.. 6v. also occurs 48 times, ibid. The latter is sometimes used in
connection with if ho^ (1 S6.2; 9.106.3) or yÉvoç ( 1.143.2) to denote the Greek people coilectively. but

the term dso appears as a substantive in the sarne sense (1.4.4 (twice), 58, 60.3; 7.139.5, 145.2; 8.13, and
144.2). The labels oi * EAAqviç and oi ' EAXqvtaoi are cusiomarily used in the fifth century to

wars, both the concepts of a Panhellenic identity?] and the pejorative
implications of the term barbarian22 are apparent in his work.
Before embarking on a discussion of Herodotos' portrayal of
the Persians, however, it is necessary to comment on Herodotos'
work as a whole.

Modern scholarship continues to investigate the

very nature of Herodotos' work. A survey of recent scholarship is
therefore in place.

The subjective nature of Herodotos' work requires

that we

gather as much information as possible about the author himself.
Little has changed over the centuries in respect of the personal
information on Herodotos, and the only truly reliable facts corne
from the Histop

itself; nevertheless. a summary of the author's

personal Iife is necessary.

More importantly, we must attempt to

establish Herodotos' beliefs as best we can.
writer.

who

often

stated

his

He was a very personal

o w n opinions.

These persona1

interjections are glimpses into Herodotos' own beliefs.

In addition to personal information about Herodotos, it is
important to understmd and attempt to identify with Herodotos'
audience.

There

is a strong tradition on the

popularity

of

Herodotos,z3 and this popularity surely suggests, at least in part,
that he was saying what his audience wanted to hear.

He therefore

denote the whole Greek speaking world from Sicily to the Black Sea, including the isIands and the free
eastern cities of Asia Minor (Hall [1989] 1 1).
2 2 ~ o svisible
t
in Pausanias' remark about defiling Mardonios' body (9.78.2). as well as in the comment
which follows Xerxes' lashing of the Hellespont (7.35.2). and in the words of Harmokydes to the Phokians
(9.17.4).
23~eflectedin the parodies of Herodotos in Aristophanes. listed in How and Wells (1928) 55. Fomara
(197 1b) disagrees with most of the Aristophanic parudies (25-28). except chat of the Bir& (28-29). He also
adds a passage in Euripides Electra (1 280-1283), which depends on the parody in the Bir& and ultimately
on the audience's familiarity with Herodotos (30-31). Hauvette (1894) 65-76, lists Thucydides' criticisms
of, and divergence h m ,Herodotos, implying again familiarity on the part of Thucydides' raders with the
work of Herodotos. See also How and Wells (1928) 36-37.

no doubt reflected the ideas of his Greek contemporaries.

For this

rcason, the general atmosphere of Greece at the time of Herodotos
should be discussed.

Our concern in this research is not necessarily whether
Herodotos'

information was true or false.

We find that the

importance of the recorded information lies in the fact that it was
recorded by Herodotos.

Whether the information is true or not

remains important, and it will find its way into this discussion on
many occasions.

It

is.

however, secondary

to the

fact that

Herodotos chose to include the material in his H i s t o r y .

An

of who Herodoios was. as well as for whorn he was

understanding

writing and the nature of his work helps us to understand why he

may have chosen the material that he did, and why he presented it
in the form that we have it.

The first chapter of this Thesis

therefore examines Herodotos himself and his audience. as well as
his work in general.

The
Herodotos,

second chapter defines

the

difference.

according

to

between being Greek and being barbarian. It will be

shown that barbarians are able to become Greek. and that therefore

the opposite phenornenon musi also have been true:
into barbarism.

Greeks can slip

Being Greek, for Herodotos, was something that

could be achieved and could be lost.

Herodotos leaves his audience

with the impression that his Persians could have tried to become

Greek, but they chose a different path.

They adopted and followed a

v d p o ~of expansion and aggression,'J but the gods also clearly had a

part in that choice?
Herodotos' Persians therefore start o u t as a 'noble savage'
people ( 1.1 25-6; 9.122), who gradually become more barbarian and
shift into decadence.

We

shall argue

that

the Persians are

manipulated into the pattern of rise and fa1126 so common in Attic
tragedy, but also apparent within the Hisrory,

and that by the end

of his work. Herodotos' audience is left with the impression that
Xerxes is finished, and therefore so is the Persian empire.?'
Herodotos develops the theme of Persian inferiority

in a

number of ways. The three main flaws in the barbarian (Persian)
psychology are visible in Aischylos' Persai: hierarchisrn, immoderate
luxury,

and

unrestrained

characteristics of Persian
History?

ernotionalism.?8 These negative 'other'
society

also surface throughout

the

The wise advisor motif is also a part of the theme of

Persian inferiority.

The barbarian mind is not able to understand

?'AS Xerxes explains in 7.8.

25~ftenhuman actions result from a purely human interpreration and reaction to a divine sign. This is
certainly not the case, however. in 7.1 2-17. Xerxes is specifically told what 10 do, and threatened by the
od if he chooses otherwise.
f6 See lrnrnerwahr (1966)75-78 for the prominence of the pattern of the rise and faII of a d e r . Evidence
from Herodotos' drawing from tragedy has been pointed out by Macan (1908), vol. 1, xlvii-xlviii. For
elements attribuied to Attic tragedy by Aristotle, but actually stemming from epic. see Ruthedord (1982)
and Gouid (1983). Munay (1987) 107, rightly argues that the pattern of the Histoy does follow many
Delphic and East Greek traditions, but that the "overail pattern to the story of the Persian Wars is
Herodotus' own creation." Herodotos sets the pattern early in his work, stating that he will write "...
6 p o i o ~ o p i ~ p aicai psydha aorsa a v û p c h d v ~ x e e t d v .t a y a p rb irahai psya7ia j v ,
rà irohhà a k O v o p ~ r p ày i y o v r . 16 of. &n' i p t d j v p s y a h a . np6trpov j v o p i r p a .
r j v à v û p w n q i r p w v Eniorapcvoq c 6 6 a i p o v i q v o 8 a a p à i v rdvrq p i v o u o a v
i m p v ~ o o p a rap$or&pwv 8poioç. 1.5.33.
27~merwahr
(1966) 78 and n. 86.
28 Hall (1989) 57, remarks that "al1 three [flaws] find correlative vinues. however briefiy irnplied. in the
idealkation of the egalitarian, austere, and selfdisciplined Greek character, and therefore contain more truth
about Greeks' view of theniselves than about the Persian temperiment."
The hierarchism is most evident in Xenes' speech to Demaratos, where he explains to the Spanan exile
how men fighting under compulsion and fear of tl~eirleader witl fight better than a multitude of free men
(7.103); see also 7.96, 135 and 8.65. Immoderate luxury is most visible in Pausanias' rernarks concerning
Xerxes' "siccessories" after the Persian defeat at Plataia (9.82). Xerxes, in his frtilure to control bis emotions,
is outdone only by Kambyses (7.35,39,43,45, 238 and 8.1 18); for Kambyses. sec generally 3.27-38.

"

Greek oracles,3O or choose properl y between alternatives.

For these

reasons Herodotos often has a Greek advisor present with the
Persian kings to explain an oracle, or to clarify the alternatives when
a choice must be made.
ignored

by

barbarians?

The wise advisor's counsel is usually
It is also common in Herodotos for

barbarians to misunderstand or ignore oracles . 3 ?
Herodotos also associates with the Persians certain taboos
that distinctly mark off Greek from barbarian?

Subjects such as

incest,34 murder of kin,3s and cannibalism,36 are common in myths

from the Greeks' past.

They exist in the world of myth, a time

j0~eorges(1994) 128. quotes Herakleitos: "the god who possesses the oracle at Delphi neither speaks nor
conceals, but gives a sign (22 B 93 DK)." Persians, in Hcrodotos, are unable to interpret this sign. For
examples of good advice ignored by barbarians in the Hisrop, see 1.8. 32; 4.83; 7.10. 102-4. 209; 8.68;
9.22.
31~attimore
(1939).
3 ~ ~ r o i s owhen
s . he asks the oncle ai Delphi whether he should attack Kyros. rnisinterpreu the response
that "if he did attack Kyros, a great empire would be destroyed " ( 1 S3). Gyges is informed by the oracle at
Delphi that there will be retribution for the murder of Kandaules in the fifth generation of Gyges'
descendants, but the Mermnad dynasty ignores the oracle. Xemes also fails to understand portents (7.57) and
i nores the advice of Demaratos (7.209).
Georges (1 994) 123.
3 4 evidence
~ ~ from
~
Classical and pre-Classical Greece indicates that sexual relations between parents and
children were forbidden. There is also no record of rnarriages between full brothers and sisters before the
Hellenistic era. See Brosius ( 1 996) 35-4 1. Oedipus was by far the most poputar Greek example of the
unholy act of incest. See especially Sophokles, Oedipus Tyronnos, Oedipus Coloneus, and also Antigone
49-54; Aischyios, Sever! Againsr Thebes, 742 - 791; and Homer, Odyssey, 11.271 80. For a lis; of d l
Classical references to Oedipus, see Grirnal (1951) 500. Other examples of incestuous relationships in
Classical Greek mythology include Myrrha (or Smyrna) and her father Theias (or Kinyas) (Grimal,op.cir.,
12-3 and 471), as well as Thyestes and his daughter PeIopia (ibid., 454 and 513). Hesiod's creation myth
also relates the incestuous unions of Gaia and her son Ouranos (Theogony 126-36). Kronos and tiis sister
Rhea (453-8). and, most notably, Zeus and his sisters Hem (915-6)and Demeter (912- 13). Although the
details of incestuous relationships do not surface in Homer, the fact that both Hera and Zeus were children
of Kronos is acknowledged and therefore the tradition of a brother/sister marriage between Zeus and Hera
was no doubt accepted by Homer.
3 5 ~ murder
y
of Ln.we mean especially the murder of one's mother, father or children. Medea stands out in
Greek mythology as the murderess of her children (not to mention her brother!), but Medea was clearly not
Greek. Again, Oedipus was the most farnous example of a Greek murderer of kin (see above n. 34). but
Orestes (who kills his mother), Herakles (who kills his children), and Alkmaeon (who kills his mother)
were also well known examples. For the story of Orestes, see Aischylos' Oresreia; Sophokies*Elektra; and
Euripides* Orestes and Elektru. See Grimai, op. cit., 501, for a Iist of Classical references. For Herakles'
murder of his children, see Euripides*Herakles. See also Grimal, op. cit., 487-488, for Classical sources
on HerakJes. For Alkmaeon, see Grimal, ibid., 473.
36~ykaion,Tantalos and Atreus al1 supposedly served human flesh to unknowing diners. For ancient
references to Lykaion, see Grirnal, op, cit., 494; for Tandos, ibid,51 1; and for Atreus, ibid., 475.

3

-

before

Greeks were

distinguished

from

barbarians?

These

subjects were widely explored in contemporary Athenian tragedy,
and they are also observable among the barbarians in the History.38
In Herodotos, tyrants are also subject to barbarian stereotypical
behaviour

and exhibit

similar transgressions.39

The important

factor, if we keep in mind the context of Herodotos, is that these

taboos were no longer part of fifth century Greek life.
The feminization of men and the masculine empowerernent of
women is also a feature of Greek tragedy. Again, it is a realm that
could only be irnagined by a fifth century Greek m a l e 9 It is an
'other' world.

Herodotos is also portraying an 'other' world.

description

Persian

contrasted

of

culture

in

1.131-140 is

meant

The
to

be

with Greek c ~ l t u r e . ~For
~ example, the Greeks build

altars, use fire, and pour libations, while the Persians incorporate
none of these practices into their sacrifices (1.32.1); the Greeks are
monogamous, while the Persians are polygarnous ( 1 .l35.2); no
Thucydides also acknowledges similarities between ancient Greeks and contemporary barbarians:
a x o 6 r i ~ r i cto n a h a i o v ' ~ X X q v i r 6 v 6 p o i d r p o n a ~4 V ~
( 3 a p f l a p i ~ 4 b i a r i r d p ~ v o v .(1 d . 6 )
38For cannibalism. see Harpagos ( 1.1 19) and Kyaxares ( 1.73): for incest. see Kambyses (3.3 1.1-2); for
murder of kin, see Kambysest slaying of his brother Smerdis (3.30) and of his sister (3.32); Astyages also
tries to kill his grandson, Kyros (1.108.2-4). Murder of kin, 1 argue below (143-146). would have also been
associated with Xemes and his son, Dareios.
39 Penander kills his own wife (3.50) and also defiles her dead body (5.92).
40 The theory that women were not present at the dramatic festivals of Athens has not k e n entirely rejected.
Henderson (1991) argues that they did attend these festivals. Blundell (1995) 172, notes that, given the
important role that women played in relipious events, it is dificult to imagine that they would have k e n
barred from the theatricd events. The Athenian dramas were. however. produced by male playwrights for a
predominantly male audience. For the relevant passages from antiquity used as evidence for or against the
presence of women in the audience at Athens. see Blundell, op. cit., 208 n. 15:1. Judging by the evidence
we have conceming Greek women for the middle to late fifth century (below, 30-35). I argue a similar
scenario for Herodotos. His History was written for a predominantly Greek male audience: "the education
of Athenian women was probabiy limited, and rnost were prabably itliterate" (Foley [1981b] 131).
41Cmledge (1990). Although Herodotos was working with a preconceived notion of what the Persians
were not, he also recorded actuai cultural traits. Rossellini and Saïd (1978) establish that Herodotos'
representations of women reveal more about barbarian othemess than they do about actual women. They
caution, however, that among Herodotos' ethnographical description of barbarian culture "les chose ne sont
pas si simples, la norme ne joue pas comme un endroit dont la barbarie serait simplement Senvets" (IOOQ).
37

...t o h h a B'av wai 6hha riç

V

Persian has ever killed his mother or father (1.137.2), while Greek
mythology frequently depicted such acts; to a Persian, lying is the
basest

act

(1.18.),

while

the

Sophistic Greek

rhetoric

of

Herodotos' time was more concerned with ski11 in speaking than in
truth.

In Athenian writers, the most emphasized differences between
barbarians and Greeks are political.42

The Greeks are democratic

and egalitarian, while the Persians are tyrannical and hierarchical.
Herodotos also stresses political differences, especially in the last
books, but the contrast between Hellenic and Persian cultures
pervades his entire work.43

It is in the cultural realm that Herodotos

creates the following scenario: if men in control is the norm i n
Greek society, then the situation among the Persians. the 'other',
must be the opposite.
of fiction.

Herodotos was not. however, merely a writer

He could not simply invent a matriarchal Persian society

as the antithesis to his own patriarchal Greek one.
hand.

On the other

his work was highly subjective, and the diversity of his

sources did allow him a degree of freedom as to which accounts to
emphasize, which to disagree with, and even which to ignore?

4

Fehling notes that "sometimes an element that is unimportant for
the main story has an obvious compositional function, usually as a

means of affecting a transition to other material.""
examples of Persian kings

He cites two

who make detours in order that they

-

4 2 ~ a(1989)
~ l 2.
4 3 ~ u r y(1 958) 44.
uThere are a number of passages in Herodotos that bear witness to the author's siding with or against
sources. In 3.1-3. Herodotos details three different versions of Kambyses' motive for invading Egypt. He
supports the Persian version (3.1.5);he claims the Egyptian version to be unaue (3.2.1); and he expresses
his disbelief in the third version (3.1.1). For Herodotos ignoring, or not selecting pm3cuIar versions of a
story see below, 19-23.
45~ehling(1989) 184.

corne into contact with something that Herodotos wished to include
in his H i s t o y

Dareios makes a detour to the Black Sea (4.85-7)

and Xerxes travels to the river Peneios (7.128-30).

Both excursus

have been questioned by modern scholarship,46 yet their inclusion

by Herodotos does not alter the outcome of either king's campaign.

Herodotos, it may be argued, uses the dominant female motif
i n a similar fashion.

For example, whether an oriental king is

manipulated by a woman into a course of action, or whether the
decision is made soleiy by the king, it does not alter the facts about
the story or its o u t ~ o m e . ~
By~ means of the Persian kings'

relations

with women, Herodotos is able to expose what he believed or
imagined to be a fatal flaw in Persian society.

The Greek world of

politics and war, to which every Greek citizen devoted a large
portion of his tirne, was exclusive to males.

Herodotos, in his

depiction of an antithetical society, describes scenes where women
frequently appear in both realms.

It is their success in these realms.

and the failure of the Persian men, that create the impression that

Persian men are inferior to women, and therefore inferior to Greek
men.

The importance of the therne is indicated by its prominence in

two principal stories in Herodotos: one at the beginning of his
narrative, and the other at the end?

In Our second chapter this 'dominant female motif' is defined.
Its function in the anti-Greek other culture is also explained and
several exarnples are discussed. A dominant female motif also
necessitates a review

of scholarship

pertaining

to

wornen

in

&lbid. See also Legrand ( 1966)vol. 1.64-5. and Jacoby ( 19 13) 390.
47~ambyses'
manipulation by Nitetis (3.1.4-5). and that of Dareios by Alossa (3.134). are discussed beiow.
48 The stories of Gyges and the wife of Kandaules (1 .B-12) and of Xerxes and the wife of Masistes (9.10813).

Herodotos, as well as an examination of women in Persian society on
the evidence of sources other than Greek writers.

These two topics

are therefore also included in the second chapter.
Chapter 2 concludes with the KandauledGyges episode, since
it is the first principal occurrence of the dominant female motif in
Herodotos.

The events and actions described by Herodotos set the

tone for the role that women wili fulfill among barbarians.

It forms

the beginning of the ring composition that is mirrored and finds its
closure in the final chapters on Xerxes (9.1 13- 1 17).
Chapter 3 discusses

the

dominant

female

motif

in

the

portrayals of Kyros, Kambyses, Smerdis and Dareios, and its effect

on these portrayals.

It will be shown that the dominant female motif

occurs in al1 the royal portraits. and that the effect created by the
motif is one of inferiority on the part of these kings, and on the part
of Persians in general.

Chapter 4 deals specifically with Xerxes.
Persian character in the H i r t o r y .

He is the principal

He also represents the Persian

empire ai the time of the invasion of Greece and its defeat at the
hands of the Greeks.

Xerxes is the personification of Persia ai the

end of the war, and his downfall is mrant to represent the downfall

of the Persian empire.

At the close of Herodotos' Hisrory,

the

audience is left with the impression that both the Persian empire and
Xerxes are finished?
empire

The reality of the condition of the Persian

in the years following the successful defense by the Greeks

is quite different,50 and Xerxes himself survived the conflict by
4 9 ~ e above,
e
7 n. 27.
M~lthough
it has been estimated that Penia mdy have lost one third of her military sûength during the
wars with Greece (Olmstead [1948] 261), it is generally agreed that her possessions in the East remained
stable.

approximately

fifteen

years.

Herodotos,

it

can

be

argued,

manipulates his information in order to depict the Persians with
respect to his underlying theme of their inferiority to Greeks.

The

consistent employment of tliis dominant female motif, and the
atmosphere
Persians,

of
must

female dominance that it generates among
have

created

an impression

of

weakness

Herodotos' predominanriy Greek patriarchai audience?'

~erodotos'audience is discuswd below, 30-31.
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the
for

1.1 THE WORK

OF HERODOTOS
the truth

1.1. A. flerodotos and

The

veracity

of

Herodotos

has

been

questioned

since

a n t i q u i t y , 5 ? and has recentiy once more corne under attack.53
FehlingS4 is perhaps the most extreme.

He argues that source-

citations, those that he sees as demonstrably false, lead to the
obvious

conclusion

that

the passages involved are Herodotean

fiction.

He has raised many questions,55 influenced oiher scholarss6

and caused a great deal of controversy, but his main thesis I cannot

accept for the following reasons.57
In

the

first place,

concerning Herodotos'

one of

Fehling's

principal arguments

sources is that they are always, without

exception, from the closest-located people.58 That is to Say that. if a
story

concerns

oi

K o p i v û i o t , or is most

closely linked to

Korinthians, then Herodotos always acknowledges Korinthians as
sources for such stories.

Fehling believes this is simply too good to

52 Plutarch De mal. Her. Momigliano (1966) traces the unfavourable reputaiion of Herodotos from
Classical times to the sixteenth century.
j3The main proponents of Herodotos' untruthfulness are: Armayw (1978a), (1980a). (1980b). and (1985):
Fehling (1971); Hartog (1980); and West (1985 and 1991) . Against Armayor, see Pritchett (1982) 234285, who defends Herodotos as a reliable source in areas where he can be verified through archaeological
evidence. For arguments against Fehling, see Hornbiower (1987) 13-25; Marincola (198?) 26-32; Gould
(1989) 136-137, n. 16; Moles (1993) 91 n. 5; and, rnost recently, Pritchett (1993) 10-143. Pritchett
addresses al1 of Fehling's main examples ("crucial cases") of false source citation and exposes the
weaknesses of his arguments, often referring to modem scholarship in support. In the same volume he
indudes detailed arguments against Wst ( 143- 19 1) and Hanog (1 9 1-226).
Fehling (1989).
5 5 ~ o sworks
t
published since Fehling (1979) have found i< necessary to comment on Fehling's work. See
above, n. 53 and below, n. 57.
56 West, in her review of Lateiner (1989). See Ritchett (1993) 1-4.
fl Most of the scholars Iisted above. n. 53, reject Fehling's general thesis. but acknowledg the problems
in Herodotos' source citations and the need for furtherresearch.
58 Fehling (1989) 12-17.

"

be true, too regimented.

Some very popular figures, such as Arion,

would have had stories about them in various cities, especially the
larger cities; still, Herodotos always uses the closest sources to the
story.
Herodotos, in his few statements about his methodology, does
not discuss the nature of a good or a bad source.59 But who is to Say
what fifth century Greeks found most trustworthy as a source?

It is

certainly possible that Herodotos followed the principle that those
rnost closely linked and involved iri a story were the most logical
sources for that story. and that he followed this rule without
exception.
The other two rules that Fehling daims Herodotos follows are
the preservation of believability60 and the preservation of partisan
viewpoints -61

The rule concerning the preservation of bdievability

simply states that Herodotos always cites sources in an indirect way
when dealing with things that would strain his credibility.
terms such as A É y t r a i .

He uses

Marincola, however, has pointed out that

Herodotos, in al1 likelihood, had his own conception of the world
and merely distinguished between what he thought could be known

with ceïtainty, and what could not.6'

The rule concerning the preservation of partisan viewpoints
refers to the fact that no element in Herodotos is attributed to a

He mentions in 1.214.5 thai he is choosing between different sources. and he specifies similar choosing
in 1.95.1 His critenon in the first example is the source that is 8 1ri0avw'raroç. For the second
example, he states that he follows those Persians who do not wish to maice miracles of everything
concerning Kyros. For a discussion of these passages and others defininp Herodotos' methodology, see
below, 19-23.
6o Fehling (1989) 96-10).
61 Ibid., 105-108.
62 Marincola's critique of Fehling is found in Dewald and Marincola (1987). 27-33.
j9

source that

would contradict a partisan

sources always defend Athens, Corinthians,

standpoint.

Athenian

Corinth, and so on.

As to this third rule proposed by Fehling. Marincola speculates
that the importance of the defeat of the Persians and the strong
local traditions of individual communities are responsible for the
strong partisanship present in Herodotos'

source-citations.

A rejection of Fehling's central thesis, however, need not irnply

the absence of fiction in Herodotos.

Fehling's words concerning

Herodotos' literary genre are relevant here:
As for the pious assurngtions of modern scholars that the man who first
thought of writing history must, if he had s o much as an average sense
of moral responsibility, have pursued an ideal of strictly truthful
narrative, that appears anything but natural to me. On the contrary it
s e e m s much more natural to me that historiography should begin as a
mixture o f truth and poetry and should u s e the resources of poetry to
present the truth. And in the hands o f Herodotus the two are combined
in a thoroughly methodical way. 6 3

By "resources of poetry" Fehling obviously means primarily fiction.
Although scholars generally agree that there are fictitious elements
in Herodotos, Fehling finds little support among modern scholars

for the degree of fiction that he sees in Herodotos.

1.1. B. The literarv eenre of Herodotos
Herodotos' debts to contemporary Greek literary genres are
generally accepted by modern scholars, especially in the case of
epic.

Homer is regarded as by

Herodotos.64

far

the main

influence on

He emulates the epic poet in his use of "dramatic

Fehling (1989) 253.
See Strasburger (1972) for the importance of Homer's epics for al1 later Greek writing. The ancient
opinion thai Herodotos was ' O p q p r ~ & r a t o ç(Longinus, On the Sublime 13.3, cf also Dionysios of
Halikamassos Letter to Gnaeus Pompeius, 3.) is generally not disputed. See Jacoby (1913) 502-504;

63

speeches, leading personalities as decision-making actors. ideas of
causality, and perhaps rnost importantly, mimesis, the attempt to
depict events as happening before the mind's eye of the audience."65

Herodotos begins his work in the following w a y 9

The literal translation is as follows:
This is the display of the research of Herodotos of Halikarnassos, in order
that things achieved by human beings neither become forgotten
through cime, nor the great and wondrous deeds accomplished. on the
one hand, by the Greeks, and on the other, by the barbarians, not
become inglorious. And with these other things, the reason they went to
war against each o t h d 8

The proem of Herodotos has received a great deal of scholarly

attention because it defines the subject of his work.69 His subject is
in stark contrast to Thucydides, who defines his precisely as the

war,'O and confines himself to land and naval operations as well as

Pearson (1939) 1-16; Gomme (1954) esp. 73-94: Cobet (1986) 1-3, and Murray (1987) 107-8. For the
importance of poetry (especially Homer) in Greek society, see Plato, Republic 362E-393A (in general) and
606E.Hipparchos 228B. Protagoras, and lon. See also Aristophanes' Frogs 1035 and Isokrates Pan. 159.
65 Dewald and Marincola (1987) 13.
"AI! Greek passages from Herodotos are taken from Hude (1927) unless otherwise stated. For a thorough
discussion of the textual tradition of Herodotos, see McNeal (1986) vii-xxviii.
6 7 ~ u d eas. most other editors, places a comma after y i v q t a t . I follow McNeal (1986) 105 n. 4. who
explains that the medieval punctuation is better because it separates ta TE ahha ... from the previous
clause.
6a Al1 translations are rny own unless otherwise indicaied. G m e (1987) 14. argues for the more general
rneaning of K A & o ~ ,and translates ~ K A E &y i v q ~ aas~"not go unrecorded." KAÉoç, however, is an epic
word. Homeric poetry refers to itself as KAÉOÇ (Iliad 2.485 and 9.227). Also, Achilles desires to be
"florified" forever (9.413). See beiow. n. 69.
Krischer (1965) 159-167, argues that Herodotos' proem is an imitation of the Homeric model. and that
this fact is of prime importance for a proper reading of the Hisrory. See also Erbse (1956) 210-2 12; Nagy
(1987) 183-184; and Moles (1993)93-95.
70 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 6 i 6 q ç ' A û q C
v ua vi oi y~ ~ a yTOV
~ 11Ohpov... 1.1.1

the politics involved with thern.'
more scope.

1

Herodotos allows himself much

His subject is not the war, but the accomplishments of

those on both sides of the war,'? and even people not involved in the

w ar ,73

as

well

as the reason

they did

go to war.

The

accomplishments of both Greeks and barbarians are straightforward
enough, but the reason they fought each other is a different matter.

1.1.

C. Causation in Herodotos
Herodotos has been called a poor source for the real causation

of

e ~ e n t s . ' ~ In Herodotos events are always linked

to the

motivations of individuals. and he is criticized for not reaching
down to the actual cause through his i o r o p i q .

the cause to some divinity.75

He also often links

Gould writes the following concerning

causation in Herodotos:
Herodotus' use of revenge as a mode of historical explanation is thus
grounded not only in the craft of the storyteller but also in the mode1 of
reciprocal action which is built into his sense of the world.
Narrative
and explanation are one in the sense that by virtue of its sheer sweep
and complexity Herodotean narrative gives a quite new depth to our
sense of why. i n this instance, things happened.'

7'

Gomme ( 1945) 89. and 25-29.

72 Hence Godolphin. in his "updated" edition of Rawlinson's 1875 translation (see Rawlinson [1942]).

misses the mark in giving his edition the title: The Persian Wars. De Selincourt (1962) 31, States thar
Herodotos' sùm was to record the war and Athenian accompIishments in that war.
73 Such as those barbarians not conquered by the Persians: Massagetae. Scythians. and "long-lived"
Ethiopians.
74 Again. the argument goes back to Plutarch. De Mal. Her. 2 1.
75 Bischoff (1932) 20-25.lisü passages in Herodotos where causation is due to chance. Immerwahr (1956)
280, insists that Bischoff s list is misleading, for it does not separate those passages that invoive some
other cause, dong with chance, from those that mention chance alone.
76 Gould (1989) 85. See 63-85 for his discussion of causation. Immenvahr (1956) 264. summarizes three
types of causes for historical action: immediate causes (usually vengeance); permanently operative causes
(primarily expansion); and metzphysical causes (necessity or face). The first two causes have human
factors, the third divine. Often a divine element motivates human action. but the choice of the action is not
governed by the divine. Such is the case with the dreams of Astyages (1.107). Kyros (1.209), and
Kambyses (3.30). AI1 three exampIes demonstrate strictly human actions based on human interpretations of
a divine s i p . See also more generally, Immerwahr ( 1956) 24 1-264, and Cobet (1986) 8- 1 1. For a specific
bibliography on causation in Herodotos, see Waters (1985) 184-185.

Gould therefore soberly links "empirical cause and effect" with
"supernatural causation," insisting that the divine element does not
override the natural.77 Throughout his History, however, Herodotos
exhibits a faith in a divine plan that often seems naive?

I would

argue that as a general rule concerning causation Gould is correct,
but that in certain passages where Herodotos personally attests a
divine will,:g

this divine causation would seem to overshadow the

natural. Since Herodotos tells us how Xerxes is basically forced by a
god into attacking GreeceJo one of the reasons that Greeks and
barbarians went to war with each other, if not the main reason for
Herodotos. is certainly divine.

1.1. D. M e t h o d o l o ~ v of

Herodotos

The explication of Herodotos' methodology is a difficult task,
and in many ways it is a subject too vast to be covered fully in the
present research.8'

Herodotos did not explain his methodology, nor

did any other ancient historian before Polybios.8' He did, however,
make several remarks within his work concerning his methodology,
and these statements deserve Our attention? 3

77 Gould ( 1989)7 1.
78'The history of nations is but <hegrand stage on which may be seen the workings of Divine Providence."
How and Wells (1928) 48. The existence of the gods and their part in human affairs is not questioned by
Herodotos. See especiaily 8.77.
79 6.84, 7.137, 8.13. 8.129, and 9.65.
807.14 and. generally. 12-18. See also 9.16. and above. 7. n. 25.
81~arincoia
(Dewald and Marincola [1987] 35-40) offers an overview of modem scholarship conceming
Herodotos' methodology. To his list 1 would add Lateiner (1989).
82 Dewald and Marincola (1987) 35. That is to say that. in cases where only fragments remain. no such
passages have survived. Thucydides (1 -20-22) is perhaps the exception, but that historian's selfdefined
methodology (esp. ch. 22) has created as many questions as it has provided answers. See Gomme (1945)
esp. 14û-150.
83 The passages are: 1.95, 214.5; 2.99.1.123.1; 4.30.1, 195.2; 7.152.3. and 171.1.

Our first two examples occur in the account of Kyros.

At

1.95.1, Herodotos states that Oç Wv I k p a É o v p t ~ ~ & t a p ohéyouoi
i
oi
pij ~ o v h c i p t v o io ~ p v o 6 v~à x p i Kûpov.

Q X A à TOV 2 0 v ~ aXÇyaiv h6yov.

~ a z àraQra y p a y r w . h a ~ a p t v o çx ~ p iKiipou rai ~ p l + a a i a q a A h a ç
h6ywv 9 6 0 3 ~@ f i v a t .

Later in the work, after describing Kyros' death,

and the defeat of the Persian army at the hands of Tomyris and the
Massegetai, Herodotos writes:

~à pÈv 64 ~

a

T

~~ VK
à6 p o v T E X E U T ~ ~ V

T O C Piou n o h h o v hoywv A ~ y o p é v o v 5 6 ~poi 8 m 0 a v d ~ a ~~ io' p~q z a i
( 1 . 2 1 4 . 5 ) . Although

Herodotos is, in the latter case, dealing

specifically with the death of Kyros. the statement is important for

our understanding of

his role as narrator. He makes i t perfectly

clear how subjective his work is. and how his own perception of the
information influences the end result.

The reader is told nothing of

the other versions of Kyros' death.

Herodotos rnakes the decision

for them.
choice.

He obviously deems hirnself capable of making such a

The act of choosing is necessary and therefore acceptable.

Choosing is an integral part of his research.

He must make

decisions, as does every historian, as to which information to
include, and which to ignore; which to emphasize, and which to
mention in passing.fl4
Kyros", only

Of the "three other versions of the story of

Kyros' suckling by a bitch is mentioned by Herodotos.

No other alternatives to the main story line on Kyros are offered by
Herodotos.
-

84 n i e two passages in question (1.95.1 and 1.214.5) have been labeled as exceptions CO the pneral rule.
See Murray (1987). He states that "...he[Herodotos] ai least appears to represent each tradition separately:
he does not seem to seek systematically to contaminate or to rationalize his sourcesw(101). Gomme (1945)
142, also notes the exceptional nature of these two passages in Herodotos. He remarks that "he [Hdt] is the

most objective of historians, relying so often on the reports of others; his weakness, if any, is that he is
not subjective enough, that he does not exercise his own judgment in selecting and comparing reports."

In 2.99.1 Herodotos states that p É x p i

p h

TOUTOU O q n ~TE Epij

ai i o r o p i q ~ a ü t aAEyouaa h i . The statement clearly

uai yvdpq

separates what Herodotos observes himself, from what he learns
from his Egyptian sources,s5 and although he is specifically referring
to the Egyptian logos, the statement has a far reaching effect.

Again,

he emphasizes the subjective nature of his work by telling us that

his own judgment and the result of his inquiry

combine with what

he sees to form his written work,

In 2.123.1, Herodotos states that

&O\

6È r a p à n a v ~ a[ t b v l

h6yov J ~ 6 w e i r a io n rà h y 6 p w a J r ' t u a a i o v àuoi y p a + o

Lloyd

comments that this is "one of H.'s periodic statements of policy (...),
doubtless in this case elicited by the intrinsic improbabilities of the
preceding

narrative."s6

Herodotos has just finished describing how

Rhampsinitus descended alive into Hades. played dice with Demeter,
and returned to the living, with a golden napkin from Demeter

(2.122).

That he should have reservations concerning the veracity

of the story is not surprising.

The interesting element of his

statement is the sweeping effect that he gives it by writing a a p à
n a v r a [TÙv] AOyov.

Herodotos uses logos to refer to individual

portions of his work, such as the Egyptian logos, but it can also
represent his entire work.87 The implication here is that Herodotos is
referring to his work as a whole.

Therefore, it is an underlying

principle, a rule, that throughout his History

he writes down what is

said to him, and that which he hears, from each of the societies that
he investigates. For Herodotos, the importance lies, not in the
85 Lloyd (1975) 88.
86 Lloyd ( 1988) 59.

How and Wells (1928)vol. 1, 28 and n. 2.

validity of a particular event. but rather in the beliefs of a society.88
Herodotos is not necessarily contradicting himself.
state that he must write down

that he hears.

He does not

If there is more

than one version of a particular story, as is the case with 1.95 and
1.214, then Herodotos uses his own judgment to present the version

most appropriate for his H i s t o r y .
Herodotos' next comment concerning the rnethodology used
in composing his work occurs at 4.30.1: ~ p o o û j r ay a p 6 i pot 6
X 6 y o ~ E t Q p x i t8icrlro.

It is an aside. inserted to explain why he is

jumping from Scythia to Elis, but again, as in the previous example,
it is given a more sweeping effect.

His History, therefore, from the

beginning, seeks out the supplemental or additional.

This jumping

from one story, into another, only to return later to the original
story is extremely cornmon in Herodotos.

It is a characteristic of

oral tradition, and although Herodotos was literate, fifth-century
Greek society in general was in a transitional state from oral
traditions to written sources.89

Stories within other stories have

often been Iabeled "digressions" in Herodotos, but it is clear from
his statement that there are no digressions in his work.
above, Herodotos is not writing about the Persian
investigating what is equivalent to the known world.

As stated

War.90

He is

A digression

implies a deviation from the main subject, and Herodotos' professed
subject is simply too vast.

Grene (1987) 184-5, n. 45
89 Thomas (1988) 56 and n.

13. Moles (1993)115, also sees Herodotos as the product of an esantially oral
culture. SeaIey (1976) 4, writes that Herodotos had no written sources, and ixxunerwahr (1966) 6, believed
that Herodotos even manipulated written sources to make thcm appear as though they were based on oral
ones.
g o ~ e above,
e
17-8.

In 4.195.2, Herodotos makes another comment concerning the
validity of the information he records: T ~ U ai
T ~pÈv Éon ~ X ~ O É U Ç
O ~ oK h , TÙ

6È AÉyeiai y p a a o .

He is referring to girls drawing up

gold dust out of the mud of a lake, using bird feathers smeared with
pitch.

He does not necessarily expand this statement beyond its

immediate application, but it is nevertheless similar to his other
more general statements suggesting the importance of the belief in a
tradition, as opposed to the reality of such a tradition.

In 7.152.3,91 again Herodotos uses the validity of a particular
story to make a comment about his History as a whole: ÈyO 6È. 6&ihw
A ~ Y E ~TB
V A E ~ ~ ~ E V r~iesaea;
U.
y& & v

toûro

TO ROC

~ X ~ TEÇ
WIIUVT~

AOyov*

03

ravranaoiv 6 @ i h w . u a i p o i

He is speaking of the Argives

specifically. and their involvement with the Persians before the
Wars.

He seems to forgive the Argives, although he does not even

admit that he knows for certain that they did anything wrong.

In

such a specific instance as this, Herodotos may simply not have
been able to establish the actual facts of the story.

The statement in

general, however, is expanded by Herodotos to encompass his entire

work

ai

P O L roijro

TO EROS E ~ é r wci, n a v r a

Aoyov).

Again, the

remark emphasizes the same principle as those earlier statements
already discussed.

What people believe, and what is said, are more

important to Herodotos than the actual fact.

91Theonly other statement by Herodotos conceming his methodology is at 7.17 1.1 : Ù h A a tà p€v
~ a r à' P q y i v o u ç TE ai T a p a v t i v o u ç TOU h6yoÛ poi r a p s v 0 i ~ qy i y o v ~ . Re simply States
that the stories involving these two cities are additions to his Histon.

1.2. HERODOTOS' PERSONAL LWE

Little is known about our author apart from what he himself
tells us within his work, but because of Herodotos' fondness for

authorial

it

comments,

acceptable conclusions.

is possible to arrive at a n u m b e r of
These conclusionsl drawn from his own

work, can then be combined with information from Later sources,
and judged accordingly.

1.2. A. B i o e r a ~ h v of

Herodotos obtainable from the

Historw
Herodotos

opens

' A A i r a p v q aoÉ O S .9?

his

work

Halikarnassos,

by

describing

himself

as

modern Bodrum. is located along

the Coast in south-west Asia Minor.93

Herodotos emphasizes the fact

that it is a Dorian city (1.144. 2.178, 7.99).

It passed under the

control of Persia shortly after the middle of the sixth century,ga when
it became part of the Lydian satrapy of Sardis.

presumably

Herodotos, then, was

born a Persian subject, since his birth is generally

agreed to have taken place shortly before 480.95

Halikarnassos was

9 Z ~ u r i FGrH
s
76 F has @ou piou, as does Anstotle Rheron'c 3.9, and this seems to have k e n the founh
century readinp. Legrand (1932) edits his text accordingly. Al1 p s t Alexandrian sources, however, and a11
the MSS of Herodotos read Halikarnassian. There is also a second century BC inscription from Pergamon
that identifies Herodotos as Halikamassian. See McNeal (1986), 105; Brown (1983) 5-16; How and Wells
(1928). 53; and Jacoby (1913) 205-2 13.
93 Herodotos refen to this region as Karia. For the Mstory of this region set Homblower (1982) 1-34.
9J Herodocos 1.174.1 See Hornblower (l982) 18.
95 Jacoby ( 1913) 230- 1. Dionysios of Halikarnassos. On Thucydides 5.4 "ytvdpcvoç dhiyq
~ p 6 ~ a p o~vc p o i i c ~ v "See
. also Aul. Gell. Nocres Atticae 15.23.

never truly independent during Herodotos'

Iifetime, appearing on

the Athenian Tribute Lists for 454, but very likely having joined the
Delian League at its inception.96
From his work, then, we know that Herodotos was a Greek97

from the Dorian city of Halikarnassos.

An analysis of his History,

and the persona1 remarks within it, can also provide information

concerning the persona1 life of Herodotos.
Relying on Herodotos' statements about himself in order to
form a better picture of who the man was presupposes the veracity
of those sarne staternents. This "faith" in Herodotos' truthfulness
concerning his persona1 remarks does not correspond to a blind
faith in everything that Herodotos records. It simply means that, if
Herodotos States a persona1 opinion concerning the reason a certain
incident took place, or if he comrnents in a positive or negiitive way

on information he is relatinp, then it can be said that he is honestly
reflecting his own persona1 belief.

In these instances. the truth of

the reported incident is secondary.

For the purpose of establishing

Herodotos'

own beliefs and personality, the importance of the

personal comment lies in how he tells u s h e feels about the
incident?

His reactions to, and his comments about, the

Homblower (1982) 25. Halikarnassos may have even been obliged to pay tribute to both Athens and
Persia (4).
97 Herodotos' own Greek eihnicity has never k e n questioned. He does refer to himself as a Greek in
4.53.5.
g8The p ~ n comments
d
of Herodotos have been studied by Dewald (1987). She daims that the continual
appemnces of first-person interventions are reminders to his audience of the human factor involved in his
work, as well as the subsequent difficuIties and fallibility involveci with research on such a scale as his.
Marincola (1987) has also studied the autobiogaphical remarks in Herodotos. He claims that the eyewitness
remark is the most frequent. and that two in Book 2 are certainly disapprovals of Hekataios, and that.
similarly, most remarks of this type surface when Herodotos is disproving earlier material (131). Both
studies are very informative, but I am more interested in the information that Herodotos' persona1
judpents can provide about his own beliefs, and how the establishment of his beliefs can help us better
understand his work, since, as stated above (20-21), this work was highly subjective. Plutarch (De Mal.
Her. 35 = Mur. 868E)uses Herodotos' first person comment in a similar rnanner in order to establish the
author's (as opposed to his source's) personal prejudice against the Phokians (8.3).
96

information

he

is

conveying,

assist

establishing the historian's personality.

the

modern

reader

in

Knowing the personality of

Herodotos, as best we can, is an integral part of understanding a
work as subjective as the History.

For example,

Herodotos tells the story of how Nikolaos, the

son of Bulis, and Aneristos, the son of Sperthisas, were captured and
killed by the Athenians many years after the Persian wars (7.133Herodotos finds it natural that justice was fulfilled, but since

137).

the punishment fell on the sons of the two heralds that Xerxes
refused

to

he adds his persona1 comment that Gfjhov 6 v poi GTI

kill,

~ E ~ OBYÉVETO
V

TO

~ p i y p a(7.137.2).

Our examination of the personal

comment in this passage is not concerned with the truth of the
event reported by Herodotos.99 but with his statement about faith in
the divine elernent involved.
retribution

A

general atmosphere of divine

is clearly apparent throughout

the H i s t o r y , but this

particular statement, combined with other sirnilar comments by
Herodotos,[oQconfirms his own persona1 faith in the divine.10'
An acceptance of the truthfulness of Herodotos' first person
statements allows us to accept that he traveled widely.lo?

It also

seems clear that Herodotos was well educated in respect of earlier

Greek writers, quoting at least twelve authors, and mentioning at
99 In this particular incident, the passage
IOo 8.13, 8.129, 9.65.

in Herodotos is confirmed by Thucydides (2.67).

Herodotos' piety and trust in oracles is clear throughout the Hisrop. He declares his personal faith in
oracies in 8.77, "XpqapoToi bi O ~ Exo
K
avrthiyeiv Wç o 6 u ~ i a ahqûisq.
i
08 f l o u h o p ~ v o s
ÈvapyEwç XÉyovraç n s i p â o 0 a i x a r a ~ a h h a i v . ...i ç r o i a b t a pÈv rai O ~ T WivapyÉwç
A É y o v ~ i B a r t h a v s i A o y i a g xpqopOv nEpi OUTE a j r b q Aiyatv rohpÉw OCTE n a p '
ÜAAwv &~8&+0pai.See Georges (1994) 126 and n. 51.
'02~lthoughHerodotos writes about most of the world known in the fifih-century, he does not often specify
where he has ken. The most notable exceptions are Elephantine (2.29.1). Tyre (2.44.1 ), and the EgyptianArabian border (2.75.1 ). For Herodotos' travels see Jacoby (19 13) 247-280, and How and Wells ( 1928) 1820. For the arguments against Herodotos' professed travels, see Armayor (l978a, 1980a. I980b, and 1985).

least three more.103
the endings of

From the erroneous generalizations concerning

Persian names,lOJ it can also be suggested that

Herodotos did not know Persian. l o s
For more information on Herodotos'

persona1 life, we must

look to later sources.

1.2. B. The life of Herodotos from later sources
The principal source for Herodotos' personal life is the Suda

l e x i c o n . '06

Although the Sada certainly contains material from

Classical sources, i t also contains information from as Iate as the
11th century and must be judged

accordingly.

The entry on

Herodotos runs as follows:
Herodotos. son of Lyxes and DryoIu7. of Halikarnassos, born of illustrious
parents, and having a brother Theodoros.
He moved to Samos on
account of Lygdarnis who after Artemisia became the third tyrant of
Halikarnassos.
For Pisindelic was the son of Arternisia. and Lygdarnis
the son of Pisindelic. On Samos. then. he practiced the Ionic dialect and
wrote a history in 9 books. beginning from Kyros the Persian and
Kandaules king of the Lydians.
After going to Halikarnassos and
driving out the tyrant. when later he saw himself begrudged by the
citizens, he voluntarily went to Thourioi which was being colonized by
the Athenians. and. dying there. he was buried in the Agora.
But some
say he died at Pella. His books bear the names of the Muses.

The confusion over Herodotos' mother's name need not detain
us.lo8 His father's name is interesting because, on the one hand, it is
confirmed by the epitaph preserved in Stephanos,[Og and, on the
IO3 How and Wells (1928) 21 and n. 2.
lo4

1.139 and 6.98.3. See Kent (1953) 25-40.

IO5 Georges ( 1994) 5 3.
Iû6 Adler (1967) s.v. 'Hp6So~oç.
'O7 Under the heading Iiavdaoiç. me Suda gives Herodotos' mother as Rhoeo. and states that Herodotos
was cousin or nephew to the epic poet Panyasis. Stephanos also lists Lyxes as Our author's father. Step.
Byz. s-v. 0oijpioi. See How and Wells (1928) 3.
lo8 Rawlinson (1875) 4. n. 3 argues in favour o f Rhoeo (because of the prominence of the pornegranatr
*

(boiq) in the mythology of that iegion. See also Homblower (1982) 6.
See above, n. 107.

other, because it is a Karian name.Il*
evidence,

Herodotos

could

not

Since, according to the extant
have

become

a

citizen

of

Halikarnassos had his father no& been a Greek citizen, Lyxes was
certainly not Karian.
the

Karian

Panyasis

Ir

His name, however. does suggest strong ties to

~ o m r n u n i t y . 1 ~ Herodotos'
~
reported blood relation to
is also important, for that name also is Karian.113

These

presumed Karian ties, along with some exaggerafions as to the
contributions of Karians in realrns of armour and hoplite tactics,1i4
suggest

strong

ties

between

Herodotos

and

the

Karians

of

H a l i k a r n a s s o s . ~ ~It~ is certainly possible that his ancestors took
indigenous Karians as wives.
Whether or not Herodotos actually dwelt on Samos for a
period of time is difficult to ascertain and perhaps not relevant to
the

present

d i s c u ~ s i o n . " ~ Suffice i t to Say that there is no vaiid

argument to discredit the tradition that associates Herodotos with
Samos.

What disturbs

schoiars

is

the

staternent in

pertaining to his writing the History while on Samos.
element at Halikarnassos cannot

the

Suda

The Ionian

be disputed,I l 7 nor can the fact

that Ionic was the established literary prose medium of the mid- to
late fifth century.

Therefore. it is highly improbable that Herodotos

Georges (1 994) 138.
'mixture
The large number of Karian names in the earliest inscriptions fiom Halikarnassos s u g p s u a strong
of Karians and Greeks. as well as a degree of inierrnarrying. See Georges (1994) 138 and n. 90.
Io

12seeabove, n. 107.
l l 3 Hornblower ( 1982) 24.
l 4 Herodotos. 1.17 1. Snodgnss ( 1961)

'

106- 1 1 8. and Cartledpe (1977) 18 n. 57. discount Herodotos'
daim conceming these Karian innovations. Homblower (1982) 16 and n. 84, attributes the daim to his
local pride. See however Thucydides, 1.8.
I l 5 Cartledge (1993) 37, goes as far as to saying that "Herodotus himself was of mixed. not purely
Hellenic. ongins." Levy (1992) 194, also refers to Herodotos' ancesvy as "d'origine mixte."
l6 For modern views on Herodotos and Samos see Cole ( 19 12); Mitchell (1975); and Toile-Kastenbein
11976).
l7 ~ornblower( 1982) 10 n. 48 and 49 n. 69: Canledge (1 993) 38.

"learned the Ionic dialect" on Samos, as Wells rightly states.'I8
However, the Suda does not Say that Herodotos "learned" the dialect
there, rnerely that he practiced it (ri or q'8 q ) and wrote his H i s f o r y
(&'y p a y r v~ )

These statements rnay be inferences from

there.

Herodotos' own work, but they are not "demonstrably incorrect .119
99

It is also accepted that the Suda's statement concerning the
work's division into 9 books is a late entry,

probably

introduced by the Alexandrian librarians, * ' O and not by
Since this information is of a later date and is an

Herodotos.
incorrect

since the division was

assumption

Herodotos.

other

based

on

a

post-Alexandrian

information concerning facts

that

text

of

we cannot

prove, such as Herodotos' part in the expulsion of Lygdamis, should
be judged accordingly.

Herodotos clearly demonstrates a dislike

for tyrants in his work,"'

but there is no hard evidence to prove that

he had any part in driving out ~ ~ ~ d a r n i s . "The
'
statement may be a
later inference from Herodotos' work. or i t may reflect historical
fact.

For Herodotos' residence in Thourioi and his death there, the
tradition is quite strong,

and generally accepted by s c h o l a r s F The

reference to Pella has found no support.

To conclude Our look at the Suda passage, we rnay note that it
supplements what we know of our author from the H i s t o r y

' and Wells
' l 9 ~ cci?..
"HOW

in two

( 1928) 2.

120

McNeal (1986) x. Schofars agree on this point. See above p. 19 and n. 70. Herodotos refers to his
work both as singular h6yoç and to parts of it &plural
i
hdyoi. See Macan (1895) Ixxv. and (1908) lxxi.
12'
- -- How and Wells (1928). vol. 2, 338-47.
'''The only evidence independent of the Suda. put forth to subscantiate Heradotos' participation, is an
inscription-from ~alikama&os.'Che inscription-mentions Panyasis, and records an agreement between
L~gdamisand his subjects. Ibid.. vol. 1 3 4 .
Stephanos records Herodotos' epitaph from a tomb in Thourioi. See above, 27. n. 107.

.

ways.

Firstly, it establishes the likeliness of Herodotos' strong native

Karian ties, and, secondly, it offers an explanation as to the
prominence of O O u p i O u in Classical sources quoting Herodotos'
proem. * z 4

1.3. HERODOTOS' AUDIENCE

Herodotos' audience, be thry listeners or readers. may have
spanned more than a quarter of a century.

His date of birth being

generally accepted as approximately 484 BC.125 and his travels in

Egypt being no earlier than 460 B P 6 (and in al1 likeiihood at least
ten

years

later)J7

lead us to suppose that

displaying portions of his H i s t o r y
fifth c e n t u r y P

Herodotos began

no earlier than the middie of the

There is no valid reason to disregard the ancient

opinion that Herodotos recited portions of his work publicly (or
even p r i v a t e l y ) P These oral presentation could have started at this

early date.

The publication date of the Histow.

that is to Say a date after

which no more revisions were made by Herodotos, must be later
l Z 4 ~ omore
r
interpretive and speculative biographies. see Legrand (1966) vol. 1.5-37; de Selincoun (1962)
28-33; and Jacoby ( 1913) 205- 29.
125 See above, 24, n. 95.
126 Herodotos tells us in 3.12 that he penonally viewed the remains of the dead from the battle at Papremis
(Egypt). See aiso 3.15 and 7.7; Thucydides 1.I04; Ktesias FgrH 688 F14;and Diodoros 11.71, 745, and
77. The battle is dated c. 460 BC (Bengtson [1988] 460 n. 64, states that 460 BC is the decisive date. while
Lloyd [1975] 4 1-2, argues for 459 BC. The date depends on Thucydides 1.1 10.1, where the Egyptian war is
said CO last ifhl.See Gomme [I945] 392-6). but the elapsed time between Herodotos' visit and the
battle itself is unknown. Scholars date Herodotos in Egypt as early as 460 BC, and as late as 43 1 BC (How
and Wells [1928] 41 1). The information in the Histog provides us with a terminus post quem only for
Herodotos' mvels in Egypt.
1 2 7 combination
~
of the established date of 460 BC. and the situation in the Aegean and Egypt proper
would place Herodotos in Egypt most Iikely between 449 and c. 430 BC. See Lloyd (1975) 61-68.
12S Myres (1953) 3, for example. has Herodotos "flourishing" around 444 BC.
1 2 g ~ hpractice
e
of public readiags is recorded by Lucian. Herodorus 1-2. and Plutarch, D e Mai. Her. 862B.
See Waters (1966) 161, note 14.

than 429

BC.130

Some scholars argue for a date as late as 414,131 but

Jacoby's date of 424 BC for the appearance of the Hisrory in written

form is still generally accepted as the terminus ante quem.132 We are
therefore dealing mainly with a Greek audience of the third quarter

of the fifth century.
Some characteristics of Greek society at this time are relevant
to our discussion. Perhaps the most important for the present
research is the status of women among Greeks of
that wornen have in the H i s t o r y

this

era.

The roles

are extremely important when

discussing aspects of "otherness" in Herodotos.

The status of Greek

women in general must therefore be established.

Several other

subjects that deserve mention when discussing Herodotos' audience
are

the

prominence

of

Athens

during

Herodotos'

lifetime.

Herodotos' estimate of Athens itself. as discernible from his work,
the continued threat of Persia. and the Greeks' knowledge of their
own past.

1.3. A . l Women in fifth centurv Greece
The study of women in Classical antiquity is a controversial
subject and an ever-growing discipline.

'33

TO a large degree, the

The terminus post quem of 429 BC for the publication of the History is attested by 7.137 (cf
Thucydides 2.67).
131See especially Fomara (197 1a and 1981 ).
132~n<emal
evidence suggests that Herodotos may have revised his work as laie as 427 BC. and a terminus
ante quem of 424 BC for the publication date is generally agreed. See Evans (1989) and (1979). Both
adcles dcfend Jacoby 's original datinp (1913,233). See also Cobet (1979). Lloyd (1975) 63-68. does not
commit to a date, but well illustrates the problems involved in reaching a precise date.
13' McClure (1997) 259. notes that 59% of ail Classics programs which responded to a survey by the
APA's Cornmittee on the Status of Women and of Minonty Groups offer at least one course in the area of
women in antiquity, sexuality, or minorities in the ancient worId. For a recent bibliography on women in
antiquity see McClure, foc. cit., n. 2, and Pomeroy (1984) 317-372. îhere is also the newly established
web site, Diotima (http://www.uky.edu~ArtsSciencedClassics/gender.html.).where bibliographies. course
materials and syllabi, al1 pertaining to the study of women in the ancient world, may be accessed. For the
controversial aspects of the subject of women in antiquity, and the progress of the research from 1975 to
1995 see G . Clark in her introduction to McAusian and Walcot ( 1996).

subject is beyond

the scope of this research.

A

number of

important factors. however, must be addressed before investigating
portrayals of women in Herodotos.

In the first place, almost al1 of our evidence for women in
Classical Greece cornes from Athenian sources.13J

What is more,

these Athenian sources are al1 male.

An element of otherness is

certainly

who

apparent

in

male

writers

discuss

women,

and

therefore the nature of the source must always be borne in rnind.135

The use of Athenian sources in order to draw conclusions
concerning Classical Greek women in general poses a number of
fundamental

problems.

The

idiosyncratic

nature

of

Athens,

compared to other Greek states, in terms of her prosperity, number
of slaves and merics. and government.~-'~uggests
that this city was
indeed unique, and therefore may not accurately represent women
in other Greek cities.

Also, the information that we have from

Gortyn and Sparta does seem to differ greatly from that of Athens.137

If Athens was indeed unique, should the information derived
from Athenian sources be used without reservation when studying
women in the H i s t o r y ? We should remember that Herodotos was not
134 Spana and Gonyn are the only other Greek states that provide us with detailed information on che role
of women in those societies. The information from Gonyn is rescricted to the legal frarnework of that
society and is preserved in a large number of inscriptions making up ihe fullest law-code to have survived
from Classical times. See Willets (1967);Sealey ( 1990) 50-8 1; and BIunde11 (1995)158-9. The oniy
Classical source for Spanan women is Xenophon. but there are numerous references in port Classical
writers such as Plutarch and Pausanias. See Fantham. Foley. Kampen. Porneroy and Shapiro (1994)56-67:
BIundell(1995) 150-58; and Sealey (1990) 83-88.
'35 Blundell (1995)95. cornrnents thai "the perceived antithesis between 'Greek* and 'barbarian'. which was
paralleled in some contexts by the rnaldfemale antithesis. coloured much of G m k thought in the Classical
Age." See Cartlrdge (1993)63-89. This antithetical treatment of women is most apparent in the
Hippocratic writings and the zoological and biological treaties of Arîstode. See Blundell op. cit., 981 12,and DeanJones ( 199 1 and 1994).
136 Blundell (1995) 1 13, argues that although Athens' dernairatic constitution was not unique arnong Greek
states. it was probably more radical and innovative. Sealey (1990)6-8. discusses the idiosyncrasies of
Athens compared to al1 other Greek ciiies.
137 specific areas where S p m a or Gortyn (or both) present information different from Athens will be
discussed below.

.

Athenian.

If we accept, as most scholars do,138 that Herodotos did

spend time at Athens, was his portrayal of women coloured by what
he witnessed there? Comparisons have been drawn between leading
female characters in the H i s t o r y , and some women in Attic
tragedy.139

The use of Athenian sources to discuss fifth century

Greek women in general, however, need not depend on whether
Herodotos was influenced while at Atkens.

The use of these

Athenian sources relies on the notion that the status of women in
Athens was most likely similar to that of women in other Greek
cities.

Although i t is possible that the conditions for women in

other Greek cities were not as extreme as they seem to have been at
Athens,lJo the theory that the status of Greek women in general was
similar to that of Athenian women is generally accepted.

Therefore,

by extension, the status of women at Athens c m be used to establish
the status of women in Herodotos' surroundings.

1.3, A.2. Women

in fifth centurv Athens

The position of women in Classical Athens has been compared
to that of male chiidren.i41

Indeed, in marriage, the relationship

would have appeared as such in its beginnings, since men generally

1 3 8 ~ eabove.
e
30, n. 124, and below, 36 and n. 154.
139~tahl
(1968). For the influences of tragedy on Herodotos, see Macan (1908), 1: xlvii-xlviii, and 2: 125.
See also Myres ( 1958) 50 and 78; Grene (1961); Waters ( 1966);and Nagy (1 987).
140~nformation
on women in Spam is sometirnes obscured Fy the treatment of Spana as the antithesis of
Athens in Greek fiterature, and this tradition should be considered when exarnining specific sources on
Spartan women (Fantharn et. al. [1994] 63). If the position of women in other Greek States is somewhere
between that of women in Athens and that of women in Sparts, then it can be iugued that this position is
doser to rhat of Athenian women than it is to Spartan. See for example Xenophon, Constitution of the
Lakedaimonians 1.2, where Greek women in generai are discussed in convast to Spartan women.
14' 1 follow Blundell (1995) 1 13- 149 and Fantharn et. al. (1994) 68-127 in the main. Kilmer ( 1 993) 159168, points out that much of the information assumed about Athenian women is based on late fifth-century
and fourth century Classical sources, and that they may not reflect the status of Athenian women early in
the fifVi century (or earlier).

married around the age of 30, while wives were usually in their early
to mid teens.lJ2 There is little evidence that women had any choice in
choosing a husband.

Herodotos is certainly presenting a rare

occurrence when he writes that Kallias allowed his three daughters
to choose their own husbands from arnong any men in Athens.143
Blundell suggests that this pairing of a much older male with a

young female helped to foster the notion of the inferiority of the
female arnong Greek rnen.I4l Male children

grew to adulthood and

were then permitted to participate in the civic life that was denied
them in their youth.

Women, however, were barred from any such

participation for life.

In fact nowhere in Classical Greece. to our

knowledge, were wornen ever enfranchised.'
Although an Athenian woman could inherit land in her own
right, she was

prevented

from

disposing of

such property.lJ6

Athenian lâw is quite clear as to the primacy of transmitting the

oi woq through patrilineal male descendants.

The evidence from Gonyn may point to a similar arrangement (Blundell 119951 158). The evidence
from Sparta, however, suggesis that women may have been between 18 and 25 (ibid.. 153).
I J 3 6.122.2. Most editors consider this passage to be compt. Hude brackets the entire chapter. Grene
( 1987) 457 n. 6 1. comments that several word forms are no[ fifth-centuryGreek. That Spartan women also
had iittle choice choosing their husbands is supported by Herdotos 6.57.4.
l M Blundell (1995) 120. Nor is there any evidence COsuggest that girls received any education outside the
home (132). This is in vivid convast [O the public education and athletics of women at Sparta. See Xen.
Const. of the Lak. 12.4 and Plutarch Lyk. 14.2.
145 While an Athenian boy became a nohirqç. an Athenian woman became an ami. Although àofi is
usualiy mslated as "citizen", it should be noted that this status entitled a woman to protection under the
law, and a share in the religious and cconomic order of Athens, but no share in the government or military
(unlike ail citizen males). Also, "protection under law" was subject to magistrates and a jury consisting
only of men, and therefare subject to an unequivocal male point of view. In the case of economic
activities, Athenian women required male supervision to conduct any important financial transactions
(according to isaios 10.10, any transaction beyond the value of one p i 6 i p v o ~ .A p€bipvoc was roughly
equivalent to the arnount of barley required to sustain a farnily for five to six days. See Kuenen-Janssens
[1941] 199).
146~nheritance
of property by an Athenian woman was very rare (Blundell [1995] 1 16). Spartan women,
however, could inherit whole estates and sel1 them,(Ibid.155-6).
For Athenian law concerning a woman's inheritance. see MacDowell(1982) 56-66. and Sealey (1990)
156-157.

To conclude Our review of the status of Athenian women, it is
sufficient to say that their position seems to have been one of
inferiority and restricted action.

The primary role of a woman

seems to have been to provide her husband with a male heir.
Although

Spartan information indicates a much less restrictive

environment

for women, at least in terms of

economics and

property.148 it is nevertheless reasonable to assume that women in
Greece in general occupied a secondary status to Greek men. They
had no part in war or politics, and they were envisioned by Greek

men to be physically, and often mentally. inferior.
1.3. B.1. Athens in the fifth centurv
An interesting phenomenon during most of Herodotos' life is

the growth of Athens.l."J One

the greatest changes in the Greek

world during the second and third quarters of the fifth century is

certainly the growth of Athens' power.

How this must have affected

Herodotos, who was himself a subject of the Athenian e m p i r e P will
be discussed below.

determine
imperialism.

their

As concerns his audience, it is not possible to

individual

thoughts

concerning

Athenian

It is sufficient to note that Atheiis was certainly the

most renowned (in the positive or the negative sense) Greek city in
the third quarter of the century, and that Greeks, in general, were

Cohen (1989). while acknowledging al1 che restrictions on Athenian women. lists a number of activities
that would have required their attention outside the house (138-9).
'49Thucydides 1.89-1 17 (seealso Diodoms 1 1.39-12.38). One of Thucydides' aîms, however, is expressty
to show the rise of the power of Athens (Bengtson [1988] 449). See also Gomme (1945) 361-413. For the
fifiy-year period in general, see Bengtson ( 1988) 1 12-130,448-452,663-668
150 hfeiggs (1972) 375. See above. 24-5. Meiggs notes that Herodotos does no<comment directly on
Athenian imperialism.

certainly aware of her external policies and her actions around the
Aegean.

1.3. B.2. Herodotos
It

and

Athens

has been suggested that Herodotos was an admirer of

Periklean Athens and that such a sentiment carried over into his
historical

writings.151

Jacoby writes that Herodotos wrote frorn

Athenian sources and an Athenian point of view.*s? He also suggests
that Athens was the one great factor that allowed Herodotos to write

his

work.153

The prominence of Athens as the intellectual and

artistic Mecca of the Greek world during Herodotos' lifetime could
be used to supports Jacoby's claim.

It is only natural to assume that

a Greek male in Herodotos' position, that is, a traveler and an artist,
would have frequented one of the cultural centres of the Greek
world.154

If Herodotos did spend time at Athens, this need not imply

any fondness or dislike for that city.
passages

An analysis of the relevant

concerning Aihens in the H i s t o r y

reveals at most an

ambivalence, on the part of Herodotos, towards that city.155
15'

It can.

See especiûlly Jacoby ( 1913) 237-243: de Selincoun ( 1962)30-3 1 ; and Legrand ( 1966) vol. la. 30-33.

I5?Clp. cit.. 242. He also argues towards Alkmeonid sources for Athenian information, but see Fornara
( 1971a) 53-57, where the author discusses the ambiguity of the Alkmeonid references.
Is3 Ibid., 355. De Selincoun (1962) States that Herodotos' "plan was io tell the story of the Fenian wan,

and in the course of the story to celebrate the decisive contribution of Athens to their successful outcorne"
(3 1).
154~erodotos
never clairns to have k e n at Athens. but as stated above (26,n. 102). he rarely specifies
where he has been. The only ancient reports that we have refemng to Herodotos k i n g in Athens are the
statements by Syncellus the chronologer, and Plutarch, de mal. Her. 26 (quoting the fourth century
historian Diylios). See How and WeIls (1928) vol. 1, 6-7. See also Jacoby ( 1 913)237-243 and Legrand
(1966) 27-3 1; the latter postulates a time between 447 and 443 BC for Herodotos' "sdjour athénien" (30).
See Immerwahr (1966) 217 and n. 77. Scholars in general almost universally accept that Herodotos spent
time at Athens. Most would place him there sometime in the middle of the fifth century, before his reputed
participation in the colonization of Thourioi. Podlecki (19771 argues that Herodotos need not have
frequented the city of Athens at all, and that al1 the information concerning that city could have k e n
amassed at Thourioi.
155Theprincipal passages conceming Athens are 5.78. 97.2: 7,139: 8.3. 17; 9.1 14. Immerwahr (1966)
2 17, includes 8.40-82 (preliminaries to the battle of Salamis); 8.136-9.1 1 (negotiations between Athens and
Mardonios); and, more generally, the "last section of the work, where we see Athens pursuing the war

therefore, equally be argued that Herodotos was in fact not a
supporter or admirer of contemporary Athens.
argued. In

order

to

establish

Herodotos'

as Jacoby has

opinions

concerning

Athens, it is necessary to look at Athens' portrayal throughout the
H i s t o r y , as well as at the individual passages singled out by scholars

as evidence for Herodotos' alleged Athenian bias.

By this method it

will be shown that Herodotos presents contemporary Athens (or
Athens directly after the successful defense of Greece) in less than
favourable terms.
The most

renowned passage,

used in support of a pro-

Athenian Herodotos, is 7.139.1 & 5:

As

stated above,

1 place

much

value in Herodotos'

interjections, such as contained i n this passage.

personai

Herodotos writes

that "it appears to him to bç true (poi @aiv~~ai&al

ahqûts)" that

Athens was responsible for saving Greece during the Persian Wars.
Herodotos is obviously praising Athens in this passage. but it is
specifically the Athens of 480/479 BC, and not the Athens of his
day.

If Athens'

character had remained the same during the
--

-

against the wishes of the Spartans." Fomara (1971a) 53-58, also includes the "Aikmeonid passages when
establishing Herodotos* views towards Atheris. He therefore considers other passages such as 5.69
(Kleisthenes' reforms);6.121-1 30 (the defense of the Alkmeonids ar Marathon, the greatness of the family,
the wedding of Agariste and the birth of Perikles); 9.1 14 (Xanthippos' actions after Mykale). On the
arnbiguities of Herodotos' representation of Athens see Georges (1993) 13 1 and note 69, Fomara (197la)
37-9 1, Irnrnerwahr ( 1966) 2 l?-2Zc,and Sirasburger ( 1955).

Pentekontaetia, then one could argue for Herodotos' praise applying
also to contemporary Athens. However, even though contemporary
Athens shared a number of significant characteristics with the
Athens of 479 BC, such as the democratic nature of her government,
important changes had taken place.

The Athens of 479 was already

powerful, but it is an indisputable fact that the fifty-year period
following the Persian Wars was largely characterized by Athens'

The Athens of 480/479 was fighting a defensive war on

growth.

Greek soil.

The Athens of Herodotos' time was aggressively fighting

barbarians (and Greeks) in foreign lands, as well as other Greeks in
Greek

lands. l s 6

Even within the H i s t o r y ,

immediately after the

victories at Salamis and Plataia, the role of Athens changes. She
becomes the aggressor when. after the victory at Mykale, she takes

over the rule of the allies and continues the campaign against the
Persians in Asia Minor.157
The willingness of the Athenians to allow the Spartans to
control the allied forces. as well as their eagerness to accept the
decision of the Spartans concerning the ordering of the troops at
Plataia in 9.27,

present Athens quite favourably.

However, aside

from the fact that it is again specifically the Athens of 479 BC that
Herodotos

is portraying, the passage also vividly contrasts the

statement in 8.3, where Herodotos daims that the ü p p i ç of Pausanias
was only a pretext, and that the Athenians were simply waiting for
lS6 It seems clear that Herodotos conceived of Europe and Asia as two entirely separate places. with the
HelIespont as the natural boundary between the two (see especially 4.145 and 4.198). The theme that
Greeks belong in Europe. and rhe Persians belong in Asia, is repeated in Herodotos. The Persians clearly
express such a belief in 1.4.4. Heroâotos, judging fiom his personal comment (~pqcnpwrarqv)on B i s '
proposa1 to remove al1 Ionians fiom Asia Minor, appears to concur (1.170.1). The Spartans also express a
desire to relocate the Ionians to mainland Greece (9.106.2-3).
'5' Thuc. 1.95-96, and Hdt. 8.3 and 9.1 14.

the

right

moment to

seize the rule of

Also, in 9.114, Herodotos States

that

the

allies from the Spartans.158

one of the main reasons that

the Greeks proceeded from Mykale to the Hellespont, was to destroy

the bridges linking Asia and Europe.

the Peloponnesians resolved t o return t o Greece, while

destroyed,

the Athenians, under

the

command of Xanthippos, remained and

the Chersonese.

attacked

Herodotos frames his History
the expansion of
falls at
there

Finding these bridges already

the

This empire, as

empire.

end of the Hisrory.159

is no

weakened

its

indication

that

around the rise of Persia and
by

Herodotos.

It is a symbolic downfall only, as

Persia's

her Asian rule.160

depicted

failure in Greece significantly

Nevertheless,

Herodotos

saw

fit t o

present the setback in Greece as a resounding defeat on the part of
the

Persians and a decisive historical event.
W i t h i n the context

of the rise and fa11 of Persia, the rise and

fa11 of individual kings parallel each other as well as
as each of

the Persian kings crosses a

natural

the

larger cycle,

boundary and

158...Gç yàp Giooaptvoi ~ 6 vnipaqv m p i rfiq & ~ t i v o u(6q TOV àyOva ~ S ~ O I E ~ V T O .
~ nauoavko
V
üppiv rrpoïq&xvot a n ~ i h o v r or j v (yepoviqv r o 6 ç
A a ~ e 8 a i p o v i o v ç .(8.3.3)
15g~mmenvahr
(1966) 78; Briant (1996) 53 1-535. Aischylos also presents Xernes' defeat as decisive
(Persians,esp. 550 and 585-595). Sancisi-Weerdenburg (1983) 3 1 remarks that "the real downfall did not
take place untiI 150 years after Salamis." She also argues that Herodotos does not comment or hint at a
decline setting in during the reign of Xerxes. Although Herodotos does not discuss such a decline, there are
a number of passages that hint at the decfine of Xerxes and, symbolicalIy, Persia itself. See below, 122149.
I6O~reeksources, such as Herodotos, Diodoros and Plutarcfi (esp. Themistokles,Arsitides and Kimon ) treat
almost exclusively the Mediterranean side of the Persian Empire (Briant, op.cit., 532). Archaeological
evidence seems to indicate that Persia's rule in the Eastern parts of her Empire remained stable, although
references in Classical authors to numerous rebeHions after a change of monarcfi seem justified. The Daiva
inscription (Kent [1953j 150-2), supporting written sources on reùellions under Xentes, and the Behistun
inscription (ibid., 116-34), for revolts under Dareios, are the best known examples, but there is other
inscriptional evidence, especially fiom Babylon and Egypt. On the Hellenocentric picture of a decayinp
Persian Empire h m Xerxes onwards, see Baslez (I986), Sancisi-Weerdenburg (1987). and Briant (1987) and
(1996) 53 1-534, and Brosius ( 1996) 1-3.
~p6@uiv T

unsuccessfully battles a "noble savage" people.16'

Kyros crosses the

Araxes river (1.205), east, to engage the Massagetae, is defeated,
and killed.

Kambyses tries to cross the desert (3.25) into Ethiopia,

but he is unsuccessful in his attempt to expand the Empire further

south.

Dareios attempts to conquer the Skythians to the north,

crossing both the Bosphoros (4.87-88) and the Ister (4.97), but he
also fails.
to

Finally, Xerxes crosses the Hellespont (7.54-56). in order

expand to the West and conquer the Greeks. The Spartans, it can

be argued, much more than the Athenians or the Greeks in general,

exhibit the features of a noble savage people.16'

Like the Massagetae

and the Skythians, the Spartans fight a defensive war and limit the

expansion of the Persians.
of their own territories.163

They do not pursue the Persians outside
Athens. as Herodotos clearly States. is

largely responsible for the Greek victory over the Persians.

But

Athens, as Herodotos knew, did not content herself with a defensive
v i c t 0 r y . 1 6 ~ She does not break from the cycle in the History

in the

manner that the Massagetae or Skythians do. Nor. it can be argued.

t61Nob1esavage people refers to people who are simple. free, and natural. They are somewhat primitive in
their lack of luxury. They greatly value their own vopoi and appear to resist change. The Massagetae
(1,20 1, 205-8, 2 12. 2 l6), the Ethiopians (3.20-24), the Skythians (4.59-82 and 4.127) and the Spartans
(5.49, 63; 7.102, 104, 219-20; 8.26; 9.82) al1 demonstrate the quafities of a noble savage people. For the
importance of natural boundaries (especialIy rivers) to lirnit aggressive expansion in Herodotos see
Immerwahr (1 966) 189 and 306, and Lateiner ( 1989) 127-1 35..
1 6 2 ~ eabove,
e
n. 161 . See also 5.39.63 and 9.82. See also Immenvahr ( :966) 294.
163TheSpmans do enter barbarian land after Plataia. and they do engage the Persians. but. upon discovering
that the bridges spanning the Heilespont have already been destroyed, they return home. They do so because
the threat of the Persians invading their homeland no longer exists, and the natural boundw between
Europe and Asia. between Greeks and barbarians, has been reestablished. See also Sparta's refusal to help
Aristagoras and the Ionians during their revolt from Dareios (5.49-55).
I6%ee above, 34, n. 149. Herodotos. in the main. remains within his established chronological parameten
(events no later than 479/8 BC). He therefore says little concerning Athens after the Persian Wars. The
imperialistic tendencies of Athens, however, are demonstrated after Marathon (6.132-6). as well as after
Artemisium (8.1 1-2). and Plataia (9.106 and 1 14-2 1). See also 1.68-7 1, 73-8,1 3 9 4 ; 2.38-47, 2.60-65;
3.37. The notion that the Athens of Herodotos' day had changed (in a negative way) is also apparent in
Thucydides, 2.64; 3.37; 5.84-1 16.

as the Spartans do.165

The Persians themselves are a noble savage

people before they successfuliy win a defensive battle against
Kroisos,l66 but after the victory they change and begin to rise on the
cycle.

Herodotos States that the Persians have nothing before they

defeat the

L y d i a n s / j 7 but that upon their victory, they begin an

aggressive

and expansionist policy.168

follows a sirnilar pattern.

Athens, it can be argued,

At the close of the History, she is on the

rise in the cycle of rise and fall.

The cycle is explained by Herodotos

early in his work,i69 and it is elaborated in the Kroisos logos.170 The
inevitability of Kroisos' fa11 is made clear several times in the Kroisos
logos.171

T h e fa11 of Kroisos and Lydia is important as the prologue

to the rise of Persia.

Lydia is the luxurious nation which is defeated

by the strength of the poor. proud Persians.17'

The fa11 of Lydia is

also significant in that it balances the rise of Athens at the end of

the His?ory.I73
The

o t h e r passage

often

referred

to when attempting to

establish a pro-Athenian Herodotos is 5.78:
I6?I'he Ethiopians are omitted because ihey do not actually battle Kambyses' m y . They are presented as
Noble Savages by Herodotos. but Kambyses' m y is not successful in reaching the land of the Ethiopians,
therefore he never engages their army (3.21-6).
166ThePersians. as described in I.71, and in reuospect in 9.122, display the qualities of a Noble Savage
ople.
67~erodotos
informs us that. with regards IO customs. the Penians are the most eciectic people that he
knows: " ~ a i v i ~b&
a v o p a i a ïïÉpaat n p o a k v ~ a iav6pGv p a h ~ a r a "(1.135.1). The act of
adopting foreign customs suggested a neplect of one's own custorns. This neglect for Persian customs is
exploited in the portrait of Xemes. as will be shown below (122-249, in order to create the effect of a
faliing hero.
168~erxes
comments that the Persians have never been at rest : "Wç y à p i y o sruvûavopai rWv
n p r o ~ u t i p w v . ot%apa ru r j r p t p i o a p r v . t x c i ~ oa a p r h a ~ o p r v~ j rvi y t p o v i q v t j v &
napa Mibwv. K 6 p o u K ~ T E A O ' V T O <' A o r u a y s a " (7.8.1). See also 9.16-8. The words of Kyros,
however, at the close of the work,conuadict such an expansionist policy (9.122).
1691.5 and above, 7, n. 26.
17%e Kroisos logos is an encapsulation of the theme of the rise and faIl of a d e r , at the h e m of which is
a reversa1 of fortune (Immerwahr [1966] 75-76). Herodotos initiates the theme in the Kroisos logos and this
attern of rise and fa11 becomes central to his entire work. See above, 7, n. 26.
y711.13.30-32, 34-45, 70. 71. 75. 77, 78, 83.
17?seeabove, n. 166.
I7?3eeImmerwahr (1966) 145-7.

y

In the above passage, Herodotos compares the Athenians' skill in
war while under a tyrant's mle, to their later excellence as free men.
As Fornara has pointed

out, the cornparison in this passage is

between freedom ( i o q y o p i q ) and tyranny, and not democracy and
tyranny.

The Spartans, although not democratic, were free.

Spartan

freedom was a more moderate freedom. as Demaratos explainsY4

This moderate freedom was one that Herodotos seerns to have
approved of.

In fact, i t can be argued that Herodotos' "admiration

for the Spartan government was even more intense than any feelings
he evinced for Athenian d e m o c r a c y . " ~ ~ ~
Herodotos. on more

than one occasion. demonstrates the

negative side of the rule of the many.
Aristagoras, the leader of

Miletus, was

In 5.97,

he tells how

not able to convince

Kleomenes, the king of Sparta, to send ships to Ionia to battle the
Persians.

This same person, however. was able to convince the

Athenian demos to send their ships to Asia.

Herodotos tells us that

these ships were the beginning of al1 evils

for the GreeksSi76 He

concludes the passage by stating that it is easier to fool many, than
to fool one.

'747.104.4.
175 Fornara ( 197 1 ) 49.

i76àp~fi
ua)tOv (5.97.3). Homer uses the same words to describe Paris' ships at Sparta ( I l i d , 5.62 and
1 t -604).See also Thucydides 2.12.3.

The Athenian demos is also presented unfavourably
story of Pisistratos' second seizure of power (1.60).

ir,

the

Herodotos

relates how Pisistratos, accompanied by a fully armed woman posing

as Athena, rode up to the Acropolis in a chariot and successfully
gained the tyranny of Athens. He adds the persona1 comment (Oç t y w
~j p i a i t u ) that, even though the Greeks excelled over barbarians in

terms of cleverness, and even though the Athenians were first
among Greeks in terms of wisdom, they nevertheless fell for this
most absurd trick ( x p f l y p a e 8 q 0 k a ~ a ~ o v ) .
The leading men of Athens themselves also do not seem to
trust the judgment of the Athenian demos.
to the other council rnembers that

When Lykides suggests

Mardonios' proposition

of

alliance between Persia and Athens be submitted to the Ekklesia (the

demos). he is stoned to death by his fellow councilors (9.5).
Freedom. in Herodotos, is an essential part of being Greek.
The antithesis between freedom and slavery pervades his entire
However, Herodotos emphasizes the importance of v O p O ç. He

work.

adds his persona1 comment, agreeing with Pindar, that " v o p 6 ç is king

of all."i77 The Spartans are free, but as Demaratos explains. they are

ruled by v o p t i ~(7.104.4).
The general sentiments towards Athens at Herodotos' time
should

also

be

acknowledged

when

treatment of Athens within his H i s t o r y .

considering

Herodotos'

The sentiment expressed by

Herodotos in 7.139 suggests a lack of support for Athens during
Herodotos' era.

He preludes his praise of Athens by stating that his

words are going to be "disliked by most people (étépyopai

yvw'pqv

perhaps predictable that "most people" would dislike the Athenians
being declared the "saviours of Greece."

Unless Herodotos was

addressing a specifically Athenian audience, or producing his work
primarily for Athenians, his audience would most likely be made up
of

more non-Athenians

The statement could,

than Athenians.

however. also reflect a general

atmosphere of dislike for the

Athenian empire during Herodotos' time.
Another

important

factor

when

considering

Herodotos'

opinions concerning Athens is the fact that he was Dorian.
was

Ionian,

sentirnents.179

and

Herodotos'

work

demonstrates

Athens

anti-Ionian

Also, the animosity between Ionian and Dorian was

certainly increased at the time of the Peloponnesian

War.180

The recurrent theme that the Greeks do not belong in Asia
Minor is also important in relation to Athens' representation in the
History.181 Towards the end of the work. Herodotos depicts the

Peloponnesians with a desire not to desert the Ionians. but rather to
re-establish firm Asian-European

boundaries, with the Greeks in

Europe and barbarians in Asia (9.106).

The Athenians, on the other

hand, are depicted refusing to consider such an idea. They insist on
the continuation of aggression against Asia.

The Athenian motive

for aiding the Ionians (by fighting in Asia) is hypocritical.

They had

'787.139.1.
179 1.170, where Heroâotos describes Ionia as the most beautiful place he knows of should not be taken
favourably (compare 9.122. where Kyros expiains the Greek sentiment thai soft lands breed soft men). See
also Homer, Odyssey 9.25-9.27; Hippokrates On Airs, Waters, and Pfaces 12,16,23-24; Aristotle, Politics
l327b. Herodotos states in 3.106 that Greece has the best mixture of climates. m e r passages implying
an anti-Ionian sentiment are 1.173,4.142,6.12and 7.10, where Herodotos writes that Histiaeos could have
put an end to the Persian Empire if he had only acted. See Jacoby (1913) 357; Immerwahr (1966) 239-40;
Georges (1994) 3940.
I8%eorges (1994) 130 and n. 63.
1 8 ' 1.4.170, and 9.101. See also above, 38, n. 156.

already

pledged

earlier help

to

the

Ionians

abandoned them shortly after (5.103).

(5.97), and had

It can be argued that

Herodotos believed the only aid to be given to the Ionians was their
removal from Asia.

Asia belongs to the Persians, and as long as the

Ionians inhabit that land they will remain Persian subjects.

This final passage concerning Athens in the Histories (9.11421) is also significant for other reasons.

The reference to Perikles'

father, Xanthippos, need not draw any special attention, since it was
standard practice for Herodotos to name individual Greek generals
in war campaigns.

The important factors are the decision of the

masses and Xanthippos to kill Artayktes, and the method employed
by them to do so.

Artayktes, the Persian satrap, had injured the

Sestians by desecrating the shrine of the Trojan hero Protesilaos.

When captured by the Athenians, he offered to pay a large fine for
his sins.

Herodotos tells us, however.

that the masses, and

Xanthippos himself. desired greatly to see the man dead, so the
Athenian general refused to accept the offer (9.120.4).

The method of Artayktes' death, perpetrated by the Athenians,
is crucifixion (a v a o u o h a i C w ) . l S 2

Crucifixion of an enemy is an act

which appears to be abhorred by Herodotos, one which is more
natural to the savagery of barbarians than to the moderation of
Greeks. Indeed the butchering or burning of the human body is
presented as a characteristic of barbarian culture.183

It is a revenge

which is out of proportion to the magnitude of any crime.

Xerxes

mutilated the body of the dead Leonidas, cutting off his head and

18'9.78.3.
183Hanog(1 988) 142-62 and 332-4; Georges (1994) 182.

mounting it on a pole (7.238).1g4 Yet Pausanias, the Spartan general,
refused to exact vengeance for this barbarism and persona1 injury to

the Spartans when it was open to him to do so after Plataia.

<

Lampon, an Aiginetan, counseled him to crucify (a v a a ~ o k a iw ) the
body of the Persian general, Mardonios, but the Spartan answers

that such actions are more fit for barbarians than Greeks and that

he would never abase himself to nothingness by mutilating the
body.185 Desecrating the human body is clearly unhoiy ( a v d o i o v ) .
The Spartans, who were far more injured by Mardonios and the

Persian war party than were the Athenians by Arktayktes. refuse to
exact such a vengeance.
The Athenians, under Xanthippos, father of Perikles. do exact

vengeance.

It can be argued that Herodotos is depicting the

Atlienians' behaviour as barbarie.

Just as the Athenians are rising

on the cycle of fortune, so they are also slipping into barbarism.
Herodotos specifies that being Greek is a way of life, and not simply
a birth right.

Barbarians could become Greek. and therefore Greeks

could slip into barbarism.' 86

One final note on Herodotos' attitude towards Athens should be
acknowledged.

He seerns to have shared a special relationship with

the island of Samos, and Athens crushed Samos shortly after the
revoit of 441 BC.187

la4Seealso the similar mutilations by Xerxes (8.38-39) and Dareios (4.84).
'859.79.1
186~eorges
(1 994) 124. See also below. 49-54.
18'For the revolt of Samos and the Athenian suppression see Thucydides 1.1 15-1 17. See also Bengtson
(1988) 129 and 462 n. 93. For Herodotos and Samos see above, 28 and n. 1 16.

1.3. C. The Persian threat
The victory of the Athenians over the Persians at Eurymedon
may have stopped the threat of another Persian attack on Athens
herself, but these same Persians remained the "official national
enemy" of the Aihenians.

Athenian imperialism depended upon

enmity to Persia, even after the so called Peace of Kallias.189

An

actual threat to the allies, or an alieged one propagated by the
Athenians, must have continued to exist into the third quarter of the
fifth century.
Athens,

at

This threat of Persia was certainly revived, at least at

the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War.

It is visible in the

treatment of the Spartan envoys who were intercepted on their way
to Artaxerxes.

They are killed without trial, and their bodies denied

burial. 190

1.3. D. Fifth-centurv Greeks and the ~ a s t
Concerning Herodotos' audience, one other subject deserves
Our attention: the Greeks' persona1 knowledge of their own past. It
is difficult to side with those scholars who see fiction, on the part of

Herodotos, in areas dealing with the relatively recent Greek pas t.19
1 8 8 ~shown
s
in the prayen of the Ekklesia in Aristophanes Thesni. 337 and Isokrates Pan. 157. cf.
Georges (1994) 1 17-1 18. Miller (1 997) 243-58 discusses Athens' apparent receptivity to Persian culture as a
means of diffusing the Persian threat.
189Periklesjustifies the spending of Athenian allies' money on beautifying Athens as long as she in retum
continues to protect the allies from the Persians (Plut. Per. 1-3). The authenticity of a formal peace
between Athens and Persia towards the rniddle of the fifth-century, the Peace of Kallias, has been both
accepted and rejected as historical fact since the fourth-century. No fifth-century source speaks specifically
of a formal peace between Athens and Persia, and yet an overwhelming number of scholars accept the Peace
as authentic (Badian Cl9871 1, n. 5). For arguments against the Peace see esp. Meister (1982), Mattingly
(1965), Stockton (1959), and Sealey (1954). Scholars who accept the Peace debate whether such a v a c e
was formalized after Eurymedon. around 464 BC, or in 449 BC. For the earIier date, see esp. Badian
(1987). The traditional date of 449 BC remains most convincing. See Wade-Gery (1940) and Meiggs
(1972) 129-151 & 487-95. For a recent refutation of Badian and the earlier date for the Peace, see Bloedow
(1993). For a full bibliography see Bengtson ( 1962) n. 152, and (1988) 461 -2, n. 81
lgO Thuc. 2.67. cf. Georges (1993) 142.
l g l Pritchett (1993) 328-353 addresses the ramifications of the daims. primarily by Fehling and West. of
fiction in Greck stories.

Not

only

were

there

quite

possibly

listners

with

hand

first

information concering the stories that he told (survivors from the
Persian Wars), but also descendants who had been told stories from

their ancestors.

To accuse Herodotos of fictionalizing

concerning the Near East is perhaps understandable.

events

Who was there

to challenge him? But to accuse him of deliberately fictionalizing
Greek

stories greatly

underestimates

the Greeks'

knowledge.

collectively especially, but also individually, of their own past.192

lg2 Ritchen. op.cir.. 330: "On the one hand. they allege that Herdotos is purposely lyinp about people to
whom his history is addressed-people who know that he is lying. On the other hand, they allege that by
usine such devices as citing various sources as his authority. his intent is to deceive ihese same people into
bdieving that what he narrates is the tnith." Murray (1987)100, however, writes that "their [rhe Greekr]
interest in the past was scarcely more than average."

CHAPTER 2:BARBARISM. WOMEN. AND THE DOMINANT
FEMALE MOTIF
2.1 TO

BE GREEK, OR NOT TO BE GREEK

Herodotos makes it very clear in the proem of his work, that
there are only two types of a v 0 p w n o i : Greeks and non-Greeks.

Both

are capable of E p y a p ~ y a h a rs ai B w p a o ~ d .but the two groups are
vastly different and entirely separate in Herodotos.

These two

categories appear to be rnutually exclusive, and yet Herodotos
explains that barbarians can become Greekl93, and therefore we
must assume that the opposite is also possible.
become barbarian.

Greeks. then, can

But this degeneration of a Greek people into

barbarism is nowhere explicit in Herodotos.

It would certainly have

been viewed as the worst of evils by his Greek audience.

Before

discussing Greek and barbarian any further, i t is necessary

to

consider the relevant passages in Herodotos.
There are two principal passages where the characteristics that
make a person or people Greek are discussed.19'

A

thorough

examination of both passages is necessary when attempting to
answer the question: "Whom did Herodotos consider to be Greek?"
The renowned passage in 8.144.2 has often been interpreted

as

an

indication

of

Herodotos'

personal

views

concerning

Ig3 156-58. as we shdl see below. See also 8.44. Isokrates. Eva. 66. also comments that barbarians were
able COchange into Greeks. Thucydides implies a similar sentiment when he remarks chat there are many
sirnilarities between ancient Greeks and contemporary barbarians (1 6.6).
Ig4~hesetwo passages are 8.144 and 1.56-58. See also 1.4. 1.60. 7.139. and 7.145. Georges (1994) 298
n. 66. in his Iist of similar passages includes 8.12. This reference must be a misprint: 8.12 contains no
relevant information conceming Greekners. He is perhaps refemng to 8.44. where Heraiotos discusses the
earfier names of Athenians. staning at a Ume when Pelasgians (barbarians) held al1 of Greece. At ihis cime
the Achenians were Pelasgians md were called Kranaoi (Kpavaoi).

Herein an Athenian envoy explains to the Spartan

G r e e kness. l g s

envoys why Athens will not corne to terms with Persia and enslave

Greece:

The passage seems clear.

Hellenic unity

as well as a common language. religion and

consists

of consanguinity,
The Greeks in

customs.

Italy196 and Asia Minor did retain their Greek language and religion.

As for t h e

Their ways of life seem to have been similar also.
question

of blood, the case is more

complicated.

It is a well known

fact that when t h e Greeks colonized widely in the 8 t h and 7th

centuries, they

usually

people where they
Greek

city

conquered

settled.

and removed

However. often

founding of

the

was more peaceful. and a mixture of Greeks and locals

took

place in

the

new

the

city

Even if the foundation of

following generations.

was

extremely

violent,

interbreeding can still be expected (1.146).
society

the

indigenous

the

practically ignored the blood of

'95 Cartledge (1993) 3,

a

certain

amount

Since Greek

t h e mother,l97

of

patriarchal

Greek settlers

for example.

Ig6 Heroâotos refers to Gelon as a Greek, and to Syracuse as Greek city (7.145). As stated above, 4. n. 2 1,
the label oi ' EXXqviroi in the fifth century is regularly used to denote the whole Greek spealOng world
fiom Sicily to the Black Sea.
197 An example from Athenian tragedy is Eumenides 657-66, conceminp which Peradotto, 1984.2 writes:

"Apollo justifies Orestes* sIaying of his mother, Clytemnestra, by what could onIy be called sexist
biology: the male-oriented polis is more important han b l d ties, but even if blood is important, then the
son is reaIly the blood-relative only of the father. the mother k i n g merely the receptacle for the bearing of
the child." Aristotle (Gen. De Anim. 716a, 72%-729b. 765b)supports Gischylos in the main,but he States
that the woman supplies matter as well as space. This matter is, according to Aristotle, only passive and
does not pive life to the embryo. BlundelI (1995) 107, using examples from the Hippocratic writers as well
as Alcmaeon, Parmenides, Empedocles, Anaxagoras and Epicunis, argues that "theorists who discount
women's role in the reproduction do not appear to have been the majority." It is, however, safe to assume
that althouph the woman's role in reproduction should not be discounted, it is clear that it was certainly
seen as secondary to the male's role, at least to fifth century Greek males.

were able to take indigenous non-Greek wives and still produce, in
their opinion, Greek children.

As mentioned above, Herodotos may

very well have had such a lineage.198
The problem with this passage lies not in its content, but its
It is spoken by an Athenian and delivered at a specific

context.

moment in time and should not be removed from its context.199 It is
an Athenian rhetor's speech, designed and delivered to the Spartans

with

the sole intention of inciting them to immediate action.

Political institutions, which were vastly different at Athens and
Sparta,

are

The differences between the two races

ignored.200

( y i v ~ a ) the
,
one Ionian and the other Dorian, are left out, and the

differences

in

their

dialects

reference to "one tongue."

are

obscured

by

the

ambiguous

It is a general statement that on the

surface might have been acceptable to the Spartan listeners of 479
BC.

Differences between Greek dialects and the idiosyncratic ways

of individual Greek n o A C I S

were by no means as great as the

differences between Greeks and barbarians.

Also, the sense of

Panhellenic unity was certainly at its height with the Persians
occupying Boeotia and preparing to move further south.
If, however, the passage is taken out of the literary context,
and

placed

-- -.-

- -

in

-

the

--

appropriate

time

frame

of

its

public

-

Ig8 27-8 and ns. 10% 12.
lW

The setting is Athens early in the summer of 479 BC.

zoo Walbank (1985b) discusses the "unity" of the Greeks. He remarks that "despite such alliances of
convenience as marked the Persian Wars in Greece proper, (..,) the Greek cities everywhere remained
separate and divided, each with its own laws, without rights of intemaniage, with different calendars and
cunencies, and (...) with different scripts and alphabets." (8). See also Hall (1989) 8-9 and Finley (1986)
120-33.

p r e s e n t a t i ~ n , then
~ ~ ~ the passage becomes very ironie?'

The

Athenians pledge that they would never turn traitor and enslave the
Greeks ( p q b i a a v ~ c~~a ~ a 5 o u h l a arij v ' EhAaBa), but in the decades
following the repulse of the Persians, Athens enslaved many other
G r e e k s 3 0 3 The fifty years between the Persian Wars and the
Peloponnesian War are largely characterized
Athens.

by

the growth of

She also most likely concluded a formal peace with Persia

and celebrated this fact in the Periklean building program on the

Acropolis.ZoJ
No matter what interpretation one might have concerning this

particular passage, the fact remains that it is a political speech

spoken by an Athenian.

It should not be used to carelessly indicate

Herodotos' own views towards being Greek.

In

1.56-58,205

however, the case is quite different.

Here

Herodotos appears distant at first (no speaker is identified). but by
the beginning of chapter 57. he changes to the first person narrative
and lets his authorial presence be known.

It can be argued that here

we are dealing with his persona1 opinion, as indeed he States in
1S 8 . 2 0 6

? O i ~stated
s
above, 30 and n. 129, there is no reason to doubt the ancient opinion that Herodotos gave on1
presentations of parts of his Histop. For the dates of Herdotos' displays, we above. 29-3 1.

passage is imnic to Herodotos' audience. we shall x e below, but the irony of the passage
within Herodotos' works becornes clear in 9.1 1. where the Athenians tell the Spartans that they will Medize
to Save thernselves. Although to the modem reader this passage is in a different book, it should be
remembered that the division is not Herodotos', and the two passages were not as separate as they appear at
present. See above, 29 and n. 120. On the irony of these passages, see Fornara (197 la) 84-86 and Georges
(1994) 131.
See Thuc. 1+89-1 17 and Diod. 11.39-12.38. See also above, 35 n. 149.
204 Cartledge (1993) S 1. obvioudy supporthg the authenticity of the Peace of Kallias and its later date. See
abve, 47 n. 1W .
205 The text is problematic, especially 1.56.2. 1 follow McNeal (1986) 130-132. He also discusses the
textual difficulties of these passajzes in more detail in McNeal(1981 and 1985).
m6 & &poi r a t a t $ a i v r r a i a v a i . For the importance of Herodotos' persona1 comments see above,
25-27 and n. 98.
- 0 2 ~ o wthe

In 1S 6 . 2 Herodotos begins with Kroisos receiving information
concerning those of the Greeks who are most powerful. He learns
that the Athenians and the Spartans are the most powerful of the
Greeks.

The Athenians are of the Ionic race

Pelasgians

(COvo~),'07

were Hellenic.

( y É v o ~ ) and

were once

while the Spartans are of the Doric race and

The Hellenic people wandered exceedingly before

settling in Peloponnesos, while the Pelasgians dwelt in Attica and
were autochthonous.

He then investigates the language of the

Pelasgians, concluding that they spoke a non-Greek language, and
that the Attic race, being Pelasgian, rnust have changed to the Greek
language
Pelasgians

when
w ho

it

Hellenized.?os

But the Greek part (of those

Hellenized)?og always used the Greek language

(presumably since it split from those Attic Pelasgians who did not
Hellenize).

He goes on to say that this Greek part was weak when it

split from the Pelasgian. b u t that i t grew by the accretion of
barbarians (especially Pelasgians). He then States that the Pelasgians
never grew great anywhere speaking a non-Grerk language. They

grew great once they adopted Greek.

For the use of yivoç and i0voq in Herodotos see Jones (1996). "Herodotus' use of the two terms is
taxonomie or hierarchical, and at the sarne time inconsistent: an Éevoq is sometimes a subdivision of the
ykvoç, and sometimes the contrary" (315). Here we are dealing with the latter. Just (1989) remarks that
iüvoç does not refer to a political srructure. The term is often tnnslated as nation, but it carries the sense
of nation-people, and not nation-state (72-3).
208~erodotos
is extremely vague concerning how the Athenians "Hellenized." Gomme (1959) 96. rernarks
that here we are probably dealing with Herodotos' own theory and that "he does not ask himself how this
hellenization of the autochthonous and unconquered Athenians (and therefore of the Ionians of Asia, and so
of Horner himself) took place. Also, in 2.51, Herodotos describes Pelasgians coming to settle with the
Athenians (who had already Hellenized!). He does not explain it, but this must be a later influx of
Pelasgians, afier a portion of the original Attic Pelasgians had aIready Hellenized. For other passages in
Herodotos concerning Pelasgians see 1.146; 2.52, 52, 56, 171; 4.145; 5.26, 64; 6.137-140; 7.95; 8.44.
See also Thucydides 1.3; 2.17 ( n ~ h a p y i ~ i v4.109.
);
Conceming the Pelasgi in general, see Gomme
(1959) 94-98, and How and Wells (1928) 44246.
' O 9 McNeal (1985) 17-19 argues that rb 'cXAqvir6v here cannot refer to al1 Greeks. but those Attic
Pelasgians who became Greeks and split from those Pelasgians who did not HeIIenize.

Herodotos implies that, in his opinion,210 the Greek language is
most important in changing from barbarian to Greek.21'

Indeed he

gives no other details concerning this transformation of Pelasgians
into Greeks.
Although Herodotos may appear to contradict himself in other
passages when discussing the Hellenization of Greece,"'
indisputably clear.

one fact is

Ionians (including Athenians) were barbarian i n

origin, while the Dorians (including Spartans) were Hellenic from
the beginning and are piven no barbarian ties.
This conclusion should corne as no surprise.

Herodotos. a

Dorian Greek. explains to his audience that the only "true" Greeks
are Dorian Greeks.

Ionians. to whom he is less than sympathetic

throughout his History,?I3 were originally barbarians.

2.2

THE DOMINANT FEMALE MOTIF
The dominant female motif. in its most apparent and obvious

form, is a gender statement reflecting the attitude that female is
inferior to male.

This attitude appears frequently among barbarians

as well as GreeksY4 The motif itself, however. is also more complex.
It can also be comprised of a statement of the type just mentioned

above, and the ensuing actions that in some way contradict that

1 -58 Herodotos includes his penonal comment: Epoiye 5oriei.
Hall (1989) 4-5. States that the original criterion of Heilenic ethnicity was their language. See also
BoIogna (1978)305-17, for the importance of the Greek language ~ C Jthe Greeks collectively.
2121n2.52. for example, Pelasgians of ïhesprotia speak Greek at the tirne the oracle of Dodona is founded.
five geiterufions before the coming of the Dorians. For this inconsistency. and others in Herodotos, see
Georges ( 1994) 133- 134.
213See above, 44, n. 179.
214 1.189, 207; 7.1 1 , 8.68, 88, 93; 9.20, 107.
"0

statement."s

In fact, it is often merely interactions between male

and female that, when interpreted through the eyes of a fifth
century Greek male, contribute to an atmosphere of Persian male
inferiority.x6
yuvaid<

If we bear in mind that "napu

uauio

a ~ o û a a c Gkvvoç

6È

roîoi

nipaqoi

p é y i o ~ 6 ~6ati." (9.107.3), the

motif becomes much more ernphatic. The interesting part about
these

contradictions

between

barbarian

men's

superiority over women, and actions in the H i s t o r y

beliefs

in

a

that suggest an

opposite situation, is that they appear only among these barbarians.
Nowhere in the H i s t o r y does Herodotos portray a Greek male
uttering any type of statement concerning or even implying female
inferiority, on1y to be later proven wrong.?i7

The statements are

there, but no actions ensue to contradict such statements. Greek

men in the H i s t o r y , it can be arpued, present women as they are
expected to be. in the eyes of a Greek audience.218

For the purpose

of this research, the dominant female motif is not merely the stated
observations of Herodotos or his characters concerning the relation
of male to female as much as it is the stories and events that are
narrated with these statements in mind.

The natural superiority of

male to female, attested by Greeks as well as barbarians, is simply
a5 1.189.2 with 1.214; and 8.68.3 with 8.88.
a6 1.8-13, 187; 3.1, 134; 5.18-21;and 7.3.
?17 In 8.93, the Athenians are said to have

offered a prize of ten thousand drachmas for the capture of
a i . "-2) T h e
Artemisia "...yap n k n o i E S v ~ oyuvaiica ini T&< ' A B j v a ~a ~ p a ~ ~ u ' ~ a 0(8.93
passsge reflects che Greek (and Persian) attitude that women have no place in war, but since Herodotos is
here describing Greek sentiments, the occurrence is not contradicted by any actions on the pan of Artemisia.
In fact she leaves the battle shortly after and returns to Persia (8.107). It can be argued that Euelthon is
proven wrong in his refusal to supply Pheretime with an m y (4.162). since she is later successful in
battle (202). However, the manner in which Pheretime successfully obtins an army. the supplier of that
army (167). Pheretime's ultimate fate (205). and the manner in which Herodotos tells the story. al1 point
towards the failure of Persian men io recognize the proper place of women (from a fifth-century Greek maie
point of view !). Pheretime is discussed more fully below. 129-130.
-18 As will be shown in the case of Pheretime (esp. 4.162: see below. 129-131) and Artcmisia (esp. 8.87:
see beIow, 127-134).

not present among the Persians in Herodotos. In fact, Our author
depicts scenes that suggest an antithetical situation among the
Persians.

2.2. A. The victorv

monuments of Sesostris

An example of the obvious type of statements about the
inferiority of the female among barbarians is 2.102.5.

Herein the

Egyptian king Sesosiris is said to have erected pillars in the lands
that he conquered.

Herodotos adds that if the indigenous people

put up no resistance, Sesostris had female genitalia drawn on these
victory pillars to symbolize the cowardly nature of these conquered
people.

As with many of the other examples of this dominant

fernale motif. the context is one of war.X9

The implication is that

the female is

naturally servile and accepts being conquered without

even a fight.

The Egyptians did set up victory monuments, and the

existence of pillars set up by Sesostris is not at question,??o although
the particular pillar that Herodotos viewed in Ionia 2.106.5 was
most likely Hittite, and not Egyptian.?=i The genitalia drawings on
the Egyptian pillars. on the other hand, are intriguing because it is
believed that they never existed.??? The Egyptians, to the best of our

?19 See 1.207; 7.1 1; 8.64, 88; 9.20, 107.
220 The monument chat Herodotos saw in Syna (2.106) most likely belonged to Ramses

II (Rawlinson
[l87S] vol. 2: 145 n. 9. See also Lloyd (1988) 20-21.
" 1 ~ l o ~ d/oc-cit.
.
relates the scenano of Hittite ideograms mistakenly identified as female genitalia.
Diodoros 1.55.8 also mentions the Egyptian pillars and the female genitalia He adds that if the indigenous
people were warlike (soi< paxipoiç). then the Egyptian pharaoh had male genitalia drawn on the piilan.
See also How and Wells (1928) vol. 1:2 17-18.
2 ' 2 How and Wells state that the addition of sexual emblems is a Greek invention (Qid, 2 18). Hall (1963)
161-2 translates a pillar set up at Semneh by Senusret ïiI (identified by him as the Sesostris of Heroâotos.
but see above, 11.168)remarking that it exhibits much scorn and is reminiscent of Herodotos 2.102. ïhere
is, however, no gender representation.

knowledge, never used the symbol for female genitalia to signify the
cowardice of an enemy.fl3

The representations

are therefore a product of Herodotos

himself, or his Greek sources. That Greeks in general believed this
"natural"

superiority

of

male

over

female

has

already

been

discussed,z'-4 and Herodotos does not provide us with any material
that suggests he felt differently.?Zs With this Greek male bias in mind.

a large number of passages where wornen among the Persians seem
to have the upper hand point towards the inferiority of the Persian

men in relation to their women. and, consequently, the inferiority of
Persians to Greeks.

How can men who cannot control their women

possibly subjugate the men of Greece?

2.2. B. Xerxes' ~ o r t e n t s on the eve of the invasion
Xerxes receives the following oracle at the Hellespont on the
eve of the invasion of Greece (7.57.2)

i p i o v o ç yàp Etalte i p i o v o v

6 i f a Exouoav aiboia. r à pÈv Éposvoç. rà 6i Oqhtqç* ~ a ~ o n & p B6is i v

~à T O Û EPOEVOÇ. It is the second of two great portents. In the first. a

mare gives birth to a hare.

Herodotos explains the significance of

the first omen: that Xerxes would enter Greece in a glorious way, but
would leave running for his life (7.57.1). x 6

??3 Lloyd. op.cir., 20. If these representations were. for exmple. painted on ihese pillars, nothing would
have survived.
224 See above, 33-35.
?%ewald suggests that statements reflecting the subordinaie nature and the physical inferiority of women
in Herodotos are always placed in the mouths of individual characters; therefore they do not reflect
Herodotos' own personal opinion. Dewrild's observation holds me for most of the passages discussed in
this Thesis (1.189, 207; 7.1 1; 8.64, 88, 93; 9.20, 107.); however, in 1.196, the situation is very
different, as will be shown below, 69-7 1.
226 How and Wells list several passages that echo the same imagery: the inevitability of defeat (8.74.1.
102.3, 1 4 0 ~ 4and
; 9.37.2).

For the second phenornenon, Herodotos offers no explanation.
Mules, almost without exception, are sterile animals. The emphasis
for Herodotos in this passage, however, is surely the dual nature of
the genitalia, and the fact that he comments that the male is above
the fernaIe.227

The portent certainiy relates to Xerxss' invasion, and

just as with the first portent, this one must also point to Xerxes'
defeat. The term x a 0 h p û e
sense of above,"8

(

Ionic ~ a r U n ~ p not
0 ~ only
)
carries the

but it is also used in the sense of dominating or

having the upper hand over someone e l ~ e . 2 2It~ is unlikely that the
important

feature of the portent is merely the two genitalia.

Aristotle comments that although it is uncornmon, animals (even
humans) may be born with both male and female genitaIia.230 The
key to the ornen must lie in the fact that male is above fernale.?"

This second portent, it can be argued, contributes to the
underlying therne of male inferiority among the Persians.

The omen

is part of the irony that Herodotos creates concerning barbarian

men's thoughts and beliefs about women, in contras to the reality
of their predicament. It is a motif that Herodotos inserts frequently
in order to achieve the impression of inferiority among the Persians.
He ironically portrays Persian men throughout the History with male

"

Rawlinson (1875) vol. 4:43, translates the passage as "a mule dropped a foal, neither male nor female."
Although not a Iiteral translation of the Greek, Rawlinson conveys the meaning of the passage. Persian
men are not simply the opposite of Greek men, they are not women. They are not, however, men either
(when compared to Greek men!). Herodotos expresses a similar view when, concerning the Persians
(precisely the Medes, but on the Greek confounding of Medes and Persians, see Graf [1984]) at
Thermopylae. he comments "...onnohhoi pÈv &0ponoi E ~ V 6Aiyoi
.
6È 6voptq" (7.210.2).
2 2 8 ~ o w eS.V.
~ ~ rat6nep8c.
.
The term occurs fifty times in Heroûotos. both as an adverb (17) and as a
reposition (33). Usuaily (36 times) it is used in the geographic sense, Le. "further inland, upstream".
b9 /W.Herodotos uses the tenn in this sense in 8.60.3 and 8.136.3
De pn.anim. 770b.33-35.
')'AS M. Kilmer has pointed out to me. in both ponents, laws of nature are broken: a mare brings forth the
wrong species. and a mule (normally sterile) gives binh to a bisexed foal. What Xemes proposes to do
crossing the Hellespont, and that combined with his hybristic 'punishment' of it - is against nature and
cannot succeed. Alrhough 1 concur with KiImer's interpretation, 1 am not convinced of the otherwise
insignificance of the bisexed foal, and the fact that the male was 'above' the female.

-

biased attitudes, only to be habitually proven wrong by women.
This tragic flaw among Persian men is reinforced at the close of the
History, where Herodotos explains that it was the worst offense for

a Persian man to be reputed worse than a woman (9.107.3).

This

omen was most likely quite clear to Herodotos' Greek audience, and
required no further commentary by Herodotos in order that its

meaning

be conveyed.'3? The omen is a clear and understandabie

sign to Herodotos' Greek audience, but not to barbarians.

At the

same time, it contributes to the theme of female dominance within

Persian society.

Herodotos, in my opinion. is using the dominant

female motif in this passage.
society.233

Men are above women i n Greek

They have the upper hand.

for the Persians, according to Herodotos.

The situation is not the same

In the stories that he tells,

the Persians do not have the upper hand over women.
cross the Hellespont to fight the Greeks they will lose.

If the Persians
Just as it is

predicted that they will flee like a hare, so it is foretold that male

will remain above female.

This interpretation does not necessarily

equate Persian men to women. Herodotos does however portray
disturbing instances of male inferiority that would have shocked,
amazed,

and interested his Greek audience.

The effeminate nature

of Persian society becomes a standard feature of fourth century

portraits of the Persians,'-34 and the beginning of such a theme is
certainly

visible

in

Herodotos.235

but in the above passage

232 Herodotos commenu thar Xenes judged the portents as of no account. even though iheir meaning was
easy to understand ( ~ a i m p
oijau'pf3Aqrov i 6 v a ) 7.57.1.
7-33~ee
above, 33-35.
*"€xemplified by Ktesias' Persiko. See Briant (1989). Plaio. h s 3.695a-c. lis&the education of Penian
children by women and eunuchs (starting as early as Kyros' mie) as one of the main factors for the

"sofiness"of Persians.
in the words of Kyros at the end of the work (9.122).

3 5 Especially

Herodotos is commenting on the two different societies.
society male is above female.

In Greek

The hierarchical relationship between

husband and wife in Greek society is well attested.

Herodotos

himself implies that a woman's life is subordinate to that of a

man.236

Persian men speak as though the situation between men and women
is the same in Persia, but stories and actions throughout the History
indicate otherwise. This omen therefore signals defeat for Xerxes
because women in his culture, as depicted by Herodotos, are not
subordinate to men.

The nature of the dominant female motif, and its importance
in creating the atmosphere of Persian inferiority necessitates

a

review of recent scholarship pertaining to women in Herodotos as
well as Herodotos' own views concerning women.

2.3 GREEK AND PERSIAN ATTITUDES TOWARDS WOMEN

In general, evidence suggests that Athenian playwrights (al1
male) presented women as they imagined they could be, while
philosophers (also al1 male) discussed how they thought women
should be.

Thucydides, as mentioned above, confined his work

almost entirely to the Peloponnesian War, and the political events
surrounding that war."'

of

these

realms,

Since women in Greece had no part in either

Thucydides

mentioned

women

sparingly?

Herodotos' personal opinion conceming the relationship between men and women is discussed bclow.
69-7
1.
--

-.
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See above, 18, ns. 70-1 .
?38~artledge(1993) 70-4 and 190. Cmledp writes that one of the main reasons that women are mentioned
su little in Thucydides is because "Thucydides was consciously staking his daim to difference from
Herodotos by excluding women from his m e . " (7 1)

Herodotos, o n the other hand, had a much wider scope, and
therefore women find their way frequently into his discussion.

In

fact, women can even be found in both the realms of politics and
war.

2.3. A. Women

in

Herodotos

A number of articles have addressed a variety of individual

aspects of

women

in ~ e r o d o t o s . ' ~ ~ e w a l d ? ~ ' addressed the

treatment of women in Herodotos in a most general manner, "in the
belief that he [Herodotos]

is an important and generally neglected

witness to fifth-century assumptions and attitudes about women in
society.""l'

She insists that Herodotos attempted to describe women

as they truly appeared to him or as he believed them to be.

She

remarks that women are mentioned 375 times in the H i s t o r y , and
that she bases her analysis on the majority of the evidence, insisting
that one or two or ten striking examples will not "reveal Herodotus'
habitua1 assumptions about ~ o r n e n . " " ' ~
She also writes that Herodotos' "portrait of women reflects
not the narrow anxieties or controversies of a particular state at a

given moment. but a composite oral tradition with some claim to
239~osselliniand Said (1978) and Dewald (1981) are two of the mort comprehensive investigations.
Tourraix (1976) focuses on the link between women and power. while Weil (1974) and Munson (1988)
concentrate on the figure of Artemisia. Gray (1995) studies the otherness of a number of passages
involving women in Herodotos. See also Flory (1987) 29-48.
Dewald ( 1983).
'41 Ibid. 91. That Herodotos was neglected as an important source for wornen in society is reflecred in the
introduction to Pomeroy (1975) xi, where the author insists that both Herodotos and Thucydides are poor
sources for the Iives of women. Cartledge (1993) 65. cautions that "in a predominantly sex-segregated
society, as the world of Classical Greece was, it remains a question whether and how far a man can
experience or syrnpathetically represent the mality of women's hies. panicularly when his 'addressee' is also
male."
242~ewald.opcit.. 92. I argue that a number of "striking examples" of stories about women do reveal
Rerodotos' attitude towards women and point to a motif insened throughout the Hisror). to reinforce a
t h e m of Persianharbarian in feriority.

representing

underlying

and

broadly Greek beliefs.

divides her study of women in the History

243

Dewald

into two categories:

women who do not act, and women who do act.
categorizes

gt

She further

women who act into the following groups: groups of

women who act within the context of a polis; women described as
part of an ethnography; individual wornen who act in the public
sphere; and priestesses.2'4
She concludes that Herodotos depicts a Persian inability to
acknowledge and accept "the notion

of balance and reciprocity

between the sexes, the separation of the marital and the political
spheres. and, finally. the distinction between one's own territory
and the territory that belongs to o t h e r ~ . " ? ' ~ She also states that

Herodotos

saw women as an essential element of culture and

society, and that the Persians' failure to recognize this fact led to
their defeat.

This Thesis supports Dewald's conclusions to a large

degree, but her "notion of balance and reciprocity between the
sexes" merits further discussion.

Herodotos certainly acknowledges

a reciprocity between men and women, as well as the essential
nature of a woman's part in society.
extreme example of a Persian

Kambyses represents the

male failing

to understand the

essential element of women in society when he kills his pregnant

wife (who is also his sister) and consequentiy dies heirle~s."~ The
failure to separate the marital sphere (i.e. women) from politics is
also apparent in the H i s t o r y .1 4 7
243/bid,
91 .
'441bid.. 97.
2451bid.. 1 13
246
3.32
2473.1 and 134.

The difficulty with Dewald's

statement

is

one

of

interpretation.

representatives (and even enforcers)
societies,

especially,

but

not

She

sees

women

as

of the notion of balance in

exclusively,

barbarian

societies.

Women like Tomyris and the wife of Kandaules remind the audience
that these males have overstepped certain boundaries and must
therefore

suffer

the

consequences.

consequences are administered by
the dominant female motif.

The

fact

that

these

women is precisely the nature of

Similar actions by fifth century Greek

women, inflicted upon Greek men, would simply not have been
credible or acceptable to Herodotos' Greek a u d i e n ~ e . ? " ~Dewald's
statement that "Herodotos'

portrait of women emphasizes their full

partnership with men i n establishing and maintaining social order"
is misleading.

The hierarchical relationship between Greek men and

women does not suggest a full partnership.

A partnership certainly

existed, but it was one of complete advantage for the male.

The

success of women like Tomyris and the wife of Kandaules is part of
the otherness of barbarian. and especially Persian, society.

These

women therefore find success in realms not even accessible to

Greek women.

It can be argued that it is not the Persians' lack of

full partnership with women that points towards their defeat, but
rather their failure to irnplement a similar hierarchical relationship
between women and men.'"
realms of politics and war.

Persian men al1ow wornen into the

Not only do women act in these realms,

"a Euryxo and Pheretirne both seem to have success against Gnxk males. n i e y are dirussed below. 129130.
' 4 9 ~ s rnentioned above. 54-56. Penian men in the History acknowledge a predominantly Greek attitude
towards women in war and politics. It is in their actions that Herodotos displays heir weakness.

but it will be shown that they a h prove to be superior to barbarian

men.
Another difficulty with Dewald's conclusion is her statement
that the Persians' ultimate defeat was caused by their attempt to
subordinate "everything, male and female, foreign and Persian, to a
single structure of absolute royal authority. tr250

As stated above,

contemporary evidence from Greece itself, as well as Herodotos'

own views concerning women, tend to support the notion of female
as ~ u b o r d i n a t e . ' ~ ' I argue therefore that, according to Herodotos,
Persian

failure was caused not by

Persian men attempting to

subordinate women. but by their failure to do so.
Rosellini and ~ a ï d ' ~ 'also analyze Herodotos'
women among the barbarians.

treatment of

They compare Herodotos'

reports

with other ancient sources and draw analogies to modern social
Their article argues that Herodotos' ethnographies seem

customs.

to depict women in terms of otherness more than they reveal how

women in these societies actually were.
~ o u r r a i x " concentrates
~
his study on women in Herodotos and
the link between wornen and power.

He proposes over fifty

examples where the motif of women and power can be seen.

does not, however, consider a motive or reason for the motif.
Annequin has pointed out,'5J
thrown

together, and

He
As J.

Tourraix's examples seem simply to be

lack a common theme.

A

number

of

- --

33-35.and below. 69-71.
Rossellini and Saïd (1978). The authors focus on the ethnographie information about women in
Herodotos and subsequently sparingly mention the key fernale figures discussed in this Thesis.
ZS3~ouiraix
( 1976).
=~nnequin (1976).

'Si ~ e above.
e
252

TourraixTs examples, however, do share a common theme, as will be
shown, and therefore find their way into the present discussion.'55
~

r studies
a an ~aspect ~of women
~ much
~ more closely related
She concludes that the otherness exhibited by women

to this Thesis.

in Herodotos is part of a much larger otherness, namely, of an
oppressive

and

barbarian

political

~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~ She
'
points out

deficiencies when comparing individual aspects of two stories to
establish a particular motif.

Kandauledwife of Kandaules

For example. she argues against the
and the Xerxes/Amestris stories as

programmatic because a comparison of the two tales in isolation
fails to consider other accounts
patterns. 2 5 8

in the H i s t o r y that exhibit similar

Since this Thesis supports the comparison. similarity

and linking of the two stories in question. Gray's arguments are
discussed in the section below.259

2.3. B. Non-Greek Evidence for Women in Persia
Herodotos'

Persian

men

seem to consider women

to

be

physically weaker. to have no place in military campaigns. and to be
generally inferior to men?'

Persian men's true attitudes towards

women, as derived from non-Greek sources, are perhaps impossible
to establish.

In fact the role and position of women in Persian

society is extremely difficult to detemine due to the lack of Iranian
'"~he following examples, discussed in this Thesis, are arnong Tourraix's tifty examples: Kandaules and
Gyges ( 1.7- 14); the birth of Kyros 1.91 ); Nitokris ( 1.185): Tomyris ( 1.20 1- 16): Monuments of Sesosuis
(2.102);Roxanne (3.31-32); Atossa and Demokedes (3.1334): Alexander and the Persian envoys (5.18-2 1 );
Atossa and the succession of Xenes (7.24);the portenis before the invasion (7.57);and Amestris (9.108-

sources.

What sources there are almost never mention women.

Indeed, the royal inscriptions never mention mortal women?

Even

the so called Harem inscription, which describes Xerxes' accession
to the throne, fails to mention

tossa.'^'

According to Herodotos,

the king's mother was the main reason that Xerxes was chosen as
the legitimate successor (7.3). yet there is no mention of her in the

Persian text.
Women are also entirely absent from the palace reliefs of
Persepolis.

Even al1 the anirnals being brought as gifts to the king

are male with the exception of one lioness.

The presence of the

lioness is explained by the need for her two accompanying male
cubs to s u c k ~ e . ? ~ ~
The lack of women in Persian sculpture.

and their absence

from royal inscriptions, can certainly be misleadhg when discussing
Persian ~ o r n e n . ' ~ ' ' In the first place. many of the Persian sculptures
and inscriptions are military in nature. and Persian women had no
part in the military.
developed

from

Also. Persian sculptural scenes seem to have

earlier

Assyrian

traditions. 2 6 5

The lack of

representations of women rnay in part be due to these earlier
traditions.
Only recently has the subject of Persian women received a

large scale scholarly investigation.266 The Persepolis Fortification
261

Sancisi-Weerdenburg (1983) 22.
The Harem Inscription = Xpf (Kent [1950] 117). See Kent, ibid, 149-50 for text and translation.
Atossa's name is also absent from the text of Aischylos' Persai. Her name only appears in the iist of
characters and may have been added there at a later date (Sancisi-Weerdenburg, op.cit.. 24).
163
Sancisi-Weerdenburg, op.cir., 22-3.
' @ ~ e eBrosius (1996) 84-7 and Sancisi-Weerdenbuq. op-cir., 23. for depictions of women in other art
forms.
265
Boyce (1982)2:99 and n. 53. Boyce also notes influences from E1am and Urartu.
Brosius (1996). Her book is based on 3 assumptions (195): the fint assurnption is that Greek
historiography of Penia was influenced and even created by the antagonism between Greece and Penh, and
262

'"

textsZ6' are Our main non-Greek textual source for Persian women,
and in the case of non-royal Persian women, they are our only
source.
Brosius has demonstrated that royal women were identified by
their relationship to the king, as was the custom in the earlier NeoBabylonian

and

Neo-Assyrian

mother of the king (pri'rqp

cultures.268 She concludes that the

flaoihiwç) was the head of the female

members of the royal family, and that although she had no forma1
political power, she seerns to have had a degree of economic
independencê.

She controlled estates. villages. and even t ~ w n s . ' ~ ~

The king's wife (yuvfi

TOU

Baoihiwç) followed the king's mother in

the hierarchy of royal Persian women.

She also controlled various

geographic (and economic) areas of the empire.

no say in politicûl matters.

She evidently had

Her title, Brosius States, was determined

by the appointment of a legitimate heir?''

A wife of the Persian king

became the wife of the king only if and when her son was chosen

to be the legitimate heir.

Brosius also concludes that there is no

is therefore highiy selective (see above. 3-5);the second factor involves cultural context, and how even first
hand contact with Persians was bound not to be fully understood by Greeks, simply on account of the
manifestly different Persian culture; the third factor deals with the phenomenon of a decaying Persian
em ire and a decadent king, as poruayed by Greek writers (see above, 39, n. 160).
26krtification tex& refer to the Elamite tcxis excavated at Persepolis: 2,081 texts were published by
HaIIock ( 1969) and ( I978), and Brosius herself (op.cir.) accessed and makes reference to HaIlock's
unpublished manuscripts relating to another 2.586 texts. The texts date between 509 and 494 BC.
Treasury texts refer to those texts discovered in the treasury of Persepolis. Cameron (1 948). (1958) 26 176, and ( 1965) 170-82, published 1IO of these texts, They are dated between 492 and 458 BC, See
Brosius, opcit., 10.
'68~rosius.op-cir.. 2 1-31. 183-5.

'69ibid.. 187.
"O

oc. rit.

evidence to support the ancient opinions that Persian royal women
were confined to the palace.'7'
Concerning royal Persian daughters, Brosius has found no
indication that they married non-Persian men.27' She also concludes
that, the term

R aA h aic q' ,

used by Greek writers to describe a

relationship between the King of Persia and certain women.

is

misleading. She points out that the term n a h h a r(~ (concubine) in
fifth century Greek culture carried negative

connotations.

It

represented a relationship out of wedlock, such as that between
master and slave, or Greek and barbarian.

Brosius declares that

these naAAarai at the Persian court were foreign wives to the king.
Although they could not bear

legitimate heirs. they seem to have

held a high status at the court.273
Brosius also establishes a hierarchy among non-royal Persian
female workers.

The most prominent of these workers seems to

have been the arassara pasabena, and she is identified in many texts
by her name, but also, in cases where she is not named. by her very

large ra t i ~ n s . ? ~ There
"
is evidence that both male and female skilled
labourers could have held identical professions and received equal
payment, but that lesser professions seem to reflect an unequal
payment systern based on sex.

27 1

ibid., 83-93. Brosius refers to authors later than Herodotos, and it can be argued chat Herodotos had
little or no experience of such seclusion. Herodotos, however, implies such a state of seclusion in 3.68.
ibid., 1 89-90.
ibid., 3 1-4.
274
ibid., 146-63.

"'
"'

It is also clear from the Fortification tablets that women who
bore male babies received portions twice as large as mothers who
bore female babies."'

Brosius' conclusions suggest that the Persian sources do not
support the negative portrait of Persian women reflected by most
Greek sources, and that the stories told about Persian women were
mainly developed from the Greek male imagination.
women

among

Persians in

the

Herodotos,

1 argue

Concerning
a similar

phenomenon.

2,3, C. Herodotos

and

Women

The importance of Herodotos' personal comments has already
been d i s c u ~ s e d . ' ~ These
~
comments are also significant in the case
of his own attitude towards women.

As Dewald has stated, if woman

is compared unfavourably to man. the context of the passage usually
makes it clear that Herodotos is expressing a character's opinion,
and not his 0wn.27~ The situation is quite different, however, in
1.196.

Here Herodotos describes the Assyrian custom of auctioning

young women.

Once a year, al1 the girls that are at the age to be

married are gathered together.

An auctioneer then sells them off,

one by one, to the highest bidder.

He begins with the most

b e a ~ t i f u l , ' ~ who
'
obtains the highest price, and then he sells the girl

who is next in beauty.

After selling al1 the rnost beautiful girls to al1

the rich upper class men of Babylon, the auctioneer then displays
Hallofk (1985) 606.
See above, 25-27 and n. 98.
2 7 7 ~ e w a l d(1981 ) t 14, n. 3.
C U E I ~ L ~ ~ literally.
T ~ V . the "most well shaped" or "rnost plwing to the eye." See the discussion of
this passage in M c N d ( 1988) 54-7 1 .
275
276

"'

the least beautifu~'~'girls.

In the case of these girls, however, the

money gathered frorn the sale of the most beautiful girls is used to

pay men to live with the least beautiful girls.

In this passage, women

are clearly treated as objects and dispersed evenly for the good of
the society.

The society as a whole might benefit from such a

custom, but it does so at the expense of any rights or freedom on

the part of the woman.

The custom does not necessarily refiect the

otherness of a barbarian society .

Evidence from Classical Greece

suggests that women had little Say in whom they would marry.'80
This Assyrian custom is more extreme in its treatment of women as
property.
Amidst the description of this Assyrian custom. Herodotos

includes

the personal interjection that

yvo'pqv

riv

i p ~ r i p q v (1.196.1).

O

pLv

oo@draroç 6th r a t à

His persona1 remark here is

important, for i n no other passage concerning
authorial bias be firmly established.

women can an

In al1 the other relevant

passages. the bias can be blamed on the character speaking. or on
the source.

For the purpose of establishing Herodotos' persona1

opinion concerning women. the importance of this passage lies in
how Herodotos tells us he feels about the custom.

He not only calls

it a "most wise custom" at the outset of his description, but he also
refers to it as a ~ t i h A i o ~ ov ~d p o ~(1.196.5) at the end of the
description.

279

apo@orcirqv, literally, the "most misshapen."

"O See above. 34.

Herodotos' opinion of women seems clear."'

It is perhaps the

opinion of the average fifth century Greek aristocrat.

It is a bias

that should be taken into account when reading stories of Persian

men being outdone by women.

As will be shown below, it is not

usually the case of a superior woman. but that of an inferior male.

2.1. THE WIFE OF KANDAULES, KANDAULES, AND GYGES
The story of the rise of Gyges and the fa11 of Kandaules is the

first story in the H i s t o r y that Herodotos narrates i n detail."'

After

briefly recapitulating Greek mythological stories about abductions

of w ~ r n e n . ' ~Herodotos
~
shifts h m these vague references to the
Greeks' distant

individual

past, to a detailed narrative

historical

figures."'

revolvinp

around

He States that he will begin with

Kroisos. TOV Oi oioa cxUrbq npWrov Jnaptavra aàiuwv 2pywv ES TOCS

"EXXqvaç ( 1 5 3 ) and ~ o c ç$ h o u s

~poauroi~oao
r of others (1.6.2),285

"'

Towards the end of 1.196.5. the text is considered io be corrupt. The description of the custom. and
Herodotos' opinions. however, corne before this corruption. There are no textual problems or controversies
in the relevant section (1.196.1 - the beginning of 1-196.5).
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1.8-12.
In 1.1-5, Herodotos bnefly narrares the s t o h of Io ( 1.1 ). Europa ( 1.2.1 ), Medea ( 1.2.1-3). and Helen
( 1 -3-4). He claims that the versions he tells are Persian (oi A6yior IIspoÉwv. 1.1.1; iIipaai A E Y O U U ~ .
1.2.1: nipaai Aiyouai. 1 S. 1). He stresses that the Greek version of the story of Io is different from
that of the Persians ( 1.2.1 ), and that the Phoenicians disagree with the Persian version ( 1.5.2).
384
Gyges and Kroisos are historical figures. Gyges ruled Lydia during the second quarter of the seventh
century BC, and Kroisos was in power from approximately 560 to 546 BC. See Wells (1923) 19-26.
283

Gyges' name among the Archaic and Classical Greeks seems to have been a proverb for weaith !Smith
[1902] 262, n. 3). Herodotos does not offer any chronologicai information conceming the abductions of
women, but he does suggest an order to the events and these events culminate with the abduction of Helen.
Since Herodotos places Homer in the middle of the ninth century BC (2.53.1 and above. 30-3 1 and ns.
126-32). we have a reminus ante quem (from Herodotos' point of view) of the early ninth century BC for
the abduction of Helen and the ensuing Trojan War. He rherefore establishes a span of at least two hundred
years, and most tikely much more, between the first historical figure that he knows of, and the earlier
stories of the Phoenicians and Persians (1 5.3).
285
Kroisos began unjust acts (and demanded tribute) from some Greeks, and he befriended other Greeks
( 1S.3-6.2).

but he immediately travels back in time to the ancestor of Kroisos.

He journeys back five generations, to the time of Gyges.
The

importance

of

the

Kroisos logos,

especially

in

its

presentation of and elaboration on the theme of the rise and fa11 of
individual oriental monarchs, has already been d i s c ~ s s e d . ' ~This
~
tragic cycle of rise and fa11 is also noticeable in the Kandaules
logos. 187

In fact the Kandaules/Gyges logos is introduced as the first

example of the pattern of rise and fa11 in the H i s t o r y . Just as
Herodotos

initiates

the

pattern

of

rise

and

fa11 within

the

Kandaules/Gyges logos. so he initiates his theme of male inferiority
among the barbarians.
Herodotos creates

this

theme

by

inserting

female motif at various places in his H i s t o r y .

the

dominant

Indeed the motif is

apparent. although not developed. in the earliest chapters of the
History.

After narrating the abductions of Io, Europa, Medea, and

Helen, Herodotos writes that p É ~ p i d v roo'rou a p l r a y à ç
nap

'

a ~ A j h w v(1 A.1).

Greeks p s y a X w ç

p o o v a q &ai

He then explains that Persians consider the

aitiooç

ytvÉo0a1 after the abduction of Helen

because they invaded Asia on account of a woman.

The Persians

themselves, on the other hand, explain that although it is the work
of unjust men to abduct women in the first place. it is the work of

fools to avenge these women (1.4.2).

The Persians declare that they

made no account of the women that were abducted from Asia.

This

attitude of yuvaircjv X6yov oiioiva noiioaa0ai will haunt the Persians
later in the History.
286

Ironically, Herodotos will depict Persian men

See above, 4 1, n. 170.

287~orneroy(1975) compares the wife of Kandaules 10 prominent female figures in fifth cenrury rragededy
(95). See aiso Smith (1920) 23; Myres (1953) 137-8; Stahl (1968).

sources, along with a cornparison to the account preserved in
Herodotos, establishes the prominence of

the dominant fernale

motif in Herodotos' version, as well as the theme that the motif
invokes.
change

For the present research, the principal versions of the
of

dynasty

from

the

Heraklidae

(Kandaules)

to

the

Mermnadae (Gyges) are those of Xanthos, Plato, Plutarch and an
anonymous (Hellenistic?) tragedian.
Before discussing these other versions of the

rise of Gyges,

let us first consider the account of the change of the Lydian dynasty.

from Kandaules to Gyges, as told by Herodotos.

2.4.1. A.

The account in ~ e r o d o t o s ' ~ '

According to Herodotos. Gyges was one of king Kandaules'
guards.

T o this puard, he tells us. Kandaules confided everything.

He especially spoke of the beauty of his wife.

In fact, Kandaules

never stopped praising the beauty of his wife to Gyges.

One day.

convinced that Gyges did not truly believe him. Kandaules compelled
the guard to view the queen naked. disregarding the Lydian vo' p o ç
that 'ksi a v ô p a 0@0ijvai yu y v b v

E S a i q 6 v q v peyahqv ~ I É ~ E ~ "Gyges
. ' ~ ~

protested, but he was persuaded by his king, and he agreed.
Kandaules devised a plan whereby Gyges might view the queen in the
king's bedroom without her knowledge.

The two conspirators

accomplished the deed but, unknown to both men, the queen saw
Gyges as he exited.
-
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Herodotos States that she immediately perceived

-

1.10.3. The importance of vopoç to Herodotos and the Greeks has already been established (above, 43
and n. 177). v6poç is "a term for esiablished custom which according to content may swing towards Our
concept of law or towards thai of culture" (Humphreys [1987] 21 1). For Kandaules' persona1 disregard for
vopoç, see Cairns (1996) 82-3 and n. 27.

what her husband had done, yet remained silent.

The following

rnorning, however, she gathered her supporters and summoned
Gyges into her presence.

She then gave him the option to be killed

for his crime against her, or to kill the man responsible for that
crime.

Gyges naturally protested at having to make such a decision,

but in the end he decided to live.

Following the queen's detailed

killed Kandaules at the time and place, and in
i n s t r u c t i ~ n s , ' ~Gyges
~
the rnanner, designated by the queen.

He then married the queen

and ruled Lydia. His sovereignty was strengthened by an oracle from
Delphi, but the Pythia also prophesied that Kandaules' ancestors
would have vengeance on a descendant of Gyges in the fifth
peneration.

Gyges and his ancestors, however, made no account of

the latter part of the oracle.

2.4.1. B.

The account of

ant th os'^^

The version of Gyges' ascent to the throne. from the sixth
book of the Universal History of Nikolaos amask ken os,'^^ preserved
in

an

abstract

made

by

Constantinus

~ o r ~ h ~ r o ~ e n n e t ios s . ' ~ ~

important because Nikolaos supposedly drew his information from
the fifth century logographer

ant th os.-'^^ According to Xanthos,

Gyges' grandfather had been murdered by the reigning Heraklidai,

"'~he plan is devised entirely by the queen (1.1 1.4-5). She lets Gyges into the bedrmrn. hides him behind
the door, and gives him the dagger ( 1.12.1 ).
297
FGrH 90 F 47.
2g8~ikoiaos
Damaskenos wrote in the mid ro late fint century BC. See Srnitb (1902) 263 n. 3.
LYY
Constantinus Porphyrogennetos wrote in the tenth century AD.
JW
Xanthos is discussed by Pearson (1939) 109-137. The dependence of Nikolaos on Xanthos. though
generally accepted. has been disputed (Fehling [1989] 177). Xanthos is known to have mtten extensively
conceming Lydian history. It is assurned that whenever Nikolaos relates incidents not found in Hemdotos.
he is using Xanthos as his source. As many as 9 fragments of Xanthos contain rnaterial described by
Nikolaos (Pearson [1939] 122).
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and Gyges' father had therefore fled Lydia to avoid a similar fate.
After having lived in exile for eighteen years, Gyges was recalled to
Sardis.

He quickly showed great skill, especially with arms and

horses, and subsequently became one of the kings' personal bodyguards.

The king, however, became suspicious of Gyges and

therefore assigned to him many difficult tasks.

Upon the successful

cornpletion of al! these tasks, the king forgot his suspicions.

Some

tirne Iater, Gyges was sent to Mysia to accompany the king's future
bride, Tudo, back to Sardis.

On the return trip, Gyges attempted to

seduce Tudo, but she successfully resisted.

Upon reaching Sardis,

she reported Gyges' comportrnent to the king who swore that he
A servant warned Gyges of the

would kill the guard the next day.

king's decision. and therefore Gyges was able to assemble his friends
and enlist their immediate support.

He then killed the sleeping king

that very night.

2.4.1. Cm The account in ~ l a t o . " '

Plato uses the Gyges story to illustrate the nature of just
action: the only thing which prevents someone from being unjust is
the fear of detection.
folk-tale.

The account in Plato is brief, and more like a

According to Plato, Gyges was a poor shepherd in the

service of the king of Lydia.

One day, during an earthquake, the

ground split open near Gyges and he descended into the cleft. In this
opening he discovered a brazen horse,

hollow and fitted with doors.

Within the horse were the skeletal remains of a giant man.
giant's finger, Gyges took a ring of gold.
'O'

Rep. 359 D.F. See also 6 12 B

Frorn the

With this ring he

discovered that he was able to turn invisible.

He then managed to

become one of the messengers who reported to the king concerning
the condition of the flocks.

With the help of his ring, he seduced

the king's wife, and with her assistance. he killed the king and
assumed the throne.

Having made his philosophical point, Plato says

nothing more concerning Gyges.

The participation of the queen in the successful murder of the

king and the usurpation of the throne by Gyges are the only features
consistent with the account in Herodotos.

The magic ring, and its

effect on just behaviour, are the focal points of Plato's discourse.

2.4.1.

D. The Account

in ~ l u t a r c h ~ ~ '

The account in Plutarch seems to be an aitiological account of
the Labrandean Zeus depicted wielding the axe of Hippolyte.

He

explains that the king of Lydia who succeeded Omphale (who herself
received the axe from Herakles) carried the axe as a sacred symbol

of office.

Kandaules. however. let his c ~ r n ~ a n i ocarry
n ~ ~the
~ axe.

The story continues that, when G y ~ e srebelled from Kandaules and
waged war upon him, Arselis came with an army from Mylasa and

assisted Gyges.

302

Kandaules was killed in the battle.

Aitia Graecae et Romanus 45 = Moralia 302 A 1-2.
M3iraipoqin this passage may refer to an actual court official. as in Hellenistic tirnes, or a close Fnend of
the king, as in early Makedonian usage. The tenn can also mean guard.

2.4.1.

E. The "Gvges ~ r a g e d v " ' ~ '
The fragment believed to be part of a Gyges-drama contains

sixteen lines spoken by the wife of Kandaules.

It begins with the

queen, as she noticed Gyges and feared a plot against her husband.
The fragment then tells how the queen saw that Kandaules was also
awake, and, it is assumed, that he too could see Gyges.

She realized

then the injustice done to her by Kandaules, but, like the queen in
Herodotos, she remained silent.

She woke Kandaules the next

morning and sent him away to attend to his people.
she summoned Gyges into her presence.

Having done so,

At this point the fragment

ends.

2.4.2.

Discussion

of

the

Accounts

An analysis of these different versions of the risr of Gypes
demonstrates that d l , except for that of Plutarch, portray

woman in a prominent role.
role is similar.

the

In Herodotos and in the fragment, her

She detects her husband's wrongdoing and she takes

action against him.

The wrong starts with Kandaules.

In Xanthos.

Gyges kills his king to escape the vengeance of Tudo; but because
s a d y a ttes3''

had killed Gyges' grandfather, the wrong can again be

said to have started with the reigning king.

The woman in Xanthos'

version behaves, it can be argued, in a most Greek-like manner.
That is to say, like Penelope who turns away many suitors, Tudo
refuses the advances of a suitor.

Iust as Penelope lets Odysseus deal

The G y p tragedy is taken frorn a fragment found on papyrus around 1950. For the
complete fia-ment in Greek with an accompany ing English uanslation see Raubi tschek ( 1 955). See also
F&y (1987) 168-9. n. 17.
Sadyattes is the name given to the reigning fferaklidean king in Xanthos' account. He therefore
corresponds to the Kandaules of Herodotos.
'04f. O n . 23.2382.

JVJ

with the punishment of the suitors, so Tudo lets her fiancé take care

of punishing Gyges.

Kandaules, however, as in Herodotos' version,

lacks foresight in postponing his actions until the next day.
Plutarch, although omitting Kandaules' wife, also suggests a
disrespect for Lydian v6poç. when he portrays Kandaules giving the
king's sacred symbol of office to someone else, instead of carrying it

himself, as his ancestors had done.
favourably

in Platots account.

consistent with Herodotos'

Although the king is portrayed

the role of

version.

the queen

is

more

The philosopher writes that

Gyges killed the king with the help of the queen

(PET '

ireivqç

~ n i û i ~ e v o vIn) . Plato.
~ ~ ~ although the unjust act starts with Gyges. it is
the magic ring that initiates the action.

Herodotos' account is perhaps the most "rational" version of
the rise of Gyges.

Gyges is not required to prove himself to the king

by enduring many hardships, nor does he possess a magic ring.

In

Herodotos, he has an established position and he is already close to
both the king and the queen.

He is depicted without undue desire

or ambition. and the emphasis of the story lies with the queen and

her reaction to the immoderate love of her husband.
Neiiher Plato, nor Plutarch, nor Xanthos depicts the woman
with an equally important. active, and prominent role as does

Herodotos.

In Herodotos, she decides upon and devises the murder

of her husband-king, and chooses his replacement.

She is indeed

much like Klytaimnestra in Aischylos' A g a m e m n o n , 307 in the way that

3M~epublic
360 B 1 . Justin's account also emphasizes that the woman handed over the Lydian Empire to

G ges (regnum viri et se pariter adultero tradidit) 1.7.19

3d Smith (1902) 386.
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she

carefully

contrives

the

murder

of

her

h ~ s b a n d . ~ 'Like
~

Klytaimnestra, the wife of Kandaules also d a i m s to have been

f i r d o 9 A Grcek audience could perhaps have identified

wronged

with a strong, passionate female figure in tragedy,3'0 but they would
have found it difficult to identify with the result of the Gyges story
in Herodotos.
of

response

The revolt of the people against Gyges and the
the

Deiphic

oracle"'

might have made it more

acceptable, but nevertheless, the fact that the queen herself was not
punished for murdering her husband would have shocked a fifth

century

In Aischylos' Eu rn e n ide S .

Greek audience.

patriarchal society is finally secured for posterity.3

"

Athens'

The O r e s teia

concludes with Athenian judges voting as to whether Orestes should
be put to death for the murder of his mother, or whether he should

be absolved of the crime.""he
deciding vote to acquit.

vote is tied, and Athena casts the

She agrees with ~ ~ o l l o , and
~ ' ' Orestes is

absolved of the murder of his mother.
There

is no Orestes to punish

the

wife

of

Kandaules.

Herodotos' listeners should have been shocked by the success of
this woman.

Aside from the vengeance taken much later on a

descendent of Gyges in the fifth generation, the queen escapes

unscathed.

She had already suffered by her exposure, but from the

murder of her husband she is basically absolved.
308

Although divine

See above, 72, n. 287.
1.1 1. For Klytairnnesira's claim. see Aischylos' Agamemnon. 152 1-1529.
310
Klytairnnestra's role as only the murderess of Kassandra (Odyssey 3.263-4) had changed by the fifth
century, where she is depicted murdering Agamemnon herself (Aischylos' Agamemnon 1380-92).
'09

3 12

1.13.1.

See Eumenides 657-666;see also above, 50, n. 197.
3 13
Eumenides, 58 1-753.
314
Ibid. 736-740.

causation is in part responsible for the change in ~ i ~ n a s t ~it ,is~ "the
role of the woman within that change that interests us.
of

Kandaules'

wife

should

be

contrasted

with

The success
the

fate

of

The Lydian queen's success is possible among the

Klytaimnestra.

barbarians because Herodotos portrays her as more resourceful

than the two men around her, both of whom act foolishly and
without forethought.
Herodotos also depicts the queen enforcing accepted v O' p o ç .
Both Kandaules and Gyges act contrary to vo' p o ç .
author writes: napà y à p ~ o i o iAuBoioi. oxe66v 6 i

In 1.10.3 the
ai r a p à ~ o i a i

a X ~ o i o i~ a p P Q p o i a i .~ a ' ia v b p a 9 @ B j v a i y u ~ v 6 vi ç a i a ~ u v q vp ~ y a h q v

PEI.316

Both men, however. ignore this v 6 p o ç : one by displaying his

wife naked; the other (although reluctant) by viewing naked another
man's wife.

Both

men are therefore punished by a woman who is

defending v o poç.

In Plato, Plutarch. and Xanthos, Gyges is responsible for his
own actions.

He is disloyal to his king, and usurps the throne.

Herodotos, on the other hand, depicts Gyges as merely a pawn
manipulated towards wrong. first by the king and then by the queen.
Both Gyges and Kandaules are lacking by cornparison to the queen.

Her resourcefulness and forethought are contrasted with Kandaules'
brash

and poorly-planned episode in the bedroorn, a plan that

Gyges, although compelled to take part in it, does not alter.

The

fated <O go badly for Kandaules (1.8.3). See above. 18-19.
The v6poç itself, in the case of men ( ~ c i iav6pa). is typicalIy ami-Greek, and consistent with the
depiction of the barbarians as "the other". In the fifth century, Greek athletes exercised and competed in the
nude, warriors were depicted in art fighting virtually naked and statues of nude men were common.
Thucydides mentions that the Spartans were the first to encourage pubIic nudity, and thar nudity at the
Olympic games was a recent developrnent (1.6.4-5).

3 1 5 ~ 0 ril was
316

men confidently proceed with the plan, but because they take no
precautions against the possibility of its failure, they are completely
unaware of it when such a failure occurs.

The woman is depicted

differently, h o w e ~ e r . ~ She
"
sees Gyges leaving through the door and

The papyrus fragment

immediately understands the whole situation.

of the "Gyges tragedy" shows the queen becoming aware of the true
situation only after seeing that Kandaules was also stiIl awake ( è ~ '
Z yp jaoovra), and. presumably, that he could also see Gyges.

The

fifth century date for the fragment is d i ~ ~ u t e d , ~but
" regardless of
the date, the charmer of t h e queen in Herodotos' account remains
outstanding.

She needs no d u e . or sign on the part of her husband.

She simply sees Gyges and immediately deduces what has happened.
Without hesitation, she instantly begins to

prepare her vengeance.

Unlike Kandaules' plan. hers is weil thought out.

She prepares for

the possible objections of Gyges by having an armed guard ready to
compel hirn.

Gyges' passiveness with both the king and the queen is

perhaps understandable.

He was. after all, their vassal. This

passiveness. however, is exemplified even after Gyges has chosen to
kill his king, as he asks the queen,
3 19

i n i p i p i o o p s v uSTQ.

Kandaules, or die.

@ É ~ E ai(oVaw.

TÉ*

u a i tpono)

The queen had told Gyges that he3" must kill

But, immediately after making his choice to

survive, he asks how they will kill the king.

K.F. Smith argues that Herodotos' account is a rationalization
of an ancient folk-tale, the rernnants of which are found in Plato's

jl'
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The cleverness of che queen has been discussed by Flory (1987) 35-7.
Arguments rend rowanfs a Hellenistic date (Hall [1990] 65).
1.11.5.
a x o ~ ~ ~ i v( 1 .a1 ç1.2).

account."'

The ring-motif, the fame and fortune story, and the

circumstances of the discovery of the ring are certainly common
folk-tale

r n o t i f ~ . ~ "The fact that al1 the incredible feats or events

from Xanthos' or Plato's accounts are absent from Herodotos' seems
to support Smith's argument.

Scholars have also detected evidence

for such a rationalization in

1.1 1.2, where Gyges answers the

sumrnons of the queen "for he was accustomed before, to visit the
It has been pointed out that such

queen whenever she would call."

meetings would have been highly unlikely. historically, since the
Lydian queen would have been secluded in the

A ring of

invisibility, however. would have assisted the plot by making such a
visit

To

possible.

label

Herodotos'

account

as

merely

a

rationalization of a popular legend. however. reflects modern bias
and fails to consider why Gyges. the prime motivator in the other
accounts, becomes secondary in Herodotos.
Herodotos is giving his interpretation of the change of Lydian
dynasty.
surface

He is introducing and elaborating upon a motif that will
throughout

his

Hisrory

in order to create a desired

atmosphere among the barbarians.

This repeated motif of female

ascendancy

account

first

appears

in

the

of

Gyges.

Around

unalterable facts, and without distorting history, he constructs a
scene of
mindedness

character
of

folly.

The

acting without

foolishness, and

forethought,

characteristics of Kandaules in Herodotos.

are

the

the

simple-

prominent

Gyges also acts without

forethought, and both he and Kandaules act contrary even to Lydian
321

Smith (1 902) 36 1-387.
Fiory (1987) 3 1 and Smith (1902) 268.
3"~ilmer (1993) 161-162; How and Wells (1928) vol. 1. 1 1; and Smith (1902) 28 1.
322

vdpoç.

The queen, however, is depicted quite differently from both

males.

To a fifth century, predominantly male,324 Greek audience,

her only flaw seems to be the degree of punishment
on Kandaules for his crime.

that she inflicts

Through her choice of punishment,

Herodotos invokes for his audience the mernory of a cornmon Greek
story: the murder of Agamemnon by Klytaimnestra. The

however, is completely altered, and in a sense, reversed.
Say, this "Klytaimnestra" is not punished.

outcome,

That is to

It is this unbelievable and

unacceptable outcome that would have remained with Herodotos'
audience.

This queen among the barbarians has the resolve. and is

in the position. to succeed.

Both

of the male characters involved

with her are depicted as inferior to her.

Herodotos. it can be argued. is also introducing a literary
device in these introductory chapters ( - 1 3 )
must also keep in rnind.

which the reader

Amongst the barbarians, actions which

occur at the instigation of a woman prompt the downfall of a
dynasty.

He fully describes such an occurrence at the outset of the

History, so that sirnilar accounts later
the same outcome.

it can be argued. signal

The reader must therefore keep this literary

device in mind in order to understand fully the author's intentions,
and to recognize the signal whenever it appears in the History.

3 2 4 ~ eabove.
e
9, n. 40. and 30-35.
3 2 S ~ o snotable
t
in the closing chapten on Xerxes (9.108- 13). discussed below (especially 146- 149).
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HAPTER 3: HE EARLY PERSIAN KINGS
3.1 KYROS
In the few generations that separated the time of Herodotos'
inquiries from that of Kyros' reign, many legends arose surrounding
the

founder of

the

Persian

~ r n ~ i r e . ~It ' ~can be argued that

Herodotos presents a uniform portrait of Kyros, and that various
patterns emerge throughout his a c ~ o u n t . ~ "To provide this uniform
conception of Kyros, Herodotos may have drawn from any or al1 of

the four sources he acknowledges, as well as from his own creative
rnind.

Consistent with his general depiction of the ~ e r s i a n s ~as' ~the

"other", Herodotos demonstrates the special role of women among
the barbarians within the two most significant episodes of Kyros'
life:

3.1.A.

his birth and his death.

The Birth of Kvros
It has been argued that Herodotos' version of the birth of

Kyros (1.107-1 13) is a rationalization of a legend of an exposed
child being suckled by a bitch3" Whether the rationalization is the
326

Kyros mled from 550-529 BC., though he was a vassal king as earIy as 559 BC (Olmstead [tg481 3437). Herodotos States twice (above, 20) thrit he knew several versions of the story of Kyros. For
Herodotos' dates, see above, 24 n. 95 and 30-3 1 ns. 126-30.
327
These patterns are discussed by Avery (1972) 529-530.
328
And Medians in this instance (see above, 58 n. 227).
329
Fehling (1989) 110. See also Burken (1983) 109, and Krappe (1930). The motif of an exposed child's
miracuIous preservation is common to Greek mythology. Oedipus, Perseus, Paris,and even Herakles are
examples of children supposedly exposed at binh. Roman (Romulus and Remus) and Near Eastern (Moses,
Sargon II) literature also record such miraculous stones. The suckling by a bitch is aiso common. in
paraIIel with the myth of Romulus and Remus, who were suckled by a she-wolf, and Paris, who was
supposedly fed by a female bear. The primary source for the myth of Romulus and Remus is Livy, Hisron,
of Rome 1.4. see also Grimal (1986) 406-8 and 508; for the legend surrounding Oedipus see Sophokles'
Oedipus Tyrunnos (esp. 1120-82) and Grimal, op. ci?. 323-25 and 500; for Perseus, Apollodoros,
Bibfiotheca 2.4.1-5, is the main source, but see also Grimai, op. cil. 360-62 and 503: both Sophokles and
Euripides wrote plays entitled Alexandros. and excerpts from Euripides' play provide the most detaiIed
information concerning the life of Paris before Helen: see Grimal, op. ci?. 344-46 and 502; for the tradition

product of Herodotos' own creative genius, of his sources, or of a
combination of both, cannot be k n ~ w n . ~ "Even if such Herodotean
invention is not accepted, however, Herodotos does make it clear
that he is choosing from among several versions,33' and his choices
would certainly have been subject to factors already discussed
a b ~ v e , ~such
~ ' as his own view of the relationship between men and
women among the

barba ri an^.^^^

Before analyzing the actual birth of Kyros in Herodotos, it is
important to consider the actions that Astyages takes towards his
daughter Mandane, the mother of Kyros.

3.1.B.

A s t v a ~ e s and

In chapter

Mandane

107 of

Book

one. Herodotos

Astyages dreams that his daughter Mandane's
Asia. 3 3 4

and,

describes

how

urine flooded al1

He confides his drearn to the Magian dream interpreters,

although

Herodotos

does

not

divulge

the

Magians'

of Herakles being exposed at birth, and nursed by Hera, see Grimal, op. ci$. 194; for Moses see the Old
Tesramen?, Exodus 2; and for the legend of Sargon, see Pritchard 11958) 55-6. See also How and Wells.
3a'~ehling(1989) 1 10, argues strongly for Herodotean invention. He discusses the etyrnologicûl question
raised by the passage. including the Greek ending placed on the Median word "Spako" (1.1 10). Burken
1983) 109, aÏso attributes the stary to Herodotos himsel f.
53i 1.95 and 1.214.
332
For the subjective nature of Herodotos' work in general, see above. 19-23.
535
For Herodotos' persona1 views concerning women, see above, 69-7 1.
534
The dream has its enforcement in 1.108, where Astyages dreams that he sees a vine, growing from
Mandane's womb. ovenhadowing Asia.. The "Hernchafisîraum" (dynastic drearn) motif is also repeated in
the portraits of Kyros (1.209)- Karnbyses (3.30) and Xemes (7.19) (Hagel [1968] 51 n. 1). Kyros dreams
that he sees Dareios with wings on his shoulders: one overshadowing Asia, and the other overshadowing
Europe. Kambyses dreams that a messenger cornes from Persia and telIs him that Smerdis sits on the royal
throne and reaches for heaven with his head. Xemes dreams that he sees hirnself crowned with an olive
branch with shoots overshadowing al1 the eartb, but the crown quickly disappears. The dreams of Astyages,
Kyros, and Karnbyses are characteristic of despots desperateIy clinging to th& rule. They are prepared to do
anything necessary to protect their personal sovereignty, even killing members of their own families
(Astyages - his grandson (Kyros); Kyros - his nephew (Dareios); Karnbyses his brother (Smerdis)).Xemes'
drearn, on the other hand, indicrites that his "world empire" will suddenly collapse (Immerwahr 1956, 271,
n. 59). Joseph's dreams illustrate that the "dynastic dream" motif was also common to Near Eastern
literature (Old Testament, Genesis 37).
A m -

-

interpretation, he does write that Astyages was terrified (i$108 q'8 q ,
1.107.3).

Judging from the action that Astyages takes, it seems

clear that a child from Mandane is the object of the king's fear.
Astyages therefore marries his daughter to a Persian vassal of a

much lower class ( r b v

&IUKE

o i ~ i q ç p i v ~ O V T Q OyaOfiç, T ~ O I I O U OE

i o v x i o u , noAh4 I v ~ p ûayov
~
a c d v p h o u av8pbc

M ~ ~ o u ) The
. ~ ~ '

important element in the Mandane story is the end result: Astyages'
plan fails.

Divine causation and human motivation together are at

the root of the action within Herodotos' work, and he obviously did
not believe that destiny could

be a ~ o i d e d ; ~but
) ~ like Laius and

Oedipus in the Oedipus myth, characters in Herodotos' work also
try to alter their fate.

It is the manner in which Astyages tries to

alter his fate that is of importance.

The reasons for the failure of

his plan lie once again in the role that Herodotos gives women

among the barbarians within his Histo ry .
As stated a b o ~ e , ' ~ in
' the patriarchal Greek society the male

seed is regarded as the bearer of the soul of a child, and the woman
is merely the receptacle for the bearing of that child.

Therefore, if

the offspring of a woman is fated to be of a particular nature, it is
possible to affect that offspring by altering the father.

plan seems clear.

Astyages'

He is in fact following Zeus' example.

When

omnipotent Zeus became aware that Thetis was the goddess fated to
1.107.2.
Kroisos Wed to do in 1.3445. where he atternpted to alter the fate of his son Atys. In 1.8 and
9.109. Herodotos writes how the fates of individuais are predetermined. For Herodotos' p n o n a l faith in the
divine. see above, 25-26, and, generaIly, 18-19.
337 50. n. 197. Cartledge (1993) refers to Aristotle's' desçnption of the female reproductive system in
Generation of Animnls as "pure sexist ideology" (67). The Hippokratic writer of the On Seed, on the other
band, althoueh admitting and accepting the woman's part in the reproductive process (conciuding that there
is a male and a femaie spenn), States that the female sprm. being weaker. must somehow originate from
the male (Canledge, ibid., 68). For a bibliography pertaining to the Greek view of the biology of women
see Cartledge, ibid., 190.
335

336 As

have a son greater than his father, Zeus quickly married her off to
the mortal

m el eus.^^' In this way, Zeus avoided

the fate of his father,

Kronos, and that of his grandfather before him, Ouranos.

Both

these gods were deposed by their sons: Ouranos by Kronos, and
Kronos by Zeus.

The myth was certainly well known to Herodotos'

fifth century Greek audience. and there would be no doubt that
Astyages was attempting to achieve a similar result.

Achilles was the

bravest of Greek heroes, but he was no match for an immortal god.
Zeus therefore succeeded in his plan by marrying Thetis to a man of

much less power than his own.

In Herodotos, Astyages is following a pattern similar to that of
Zeus,

and

Herodotos'

perceived the resemblance.

Greek

audience

would

certainly

have

The king is in dread of his daughter's

offspring, and so he therefore arranges for her to marry a man
much less power than his own.

with

His actions would be justifiable and

understandable to Herodotos' audience. owing to their familiarity
with similar actions in Greek myth, such as the marriage of Thetis to
Peleus. Herodotos invokes the memory of a common myth, yet
completrly alters its central element.

It is this modified element

that would have been most striking to his audience.

Astyages' plan

fails because, among the barbarians, the situation is reversed: the
sou1 of a child lies with the mother, not the fa the^^)^

Herodo tos

therefore makes it clear as early as possible, at the dawn of the

338 See Aischylos' Prometheus Bound, esp. 757-70 and 907-27.Pindar. Irthntian, 8.26-57. States thar bah
Poseidon and Zeus desired Thetis, and that an oracle revealed by Themis revealed that Thetis was fated to
have a son stronger than his father. The Kypria, on the other hand, records the less popular version of the
myth, wherein Thetis refuses the advances of Zeus and is subsequently punished by king compelled to
marry a mortal (Grimai [1986] 453 and 5 13).
339 Tourraix (1976) 374: "Kyror sera donc plus le fils de Mandane que celui de Cambyse."

Persian Empire, that among the barbarians, specifically the Persians
and the Medians, an opposite, other, relationship exists between
men and women.
After Astyages' second dream, in which he sees a vine growing
from Mandane's womb overshadowing Asia, is interpreted to mean
that her offspring will rule in Astyages' place, the king again takes

action to prevent the loss of his kingdom.

3.1.C.

The birth of Kvros in Herodotos

When Mandane's child is born, Astyages decides to have the

child exposed, and entrusts the duty to his most faithful kinsman,
Harpagos.

Harpagos foresees the possible ramifications of killing a

legal heir to the t h r ~ n e , ~ ' ' 'and therefore passes the responsibility of
killing the child on to the herdsman Mithradates.

After leaving

Harpagos, Mithradates learns the true identity of the child. and
though he would prefer not to kill the child, he can see no other way
of escaping the wrath of Harpagos.

Mithradates' wife, Kyno by

name, cannot persuade her husband to spare the child; so she
suggests to

exchange

their own stillbom child for the grandchild of

~ s t ~ a ~ e s . ' ' Mithradates
'
approves of his wife's plan and exposes his

own dead child; then the two raise the child, Kyros, until such time
as his true identity i s revealed (1.1 17).

This in essence is the

account of the birth of Kyros in Herodotos (1.107-13).

If Astyags died, the nown could then go to Mandane (1.109).
Herodotos acknowledges a divine elernent in Kyros' survival: 16tr rwc rani Baipova Tirtri
o i ~ o p i v o uT O f3oow6Aou
~
i ç sr6Atv (1.1 1 1.1).

34'

The birth of Kvros in ICtesias3''

3.1.D.

A fragment from Nikolaos

n amas ken os^'^

contains a different

In this account. Kyros'

version of Kyros' origin, that of Ktesias.

father becomes a thief out of poverty, and his mother

herds goats.

Both of them are Persians, and because of their extreme poverty
they hand their child over to a member of the Median court as a
servant.

The child rises to a high position under Astyages, much as

Gyges rose under Sadyattes in the account attributed to

ant th os.^^'

Having reached the high position of royal cup-bearer, Kyros is told
by his mother of a drearn she had before he was born.

she had seen her own urine flood al1 of Asia.

In this dream

Kyros then decides on

a revolt, and raises the Persians against the king.

Kyros uitimately

succeeds.

3.1.E. Discussion of the different a ~ c o u n t s ~ ' ' ~
Ktesias' version differs from Herodotos' rnainly in its total lack
of fantastic elements.

Kyros is portrayed in very human terms.

He

is of low birth, he has no Median blood, and he rises to the highest
rank of cup-bearer through hard work.

Kyros also wins through

difficult combats, and he is defeated twice before a final victory ai
Pasargadae.

One obvious similarity in the two accounts, aside from

the victory of Kyros, is the dream of his mother urinating and
flooding ail of Asia.
342

In Herodotos, the dream is attributed to

FGrH 688 F9. For Ktesias himself, and his work. see Auberger (1991) 1-2 1. See also How and Wells
1928) Appendix IV 4b.
543 See above, 75 n. 298.
344
See above. 75-76.
345 The account in Justin 1.4.2-14 shares rnost of the features found in the Herodotean version. The
significûnt differences are: the infant Kyros is suckled by a bitch (1.4.10); and the herdsman exchanges his
own living newborn son for the pndson of Astyages (1.4.13).

Astyages, but Ktesias credits the dream to Kyros' mother.

In both

accounts, the mother of Kyros is the one that floods al1 of Asia.

The

poverty of Kyros' true parents in Ktesias' version is also similar to

In both

that of Kyros' foster parents in Herodotos' account.

accounts, a child is handed over to the Median c ~ u r t . ' ' ~ Also,
Ktesias portrays the mother of Kyros as the instigator of the revolt,
just as Herodotos portrays Harpagos in a similar fa~hion.'~'It can
certainly be argued that the woman in Ktesias' version plays an
important role, for the conveying of her dream to Kyros initiates his

But her importance is in no way comparable to that of

rebellion.

Kyno in Herodotos' version.

3.1.F.

kyno3"
Herodotos' Kyno is portrayed as the one person responsible

for the survival of Kyros.

The three men involved in the story of

Kyros' birth al1 decide that the child must die.
Herodotos writes that Astyages is ~ o v A 6 p ~ v otsb
[Mandane]

In

ycvvdpavov

1.108.2,

ic

aijrfi~

6ia@B~ipai.
Harpagos, though he chooses not to kill the

child himself, says, aAAà TOC p i v ao$aAÉoç E V E K ~ dpoi b ~ iTOÛTOV
TEXEUTÔIV

T O V ~ a i a a . ~ Mithradates'
'~
decision to expose the child is

In Herodotos' account. it is the stillborn child of Kyno rhat is handed over ( to impersonate Kyror for
inspection) (1.1 13).
34 1
Harpagos' motive is vengeance for the rnurder of his own son by Astyages, in exchange for Harpagos'
role in Kyros' survival (1.1 19). The incident is extremely similar to the story of the feast of Thyestes.
Just as Atreus cooks and serves up the sons of Thyestes to their father, so Astyages cooks the son of
Harpagos and serves him to his father (Burkert [1983] 103-9). The cannibalistic meal was common in
Greek mythology (see above, 8 and n. 36). Atreus and Thyestes were sons of Pelops. The myth
surrounding Atreus and Thyestes was undoubtedly well known in the f i f i century BC. Though none of the
tragedies have survived, Sophokles wrote both Arreus and Thyestes tragedies, and Euripides also wrote a
Thyestes uagedy. Herodotos, it can be argued, is again using atrocities fiom the Greeks' distant past to
characterize barhian behaviour.
348
Kuv6 (Kyno)is an obvious play on the Greek word for bitch (Koov. gen. Kuv6ç ). Herodotos dso
ives her Persian name as Z x a d (Spako, 1.1 10).
5 9
l.lO9.4.
346

also evident in 1.1 12.2, where Kyno says, i n i i ~ o i v u v06 Gu'vapai
nri0eiv p

ut

h 8 ~ î v a i . Together with these three men that decide the

child Kyros must die, Herodotos depicts a woman as his saviour.

Astyages' reason for exposing the child could be r n a d n e s ~ , " ~
but in the case of Mithradates and Harpagos, although they both
know that it is wrong to kill the child, they decide to do so anyway.
They can see no other alternative but to do as they were toid.

They

are prepared to proceed along a path that they know is wrong.
Their behaviour is much like Gyges. 3 5 1 and Herodotos depicts them
as typical slaves under a despot's rule.
does not behave Iike a slave.35'

Kyno, on the other hand,

She asserts her own opinion, which

is opposite to that of her master and king, and furtbermore she is
able to persuade her husband to foliow her advice: u a p ~ aTE EGofg
p o w w c i h ~ apbç TU n a p e 6 v ~ aeu' Abyaiv

m u ^ t a . 353
tt

4

TG

y u v i . ctai a h i u a &roice

Once more, Herodotos depicts a woman among the

barbarians defending

vcipo<.

since it was certainly not the custom

for a Median king to kill his grandson.

Astyages therefore acts

contrary to v o p o ç . and amidst the action that evoives out of the
repercussions of Astyages' choice, Herodotos portrays a woman
preserving v 6 p o ç .

Kyros lives only because of Kyno, his substitute

Harpagos States in 1.109. Herodotos depicts Astyages as a despot clinging to his nile. Unlike
Laius, who is told by an oracle that his son will kill him, and marry his own mother; Astyages is told that
his grandchild will rule against him ( $ a o i h ~ 6 a ~ iavv i i E ~ s i v o u 1.108). The folk tale motif of a
dangerous child is extrernely common to Greek rnythology. Perseus was also fated to kill his father, and
Paris was destined to cause the destruction of Troy. Zeus was obliged to devour Metis, since her second
born would have ovenhrown Zeus. He also had to marry Thetis to a mortal, since her son was destined to
be more powerful than his father. Zeus himself was also a dangernus child. See above, 88 n. 338.
35 1
1.8- 1 1 and above, 73-75.
352 Ir can be argued that Labda. the mother of Kypselos dso successfully saved her son from the Korinthian
men sent to kill him (5.92), but Herodotos acknowledges the element of fate in the preservation of
Kypselos ( h i 8b &rroc *Hatiwvo<y6vou Kopivûq ~ a ava~haur~iv
~ à
5.92.y.1) The
incident is aIso part of the Greek "barbarie" put, a time before Greeks had distinguished themselves from
barbarians (see above, 9- 10).

350 As

353

1.113.1

mother.

When he is sent to Iive with his parents, Mandane and

Kambyses, Kyros continually praises Kyno and says that Kyno was
everything to him (1.122).
account.

Indeed Kyno is everything in Herodotos'

If it were left up to the men involved in the story, Kyros

would have died.

It takes a woman to defend v d p o ç and Save Kyros,

enabling hirn therefore to found the Persian Empire.

3.1.G.

The death of Kvros
Al1 the ancient sources, except ~ e n o ~ h o n , 'agree
~'
that Kyros

died in battle while expanding his empire in the ~ a s t . - They
' ~ ~ do not
however agree on who the enemy were on that occasion.

te si as^^^

identifies them as the Derbikai, a people east of the Caspian sea, and
although Kyros is mortally wounded. the campaign is a success.
~ e r o s s o s ~makes
~'
the enerny the Dahai, south-east of the Caspian.
Herodotos takes Kyros farthest to the east, to campaign against the
Massagetai (1.204-214).358

3.1.6.1.

he account in Herodotos

In Herodotos' account, the campaign begins as Kyros tries to
'
had taken
woo Tomyris, the queen of the ~ a s s a ~ e t a i . ) ~Tomyris
354

Xenophon (Cyrop. 8.7) wntes that Kyros is warned by a vision of his forthcornhg death. He heeds the
waming and offers prayers and sacrifices before reviewing his life, counseling his sons Kambyses and
Tanaoaxares, and giving other discourses. He then bids fareweil to his family and dies peacefully.
3" How and Wells (1928) vol. 1. Appendix IV 7.1. See also Rawlinson (1 875) vol. 1.272-3 n. 9.
356

FGrH 688 F9.

FGrH 680 FlO.
358 How and Wells, [oc. cil., credit Berossos with die rnost probable ûccount. and scate that Herodotos. "in
defiance of al1 probability, takes Kyros over the h e s " (Appendix IV 7.1). Herodotos' reasons for taking
Kyros over the Araxes become clear as his History unfolds, highlighting the importance of physical
boundaries (See Lateiner [1989] 126-144). The different tribal names c m possibly be attributed to changes
in the uibes over the more than two centuries spanned by these different sources.
359 The wooing of Tomyris is an atternpt to conquer the Massagetaï peacehilly. The "dynastie mariage"
would have k e n similar to hat of Kambyses (3i). See above, 68, and Brosius (1996)136-142.
357

over the rule on the death of her h ~ s b a n d . ~ ~Because
'
she realizes
that it is only the kingship that Kyros truly desires, she refuses his
proposal. Kyros then decides to conquer Tomyris by force.

The

Persian king prepares to cross the Araxes river, but Tomyris offers
him the choice of crossing the river unmolested into the land of the
Massagetai, or retreating and letting the Massagetan army cross into
his land to do battle.

At this point Kroisos. fulfilling the role of the

wise advisor, counsels the Persian king.

Kroisos, in this passage,

appears not only in the wise advisor motif,36' but Herodotos also
uses hirn to insert his dominant female motif.

Kroisos explains why

Kyros should cross the Araxes river into the land of the Massagetai,
instead of admitting Tomyris into Persian territory to do battle. He
culminates by stating

xwpiç

O ~ K Q v a o ~ ~ d Kv D p 6 v

3lroxwpfoai

r& roc

ys

T ~ Ç X ~ P q ç . 3 6 2On

to cross the river.

r6v

QxqyqpBvou

Kapfhko

aioxpbv

yuvairi

ai

~i'fav~a

the advice of Kroisos, Kyros chooses

Also on the advice of Kroisos, Kyros leaves a feast

and wine in a poorly-defended camp, and retreats with the majority
of his army.

One third of the Massagetan army attacks and

vanquishes the poorly-defended camp, and consumes the feast and
wine.

The trick works, and while this portion of the Massagetan

army is asleep. the remainder of Kyros' army attacks them, killing
many and taking even more prisoner.
queen's son, Spargapises.

Among the prisoners is the

When Tomyris hears of this slaughter, she

condemns Kyros for having used trickery to capture her son.

She

As the wife of Kandaules. whose husband becornes king (1.13-14). See also ( 1 -109). where it seerns
that Mandane could have become queen.
361 Lattimore (1939) 24-35.
362 1.207.5

also threatens that Kyros will get his fil1 of blood if he does not
release his prisoners and leave the land of the Massagetai.
ignores her threat, and the Persians give battle.
subsequently defeated, and Kyros killed.

Kyros

The Persian army is

True to her word, Tomyris

gives Kyros his fil1 of blood by placing his severed head in a skin
filled with human blood.

Herodotos' account is a hiphly dramatized amplification, and

has been regarded as not h i ~ t o r i c a l . It~ ~is~ consistent with the
expansionist motif and closely linked to three other episodes in
Herodotos' work.

In 7.18, the Massagetan campaign is mentioned in

the same context as the Ethiopian carnpaign of Kambyses and the

Scythian campaign of Dareios.

The passage in question also looks

forward to Xerxes' carnpaign against Greece.

In al1 four cases,

Persian expansionism is curtailed beyond the four "physical borders"
of

the empire by "noble savages r i .364
In 1.214.5, Herodotos writes: ~à

ptv 6 i

~ a i àT{V

~ s h a o r j vroc piou xohhWv h6yov A ~ y o p t v w v <tic poc
~i'p
qrai.

Kv'pou

O I ~ L ~ ~ V ~ T ~ T O Ç

As in 1.95. Herodotos tells us that he is using his own

judgment in choosing which version of the death of Kyros to include

in his work.

From an examination of his work in its entireiy, noting

similarities between the Massagetan campaign,

the unsuccessful

campaigns of Kambyses and Dareios, and the failure of Xerxes'

campaign in Greece, it is apparent that "Herodotos was in control of
his material and that he manipulated it for certain purposes, some
363

How and Wells, op. cit., 153-4.

See above. 39-41 and n. 161. "Noble savages" is a term used to describe the simple, free. natural people
living at the fringe of the Persian empire. The four "physical borders" that must be crossed: Kyros must

3"

cross the Araxes river (1.205), Dareios the Bosphoros (4.87-88) and the Ister (4.97). Kambyses the desen
(3.25),and Xerxes the Hellespont (7.54-56).

of which we would cal1 historical, but many of which we would cal1
li terary. 365 Whether one goes beyond "manipulation" and accepts
fi

the possibility of free invention on the part of Herodotos is
unimportant.

Whether Herodotos created Tomyris, or whether she

already existed in one of his sources is immaterial.

The importance

lies in the fact that she is present in his account to lend further
significance to the downfall of Kyros.
Herodotos' account of Kyros' death is a fitting conclusion to
his treatrnent of Kyros.

This treatment follows "the pattern of the

rise and fa11 of a ruler," and this pattern "is based on the idea of a
reversa1 of
Herodotos'

fortune. 11366 This pattern of rise and faIl is central to
entire

work. as discussed above.j6'

This pattern is

introduced in the Gyges-Kandaules episode, but the tragic cycle is
most evident and most fully developed in the Kroisos logos.36B
At the height of his power and wealth, Kroisos is visited in

Sardis by Solon (1.29-33).369 Solon counsels the Lydian king to be
moderate in thought, action, and wealth, so as not to incur the
wrath of the gods.

He also advises Kroisos to count no man happy

uniil he is dead, since a reversal of fortune can occur at any time.
Kroisos does not heed Solon's words, but realizes their inherent
wisdom only after he has suffered his catastrophic reversal of
fortune.

After his tragic fall, Kroisos fulfills the motif of the wise

advisor that becomes so cornmon throughout the ~ i s r ry.370
o
365

Avery ( 1972) 530.
Imenvahr ( 1966) 75-76.
367 See above. 7, with n. 26. and 4 1. ns. 170-17 1.
368
1.26-56.69 and 76-92.
369 Plutarch (Solon 27) noted long ago that such a visit was historically improbable, owing to the
chronologicd dificulties.
370 The wise advisor motif is discussed by Latrimore (1939). See aiso Fehling (1989) 203-209.
366

Kyros' behaviour and actions in the Massagetan campaign are
meant to be contrasted with his cornportment during the Lydian
carnpaign.

37 1

At that tirne, Kyros' thoughts about the insecurity of

human life, especially his own, are demonstrated when he decides to
spare Kroisos: E v v d o a v r a 6ti uai aUr8ç a v û p o l r o ç d 3 v u h h o v
Zv0ponov. (... 1, t 3 v t a nu pi 618oiri .3"

During the Massagetan carnpaign

Kroisos reminds Kyros that he is only human, and that fortune does
not always stay with the same person throughout his lifetime
( 1 . 2 0 7 ) . ~ ~At
~ this point, however, Kyros firmly believes in his own

good

fortune3"

and that kpeU

0eoi

rjbovrai

rai

O

navra

~ l i i @ e ~ ~ ~ t Alihough
v a . ~ ' ~belief in a divine

R ~ O ~ E I K V ~ O U U IT&

protection leads Kyros on, the choice of embarking on a policy of
expansion is clearly his own. and in 1.210, Herodotos makes it clear
that the gods have abandoned Kyros when the king misinterprets the
dream

about

~ a r e i o s ? ' ~Kyros believes that he is being shown a

conspiracy led by Dareios, when in fact he is being informed of his

own impending death.

Kyros' end is consistent therefore with the

theme of the rise and fa11 of rulers, at the heart of which lies
reversal of fortune.

The fact that the victorious army is led by a

woman is characteristic of Herodotos' portrayal of women among
the barbarians.

j7' Althouph Kyros may have intended to invde Lydia regardless. ihe campaign in Hemdotos is clearl y
p e n t e d as a defensive campaip for the Penians (1.7 1.1 and 1.130.3).
J I &

1.86.6.

Kroisos. fulfilling the role of the wise advisor to Kyros. jusr as Solon had done to Kroisos ( 1.30-32).
cautions the Persian king. Kyros' a ~ (tragic
q
blindness). however, causes him to ignore Kroisos' advice,
i,ust as Kroisos' Ürr( hadcaused him to ignore Solon.
74
1.204
j7' 1.209.4. Sec also 7.8. for Xerxes' similar belief.
376
Avery (1972) 539.
373

Kvros and women

3.1.6.2.

Herodotos depicts Kyros with an obvious attitude of male
superiority, at least with respect to war and physical ~ t r e n ~ t h . ~ "
When Kroisos offers to turn the Lydian men into women, insinuating

that they will then no longer be a threat to Kyros. the Persian king
accepts

his

prisoner's suggestion.378 A more obvious display of

Kyros' attitude surfaces when one of his sacred white horses drowns
in the Gyndes river?"
n o i i o ~ t v GOTE
oi,

f 3 p ~ oaaq
~o

TOÛ

An angry Kyros declares that 64 piv

hoinoù

u a i yuvaiicaç piv

àoûtvta

~ i n s ~ É w ç~6 y 6 v u

~ i a ~ j o ~ o û a The
i . ~ irony
* ~ of this statement becomes

clear several passages later, when Kyros meets the Massagetai and
their queen, ~ o r n ~ r 'i s . ~ ~

3.1.6.3. T o m y r i s
Tomyris is the only woman in the H i s t o r y depicted in a
rnilitary campaign against the ~ e r s i a n s . ~ She
~ ' is also the only person
who defeats Kyros, and she is responsible for his death.

Herodotos'

presents Tomyris as a type of ~ e n t h e s i l e a . ' ~ ~The deceitfui attempt
by Kyros to woo Tomyris, his failure to do so, and his subsequent
defeat and death at her hands should be contrasted with the death

'"1.55-6.1.189 and 1.207.
378

1.155-156
1.189.
380 1.189.2
38 1
1.209-2 14.
379

..---

382

Arternisia Jid not banle the Persians, she voluntarily joined the Persian navy (7.99.1)

'''
Penthesilea
the queen of the Amazons. The corninp of the Amazons the aid of the Tmjans
a
laier ïeature of the epic cycle. Their involvement in the Trojan War is alluded to in Quintus Smymaeus'
*as

to

was

Pm-Homerka (1.538-810). and it was evidently the subject of one of the cyclic poerns. the Aithiupis of
Arktinos of Miletus (Dubois [1982] 33 and 44). The popularity of the myth of Achilles and Penthesilea is
attested as eariy as the rniddle of the sixth century BC on Athenian Black Figure vases (Boardman [1985]
230 and figs.98 and 204). For the myths surrounding Penthesilea see Grima1 (1986) 356-7 & 503.

of Penthesilea at the hands of

ch il les.^^'

There is no trickery

The two meet in battle,

involved between Achilles and Penthesilea.

and, as Achilles is mortally wounding the Amazon queen. he falls in
love

with

her.

Herodotos'

account

therefore emphasizes

the

trickery used by Kyros. both in the marriage proposa1 and in battle.

The deceit used by Kyros, while conjuring up images of Achilles and
Penthesilea, more directly and more openly shows Kyros falling on
the cycle of rise and fall.

In 1.136.1, Herodotos explains that the

goodness of a Persian man (a v 8 p a y a B i q ) is demonstrated most by
valour in combat (TO p a ~ ~ o ûc ah a~l QyaBdv). The fact that Kyros
does not even attempt to engage the Massagetan army in battle
before resorting to trickery is surely rneant to be contrasted with
this earlier observation on Persian culture.

Kyros directly violates

the principal criterion for being a good Persian.

K y r o s ' treatment of the Gyndes river is also testimony to his
fall.

In 1.138.2, Persians are said to revere rivers most of al1

(oCpovrat

rorapoùç

p a h i ~ ~ a and
) , yet Herodotos depicts Kyros

verbally threatening, and then physicaily altering the Gyndes river
( 1 . 1 8 9 - 1 9 0 ) . ~ ~The
'
Persian king expends a considerable amount of
time and manpower towards violating yet another Persian v d p O S .
This violation contributes to the fa11 of Kyros.
Not only is Kyros different during the Massagetan campaign,
but so are the Persians thernselves. Tomyris and the Massagetai are
depicted as noble, primitive and naive people, unaccustomed to the

384

As depicted on an Athenian Black Figure Vase signed by the vase painter to Exekias (Boardman [1985]
Fk98).
Kyros assigns many men to the task of dividing the river into 360 channels (1.190.1).

"pleasures"

of

c i v i ~ i z a t i o n . ~They
~ ~ are depicted much like the

Persians at the time of the Lydian campaign, as described by
Sandanis (1.71). Therein, the Lydian says that the Persians oJu o'ivq
fhaxpÉwvrai.

"'

The Persians, upon conquering the Lydians, are

corrupted by luxuries already known to their enemy.38s One of
these luxuries, wine, is a direct factor in the rnanner that they wage

war upon the Massagetai.
Truthfulness is also of prime importance
(1.138.1),

to the Persians

yet Kyros clearly misleads the portion of his army that he

leaves behind in his mock retreat from the land of the Massagetai.
The fact that the Persians enter into Massagetan territory in the first
place, and initiate the war, is arguably the strongest indication of
the downward shift of Kyros and the Persians on the cycle of rise
and fall. During the Lydian campaign, the Persians were fighting a
defensive

battle, but

as

stated a b ~ v e , ~ "the Persians are the

aggressors in the war with the Massagetai.
aggression

beyond

one's

own

The negative aspect of

boundaries

has

already

been

d i s c ~ s s e d . and
~ ~ ~this theme of expansion and aggression will

surface in the portraits of the kings that follow Kyros.
The Massagetai, therefore, are in the identical situation that
the Persians were in when Kroisos attacked them, except for the
critical difference that the Massagetai are ruled by a woman.

The

fact that they are ruled by a woman seems to be of no great concern
386

1.207 and 1.2 14-5.
387 1.71.3.

Herociotos is no< consistent with regards to the Penians' knowledge of wine. Kyrw himself clearly
uses wine as part of his enticement of the Persians towards revoit from the Medes (1.126). Herodotos
writes that the-~eniansadopt foreip customs more readily than any ocher people ( 1.135.1).
389 97. n. 371.

388

390

Above, 38-4 1.

to the Persians, however.

Although Kroisos had rnentioned that it

would mean shame for Kyros, the son of Kambyses, to recoil and
give ground to a ~ o r n a n , ~ 'the
'
fact that they were actually at war

with a woman seems to be of no great concern.

This statement

should be contrasted with Herodotos' statement concerning the
Athenian trierarchs in 8.93.3.

Here he makes it clear that the

Athenians are very unaccustomed to war with women: h v 6 v y d p ri
knoisUv~oyuvaiwa &in r a ç ' A 0 i v a ç a~pat~dsa0ar.Herodotos is giving
h i s opinion regarding one aspect of the two entirely different

cultures.

In Greek society, the woman had no part in military or

political affairs.

She was indeed treated as a second class-citizen,

and the men certainly thought of themselves as superior.
the barbarians. the situation appears quite different.

Arnong

Persian men

profess an attitude of superiority, much like Greek men. but events
throughou t the Hist O ry testify otherwise.

Women like Tomyris can

hold the highest political office and command armies, and women
like the wife of Kandaules and Kyno appear to manage very well,
compared to the men around them.

When men like Kandaules and

Astyages act contrary to v o ' p o ~ , Herodotos portrays a woman
defending or even enforcing the validity of that v o ' p o ~ . Women

among the barbarians therefore function as a type of control for
male behaviour.

In fact, Herodotos portrays women having such

control over men among the barbarians throughout his History.
Women

have

the

ability to

thrust

their

kings

into

military

c a m p a i g n s , 392 a queen has her king killed and chooses his
39 1

392

1.207.7. See above, 94.
Nitetis (3.1), and Atossa (3.134).

and women are depicted actually fighting better than

m e n . 3 9 4 In reference to the battle between the a m i e s of Kyros and
Tomyris,

Herodotos

p a p o a p wv B v a p G v

ai

uai

writes:

paxal

raurqv

ÈyEvov~o.

~~uveavopO
a~

~

KP~VW

TOÔTO
I

p a ~ q v , 5oai

rfiv

iqupota~qv

Y C V ~ U ~ ~ L .

Y ~ ~ ~ C L ~Herodotos
~ ~ v . 3 9also
s

tells us that from the many versions of the story of Kyros (1.95.1)
and from the many stories concerning his death (1.214.5), he,

Herodotos,

chose

the

n ~ € I a v w ' r a ~ o ~ ) . It

one

that

seemed

most

convincing

(0'

is most convincing for Herodotos because of his

preconceived notion of Persian culture as "the other." and the role
that he gives women in that "other" culture.

3.2. KAMBYSES

Herodotos'
u n f a v o u r a b l e . 396

portrait of Kambyses is almost entirely
He lists Kambyses' outrages (3.27-38) and

culminates them by saying that a man must be mad to do such
things.

He is a destroyer of both family and vo'p O s in Herodotos.

Although, as Lloyd points out,3g7 there are both favourable and
unfavourable

elements

in Kambyses' portrait,

greatly ourweighs the favourable.

the

unfavourable

According to Egyptian evidence,

although a period of disorder in Egypt certainly followed Kambyses'
conquest, this period seems to have been brief

and was soon

393 The wife of Kandaules (1. 11-12}.
394
Tomyris defeating Kyos ( 1.2 M),and Artemisia at Saimis (8.68 & 87).

392 1.214.1
-

396

Aischylos, Persni. 774. also refen to Kambyses in a negative light (aiwdvq mispai).
397 Lloyd (1988) 62.

followed by restraint on the part of the ~ e r s i a n s . ~ Evidence
~'
also
suggests that Kambyses repaired much of the damage done during
his invasion of Egypt.

Following the pattern set by his father Kyros,

who portrayed himself as a legitimate ruler to the Babylonians,

Kambyses tried to legitimise his

rule of Egypt by calling himself the

son of Nitetis, daughter of Apries, the last legitimate pharaoh of the

26th (Saite) dynasty.399 Since Amasis was a usurper, who seized the
throne from Apries, Karnbyses' actions towards Amasis'

mummy

may have been orchestrated to demonstrate to the Egyptians that
Arnasis had illegally seized the throne and that he had no real d a i m

to that Egyptian throne or to a kingly buriai.'''

The other significant

incident that seems false in Herodotos is the episode involving the
Apis bu11 (3.27-29).

According to Egyptian sources, the only Apis

bull to have died during Kambyses' reign did so in 524 BC. and on a
stele at Memphis Kambyses is featured in Egyptian dress, kneeling
before the sacred bull."''

These sources do not support Herodotos'

version. where Kambyses is depicted stabbing the Apis bu11 and
causing the Egyptian priests to bury the sacred bu11 secretly (3.29).
Although primary sources do seem to contradict some elements of
Herodotos'

account of Kambyses, there certainly was a negative

picture of Kambyses in the fifth century BC.

This unfavourable view

of Kambyses was probably propagated by the Egyptian priesthood,

whose revenues and privileges were limited by Kambyses.

398

Together

Boyce (1982) vol. 2 - 7 1. See also Lloyd, op. cir., 55-66 and Atkinson (1956) 167-77.
Boyce, op. cit., 72. See also Lloyd, op. cit., 62.
*~tkinson. op. cir. 171. Also. to legitimise his rule, Kambyses dated his rule over Egypt to 530. the
ear that he becarne king of Persici, and not to 525, the year that he conquered Egypt (Boyce, op. cit.. 72).
399

L Atkinson, op. cit., 170- 1.

with the physical destruction of Kambyses' conquest of Egypt, there
was also apparent dislike for him by his successor, ~ a r e i o s . " ~
Although scholars continue to debate the historical reliability
of

Herodotos'

account

of

~ a r n b ~ s e s ,the
~ * ~importance of the

portrait lies in the fact the Herodotos chose to include it within his
History.

Although already depicting Kambyses in a less favourable

light, Herodotos nevertheless uses the dominant female motif to
dernonstrate to his Greek audience the weakness of the Persians.
Herodotos' depiction of Kambyses in relation to the female sex is

not as developed as the relation between Kyros and women, but
there are two significant incidents that deserve our attention.

One

provides Herodotos' reason for the Persian attack on Egypt.

The

other is the murder of Kambyses' sister-wife.

Nitetis and the camoaign aeainst E

3.2.A.

m

It is understood that Kambyses inherited the war against Egypt
from his father ~ ~ r o s , ' and
" ~ yet Herodotos tells a story in which a
woman is indirectly responsible for Kambyses' attack on Egypt (3.1).
Herodotos tells how Kambyses, on the advice of an Egyptian
d o ~ t o r , "asks
~ ~ Amasis, the king of Egypt, for his daughter.

Amasis

knows that Kambyses only wants his daughter as a concubine.
Because he fears the power of Persia, he apparently agrees, but
substitutes his predecessor's daughter, Nitetis, for his own.

After

Nitetis reveals her true identity and Amasis' trick to Kambyses,
.
-

--

'oz Boyce, op. c i ~74-75.
.
See also Lloyd. op. ci~..62-66.
403
For a bibliopphy see Lloyd, op. cit., 56 nt 1.

uu The campaign against Egypt had already b a n planned by Kyros (1.153-4) (hmerwahr [ 19561 259).

The Egyptian doctor in 3.1 behaves in a sirnilar fashion to the Greek doctor Demokedes in 3.134. Both
doctors encourage and assist in war pians against their respective native countries for purely selfish reasons.
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Herodotos
Kapoka

...

continues,

ai a U ~ q 4

a i ~ i qi y y w o p d v q (yayt

TOV KUPOUp ~ y a X ~ ce o, p o û d v r a in'

~ ~ ~ u n t o~ v
e r.o d~o ~t o~s

He briefly States two other possible

accepts this version as fact.

reasons for the attack on Egypt, but he immediately discredits them.

In 3.2, he recounts the Egyptian version of the story that depicts
Kambyses as the son of Kyros by Nitetis, the daughter of Apries.
mentioned

a b o ~ e , ' ~ ' Kambyses himself

was

As

responsibie for this

version, and he was following a precedent set by his father Kyros at
Babylon.

Herodotos credits the version to the Egyptians and

declares that it is not me

( A ~ Y O V T E Ob
Ç ~ a k a
061; 6 p e O ~h d y ~ ~ o ~ ) . J 0 8

In 3.3, Herodotos explains how Kambyses. when he was ten
years old. boasted to his mother. Kassandane, that he would turn
Egypt upside down on account of his father Kyros' relationship with
the Egyptian princess Nitetis.
audience,
aie W

Herodotos

Before even relating this version to his

declares

it to

be

untrue

(ipoi

statements

above

are

pbv

oi

~ Ç ) . ' ~ ~

Both

of

the

persona1

extremely

i m p o r t a n t . Herodotos disclaims two alternatives and chooses a
version in which Nitetis incites Kambyses into war.

He proclaims

this version to his audience as the version to accept, because of the

role that women play among the Persians within his H i s t o r y . The

cause of this major military campaign is then reduced to a woman's
vengeance (Arnasis had killed Nitetis' father,

ries).'"' Nitetis, as

portrayed by Herodotos, has the ability to thrust the king of Persia
and

into a war with Egypt.

The Persians greatly criticised the Greeks for

ooing to war on account of a woman (1.4), and yet they are depicted

b

not following their own advice.

Herodotos continues to develop a

great irony surrounding the relationship between men and women
among the Persians.
inserting

He develops a theme of male inferiority by

the dominant female motif throughout the H i s t o r y .

Helen,

and the Trojan war, belong to the Grreks' distant past. to the time

before Greek distinguished itself from barbarian.
could

That a woman

propel fifth century Greek men into battle would have

seemed ludicrous to Herodotos' audience.

Such an event is possible

among the Persians because of an opposite, other, role that women
are given in that society by Herodotos.

3.2.B.

The murder of Karnbvses' sister-wife
Among the atrocities that Kambyses commits. such as the

killing of his brother smerdis4" out of envy. Kambyses takes the life
of his own sister-wife (3.31-32).

stories about her death.

Herodotos says that there are two

The first relates how Kambyses was

watching a lion cub fighting a dog.

Another dog came to the aid of

the first dog and the lion cub was defeated.
at the outcorne, but his sister-wife wept.
why

she wept,

Kambyses was pleased

When Kambyses asked her

she, remembering the murder of

Smerdis

by

Kambyses, answered that unlike the puppy, the king no longer had
anyone to rescue him.
wife.

For this reason Kambyses killed his sister-

The other version tells how the sister-wife took a lettuce and

striped away its leaves in front of Kambyses.
4"

She then asked him

Bardiya, according to the Behistun inscription (DB1.28-60). See below. 109.

106

whether the lettuce looked better with its foliage, or whether it
looked better bare.
it was full.

Kambyses answered that it looked better when

Hearing his answer, the sister-wife then asked him why

he stripped the leaves off the house of Kyros, and made it like the

Kambyses was enraged by her question and he

bare lettuce.

pounced on her. causing her to miscarry,

3.2.C.

JCambvses and

and later to die.

women

Within his depiction of Persian culture, Herodotos portrays
women with much more power than he feels they actually held in his
own Greek worid.

culture,'"'

Herodotos also had a bias towards his own

however, and saw women as subordinate to men?"" In his

depiction of Persian culture, "the other", he wishes to show that

women have risen to greater influence in Persia and that they
actually exercise control over men.

The History is not a work of

pure fiction, however, and it is unreasonable to expect Herodotos to
be

consistent

throughout.

unalterable facts.

Herodotos

is

often

working

with

That is to Say. Our author seems to show

significant respect for what he sees as fact.

One of these facts is

that the Persian empire was always ruled by a king. He could not,
therefore

simply

invent

a

matriarchal

society

for

his

Greek

audience, in order to develop a theme of male subordination among
the Persians.

On the other hand, he can colour his information to

create scenes in which Persian males appear to be in charge, while
they are actually only reacting to the wishes of some woman.
412
413

See above, 3- 13.
See above, 3 1-35 and especiaily 69-71.

Herodotos shows both Kambyses and Dareios being manipulated by
women

into

war

Both incidents are examples of

campaigns.'14

Herodotos' dominant female motif.
Kambyses' portrait is characterised by his madness, and this
madness is also apparent in his treatment of his sister-wife.

Her

death should be seen as a culmination of Kambyses' outrageous acts

i n Herodotos: h e mocks Egyptian religion and kills the Apis bull

(3.27-29); then he has bis own brother assassinated (30). and,
lastly, he kills his pregnant sister-wife (3 1-32).

This last act is by far

the worst, for Kambyses is destroying his own (and Kyros') royal
line, and the very means of continuing such a line.
not recognize the necessity of women as a

Since he does

life-giving "force". he

therefore kills h i s sister-wife. who is defending the v 6 p o g that

His treatment of

Kambyses has violated by killing his own brother.
women

is

therefore

consistent

with

his

madness.

Although

Herodotos, and fifth century Greek men in general. seem to have
viewed

women

as

second-class

citizens,

when

compared

thernselves. they obviously acknowledged their necessity.
argued

that

relationship

the

gender

between

specific

women

and

roles
men

and
in

the
Greek

to

It can be
hierarchical
society

are

characteristics of that society and an integral part of why Greek
culture, in the eyes of the Greeks, was superior to Persian culture.
To develop and implement a similar relationship in Persian society
would be a step towards Hellenisation, but simply to eliminate
women was of course madness.

4'4

For Dareios k i n g rnanipulated by Atossa, see 3.134 and below, 119-121.
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The importance of keeping within the bounds of v o ' p o ç is
stressed by Herodotos shortly after he lists examples of Kambyses'
disregard for such behaviour.

The author then quotes Pindar.- 4 1 5

"nomos is king of al1 ( v 6 p o v n a v ~ w v flaaiAÉa)". Karnbyses is mad to

have mocked the religion and the customs of the Egyptians (3.38),
but, on top of this, he even acts contrary to Persian v d p O S .

His

actions against vd p O q recall Kandaules' disregard for vdpoq (1.10).
Once more a woman's support of v d ~ signals
o ~
the fa11 of a dynasty.

3.3. SMERDIS, BARDIYA AND G A U M A T A ~ ' ~

In 3.30, Kambyses has Prexaspes kill Smerdis, a full brother to
Kambyses, because of a drearn that Kambyses has.

In this dream,

Kambyses sees Smerdis sitting on the royal throne and reaching for
the heavens.

Kambyses interprets the dream to rnean that his

brother Smerdis would usurp the throne and rule the empire.

For

this reason, Karnbyses sends Prexaspes to kill Smerdis.

In 3.61.

Herodotos

rise

then

describes

how

two

Magian

brothers

in

conspiracy against Kambyses, and how one of the brothers. whose

name happens to be Smerdis, assumes the identity of the "true"
Smerdis, and the throne.

He rules in seclusion until his death at the

hands of Dareios and the other conspirators (3.78).

The passage fiom Pindar is preserved in Plato's Gorgias 484 B. The porm fmm Pindar has not
survived. See above, 43 and note 177.
416 Smerdis is $e name of Kambyses' full brother in Herodotos (3.30). He is also listed as a full brother
to Kambyses in the Behistun inscription, but his narne is given as Bardiya. The Magian impostor, known
to Herodotos as another Smerdis, is referred to as Gaumata in the inscription. See Boyce (1982) vol. 2,7879. For other variant names in Greek sources see Boyce, ibid., 80.

415 3.38.6.

Of the account in Herodotos 3.61, Olmstead has written the

following:
After the death of Carnbyses. we are expected to believe. Prexaspes
publicly recanted his story, informed the people of the secret murder
of the "true" Bardiya (Smerdis). and then in repentance committed
suicide. Deathbed repentances we al1 know as frequent devices of the
propagandist; after a suicide, the dead man can tell no tales.
Furthermore. the "false" Smerdis was false only in claiming to be the
son of Kyros: his actual name was Smerdis! The height of absurdity is
reached when we are inforrned rhat so alike were the "true" and the
"false" Smerdis that even the rnother and sisters of the "true" Smerdis
were deceived!'"

'

Olmstead's reservations seem warranted. yet Herodotos does
seem to have followed the officia1 Persian story circulated at the
time of Dareios'

accession.J18 The Behistun inscription supports

Herodotos' account of Karnbyses' part in the murder of his own
brother, the usurpation of the throne by a Magus who claimed to be
the deceased brother, and the fact that Kambyses died by his own
l ~ a n d . ' " ~The fact that Herodotos was following a source close to the
officia1 Persian account is also supported by the names of the
conspirators listed in the History.

The seven Persians listed by

Herodotos are almost identical to the seven conspirators listed at
~ehistun.~"
There

are

not

only

unbelievable

aspects

account, but also in Darieos' officia1 version.'"'

in

Herodotos'

In the first place,

Dareios explains that the impostor put many noble Persians to
417 Olrnstead

(1948) 109.
On the circulation of Dareios' version of his accession, including the deaths of Karnbyses. Bardiya, and
Guarnata, see Boyce, op. cit., 79 and n. 6.
419 For the full inscription see Kent (1953) 1 16-134.
420
Lewis (1985) 102 writes: "Unlike the epitorne of Ktesias. who cIaimed to have been using officiai
records, but only got one and a half names out of six right, Herodotus only got one wrong, naming
As athines instead of, apparently, Ardumanis."
42
Boyce, op. cit., 80-82.
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death, and that, because of these acts, he was hated and feared by
many.

And yet, when Dareios defeated this usurper, he was

obviously not treated as a hero o r welcomed as a deliverer from
evil, but instead was forced to quel1 uprisings in almost every part of
the Persian empire.

Sources other than Herodotos and Dareios

himself also indicate that the true Bardiya seemed to have gained
the favour and support of the masses while his brother Kambyses

was campaigning in Egypt and that he used his popularity to usurp

the Persian crown.
The ûctual facts surrounding the deaths of Kyros' sons and the

accession of

Dareios are perhaps

lost forever.

The account

preserved in Herodotos is important not only because it is the main

Greek source for the change of dynasty, but also because he
includes his dominant female motif. and the subsequent theme that
it creates.
An interesting element in Herodotos' account. once again. is
the role that he gives women among the Persians.

The false Smerdis

had isolated himself from al1 Persian men in order to secure his rule.

Following the professed Persian (and Greek) attitude that women
were of no consequence, especially in terrns of war and politics, the
Magian's actions would have seemed understandable to Herodotos'
Greek audience.

Once again, however, the Persian assumption about

women is proven wrong.

Herodotos inserts his dominant female

motif by placing the woman in a critical position (3.68-69).

Only a

woman can discover with certainty whether the king of Persia is an
impostor, or the legitimate king. The "false" Smerdis is successful in
secluding himself from Persian men, and he sees no Persians except

for his wives.

It is clear from 3.70, that the conspirators al1 suspect

the "false" Smerdis, and Herodotos in no way makes Phaedyme
responsible for the conspiracy or the death of the Magian usurper.
She is simply portrayed as a daughter following her father's orders.
The fact that the woman is in this crucial position, and that the
Persian men depend on her to confirm the true identity of the
Magian

is another example of

Herodotos.

the dominant female motif in

A persian4" male takes action that somehow involves a

woman, or women. This action is consistent with the Persians' own
statements i n

Herodotos concerning the second class nature of

women and their proper exclusion from war and politics.

For these

reasons, the false Smerdis. although secluding himself completely
from Persian
women.

noble

men, takes no precautions concerning the

Consistent with his theme of Persian men underestimating

women, and later being proven wrong in some way by those women.
Herodotos depicts a woman in a crucial role in the detection of the
false Smerdis.

Her discovery and her message to her father lead

directly to the accession of Dareios.

Dareios is the most favourably presented of the Persian kings

discussed by Herodotos.

His portrait is not as favourable, however,

as it is in Aischylos' P e r s a i . where Dareios is not guilty of either
transgression or e x c e ~ s . " ~ Herodotos stylizes his picture of Dareios

4t2
423

Magian (Median) in this instance. See above. 55 n. 226.
Ha11 (1989) 70, Persae, 852-903.

and manages to conform it to his theme of "the rise and fa11 of a

ruler.""" Since he says little of Dareios' early reign, and nothing of
his victories in the Far East (~ndia),'" he therefore suppresses some

of

Dareios'

greatest

successes,

and

emphasizes

instead

his

limitations.
Like Kyros, Dareios must rise to the kingship of ~ e r s i a . " ~

Dareios in Herodotos is a self-made man and most Greek-like.
democratic debate concerning the best form of government
82).

The
(3.80-

that precedes the choice of Dareios as king, is certainly not

characteristic

of

Persian

concerning truthfulness.

cu~ture.'~'

Nor are Dareios' views

Lying is considered by the Persians to be

the very basest thing: a h x i o ~ o v6È a i r o i o i zb yre65aoûai v s v o p i o r a i
(1.138.1).

Yet Dareios justifies lying as a means to an end: l v û a y a p

ri 6ei ~ E U ~ OA GÉ y k d a i .

A E Y ~ O
(3.72.4).
~ ~

He also uses cunning and

trickery to establish himself as king (3.85-86).
Just as Herodotos is able to manipulate his information and fit
his portrait of Dareios into the theme of "the rise and fa11 of a
ruler." he also is able consistently to introduce his dominant female
motif in order to develop his themes of male inferiority among the
barbarians

and

the

corresponding

power

of

their

women.

Herodotos depicts Dareios being outsmarted by one woman. and
manipulated into war by another.

424

He even describes how Dareios

Immerwahr ( 1966) 169. 1 have followed Immenvahr's opinions ( 1 69-176)in the main, concerning the
gortrait of Dareios in Herodotos.
25
M d . , 33.
426
Parallels can be observed between Kambyses and Xerxes who are both born into their respective royal
~2itions.and Kyros and Dareios who must nse to theirs.
421
The only other occurrence of a democratic element in a Penian council presents itself in the council
scene before the battle of Salamis (8.67-69).

indirectly owes his life to a woman.

Herodotos also tells a story

about ~ r e e k ~ men
"
dressing like women before killing Persian men.

Alexander and the vouths of Makedon

3.4.A.

The

following

account in

Herodotos

(5.18-21) does

not

specifically involve Dareios, but because the incident does involve
his envoys it should be dealt with in a chapter dealing with Dareios.

The story in Herodotos is important for our theme because it
contains Makedonian men dressing like women in order to kill
Persian men.
The story begins as Amyntas. the king of Makedon, gives earth
and water to an embassy sent by Dareios.

Amyntas also provides a

feast for these Persian envoys. during which

the Persians tell

Amyntas to bring in the Makedonian women, since it is the Persian
custom to have women present during the feast.

Amyntas makes i t

clear that the Makedonian custom is the opposite, women and men
being segregated during the feast, but since he is now a Persian
vassal, he will do as their custom demands.

After the Persians have

been drinking for some tirne, they begin to touch and feel the
women.

Although Amyntas disapproves, he does nothing, for he

fears the power of Persia.

Alexander, the son of Amyntas, sends his

father away and takes control of the situation.

He tells the Persians

that the women will be excused to bathe, and that they will shortly
return to lie with the Persians.

Alexander then arranges for young

beardless Makedonian men to dress up like the women. and return
428

Specificaily Makedonians (5.18-20). but Herodotos insists chat Makedonians are Greeks (5.22). See

above, 48-53.

to the banquet.

When they are al1 paired off with the Persians, these

men, dressed as women, kili the Persians.
The story itself is difficult to accept, for several reasons.
There are similar stories involving other persons in Pausanias,
Plutarch, Polyaenos, and ~ e n o p h o n . " ~The inconsistent patriotism of
Alexander is also somewhat suspicious. and that must be taken into

account.

After

the

honourable

beginning

mentioned

above,

Alexander becomes and remains a Persian vassal for the remainder

of Herodotos' ~ o r k . ' ~ ' Another problem with the passage presents
itself in the following statement made by the Persians: 3 î v r M a r ~ â W v ,

i p i v vcipoç iati t o i o i n t p o q m . i x s à v Grinvov r p o r i 0 d p d a pdya. TOTE
rai

TUÇ

(5.18.2).

r r a ~ h a ~ a ai
ç r a ç ~ o u p i 8 i a qy u v a i r a ç h a y ~ 0 0 a t~ a p é 8 p o o ~
Since in reality, wives and mistresses did not join Persian

men in their dinnerldrinking f e ~ t i v i t i e s , " ~the
'
custom Herodotos
describes seerns more like a custorn invented to fit a description of
the "other" than it does an actual Persian custorn.

In 5.21.

Herodotos describes how

Alexander

checked

an

inquisition into the missing embassy by giving his sister. Gygaea, to a
Persian noble named Bubares.

Although the sequence of events

cannot be disproved, it seems more likely that the tale of the
murdered envoys was invented by Alexander and his court to parade
an air of phil-Hellenism, when in reality Alexander and Makedon had

429

How and Wells (1928), S.V. 5.17. Messenians and Laconians (Pausanias, Description of Greece, 4-43);
Athenians and Megarians (Plutarch, Solon 8 and Polyaenos, Strategemara 1.20); and Theban exiles and the
Polemarchs (Xenophon, Hellenica 5.4.4-6). Al1 these accounts, however, are later chan Herodotos, and may
have k e n influenced by our author.
430 See however the exception in 9.15. where Alexander delivers a message to the Athenians.
How and Wells. op. cil., vol. 2, 7. See however Brosius (1996) 20, who claims that there is evidence
to suppon Royal women feasting and banqueting with the men. She claims that Iater Greek traditions
distorted the information and presented the "Greek" view on the presence of women at banquets.

"'

Medized

much

e a r ~ i e r . ' ~ ' It is obvious from the expansion and

conquests of Makedon after the defeat of Xerxes and Mardonios,
that Alexander was a very ambitious man.

He was no doubt anxious

to gain influence with the Persian court, and therefore offered his
own sister in marriage to a Persian nobleman of very high

statu^.'^^

The final difficulty with this passage involves the action itself.

If Alexander had truly been angered by the conduct of the Persian
men, he certainly need not have gone through the elaborate plan of
dressing young men up like women in order to kill the Persians.
There is nothing to be gained by his plan. except the removal of the
wornen to safety.

Once he has rnanaged to get the wornen out, only

the Persian and Makedonian men remain.
certainly outnumbered the Persian envoys;

These Makedonians
moreover, their tempers

surely flared upon witnessing the Persians' mistreatment of the
Makedonian women.
criteria that

Self-restraint. however, is one of the principal

separates Greek from

b ~ b a r i a n . ~ ~ That
''
a plan is

developed and followed in due time is a feature of Greek culture.
Also, Herodotos' account is much more engaging as it stands, than if
he had simply depicted the Makedonians setting upon the Persians

and killing them.
dominant fernale

It can be argued that he is also able to include his
motif, emphasizing a dominant

women over barbarian males.

behaviour

of

He stresses the Hellenic lineage of

~ l e x a n d e r ~(and
~ ~ therefore Makedon) to draw attention to a
difference between the Greek and Petsian cultures.

The "invented"
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Ibid,8.

Ibid. Almort certainly the same Bubares who. under Xenes, ovenees the consuucüon of the Athos
canal (7.22).
'
3
1 See above. 7-9.
435 5.22 and 9.45.
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Persian custorn is the opposite of the Greek custom.

To portray the

Makedonian women themselves killing the Persians would have been
inconsistent with the rest of his work, since the wornen would have
appeared to be more in control than the Greek males.

The purpose

of the dominant female motif is to present that element of control
over barbarian men only.

Since Herodotos is now telling a story

thar takes place in Greece. among Greeks, he must show the Greek
men

in

control

of

the

situation, rather

than

Greek

women.

However, he also wishes to continue with his motif of female
dominance

male

and

subservience

among

the

barbarians.

He

therefore creates a scene where Greek men dress Iike women i n
order to kill Persian men.

The power of the female, and her role as

defender of v o p o ~(since the Persians act contrary to Makedonian
v O'

are therefore demonstrated abstractly,

fi O S ) 4 3 6

without at the

same time distorting the relationship between male and female in
Herodotos' own culture.

3.4.B.

Tomvris

In an indirect way. Dareios also owes his life to a woman.

In

1.209. Kyros dreams that he sees the eldest son of Hystaspes,
Dareios,

with

on

wings

his

s h o ~ l d e r s . ~ ~One
'
of the wings

overshadows Asia, and the other Europe.

After Kyros dreams about

Dareios, Herodotos implies that Kyros means to harm or even kill
Dareios.

In 1.209.3, when Kyros is addressing Hystaspes concerning
*f

the dream, Kyros says: Tataarr<. aaîc aoç b n ~ f l o o h a h vi p o i rs ai

436 The actions of

the Penians also violate the puest-friendship relationship so comrnon in Greek licerature.
For the dynastic drearn motif see above, 86. n. 334.

"'

a p ~ r jk a h w c ~ .

tfi E p i

'Toraanqç

piv

Also, in 1.210.3, Herodotos writes that:

~ 0 6 r o i o ia p 6 i ~ a p s v o ai
~ 6iafhiç r6v ' A p a f ~ aGis é~

IIÉpaaq @ v X d e o v K d p q r6v 7rai6a A a p ~ i o v .If we also take into account

Kyros' behaviour during the Massagetan campaign (1.207), and his
sacrifice (seemingly without remorse) of a portion of his Persian
army, it is evident that Dareios is in danger.

Since Kyros' intentions

towards Dareios are far from favourable, Tomyris. by defeating and
killing Kyros, is the saviour of Dareios.

3.4.C.

Nitokris

Herodotos gives a very favourable account of Nitokris, the
queen of Babylon (1.185-187).
campaigning against her.

No Persian king is portrayed

Instead. Herodotos describes an incident

in which Dareios attempts to rob her grave.J3B Herodotos writes that
when the queen died, she was entombed above the main gate of the
city (1.187).

On this tomb the following statement was inscribed:

Dareios disregards the inscription, for he certainly was not lacking
in money, and opens the tomb.

Instead of discovering riches, he

finds that he has been outdone by a woman.

The only thing in the

tomb besides the body of the queen is the following inscription: ci
p i a x h q a ~ d qrs Éaç ~ p q p a r o v

û+caç

à v i q y ~ ç(1.187.5).

ai aia~portp8iç.o h c â v vsupWv

Even after death, Herodotos depicts the

Although the incident is related by Herodotos during the Kyros logos. Dareios is clearly the Persian
king in question (1.1 87.3). Flory (1987) 43, is mistaken: he identifies the king as Kyros.
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woman among the barbarians as a defender of v d p o q .
contrary to this

vo'poç

Dareios acts

when he violates the queen's tomb.

His

defilement of her grave looks forward to Kambyses' behaviour
towards the body of Amasis (3.16) and the opening of many coffins

in Memphis (3.37), but

more

importantly, t h e tale uses the

dominant female motif in order to demonstrate the weakness of the
Persian king.J39

3.4.D.

and the carn~aien against Greece

Atossa

Herodotos

portrays Dareios

as being rnanipulated

into a

campaign against Greece in 3.134.

Herodotos does not portray

Atossa as ambitious in this passage.

Rather, she is simply paying

back her debt to Demokedes, who had cured a growth on her breast
(3.133).

She

was

extrernely

embarrassed

by

the

illness,

therefore went to the Greek doctor in utmost confidence.

and

He cured

the growth only upon the condition that Atossa would grant him any
favour, providing he asked nothing dishonourable.

he therefore tells
against Greece.

After curing her,

her to manipulate Dareios into campaigning

Demokedes' motive is to return to Greece, and he is

willing to risk focusing Dareios' expansionist policy on Greece, if it
will somehow enable hirn to return there himself.

Atossa tells Dareios that now is the time

of

Persia.

to

add to the power

Herodotos ironically writes:

4 3 9 ~ i ~ ~(1992)
e r y points out the tale emphasizes the greed of Dareios. buc rhe story also continues ro build
upon the theme of female dominance arnong the barbarians.
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O ~ K O GO t t o n avOpa ai v i o v r d xpqparwv psyahov 8~ax6rqv
@aiveoOai n Q n o 5 s i ~ v U p ~ v o ïvv, a r d ïI6poat E ~ p a û u m611
371' UVSPOÇ a p ~ o v r a i .
(3.134.2)

The passage is ironic because Atossa is telling Dareios how to be a

man.

Herodotos purposely repeats the word for man ( a v f i p . genitive

a'v5pcic) in Atossa's statement to draw his audience's attention.

The

Persian king is told by his queen how to act like a man.

The

phenomenon is not surprising, since in Herodotos' depiction of this
other culture, the woman is actually in charge.
fact tha: the Persian men do not know it.
Greek

sentiments

regarding the

inferiority

The irony Lies in the

They express typically
of

the

female,

Herodotos never seems to depict such a n inferiority
existing.

yet

as truly

In fact. an opposite situation seems to surface throughout

the Hisro r y .

To a fifth century Greek audience. Dareios' behaviour

is anything but "manly" in this passage.

He had already decided to

embark on a campaign against Scythia. but after hearing Atossa, he
says:
'Q y o v a i . &*fi zoivuv roi ~ O K ~ ET L~ 'ÇE X A a G o ç fipÉaç rpGra
à r o n ~ i p a a 0 a i .~araow6xovqp o i 6 o ~ É t in c p o i o v n p ô i o v a p t i v o v
d v a l 6 p o û TOUT+ t3 où X ~ Y E I Ç ntpyai ~t a h o u i :

(3.131.9)
And so the irony culminates with Dareios taking Atossa's advice o n

how to behave like a man in order to be seen as a man by the
Persians. At the outset of the History, the Persians themselves Say
that one should not pay much attention to ~ o r n e n , ~and
' ~ elsewhere
in the H i s t o r y , their participation in war campaigns is clearly not

Yet Dareios allows himself to be manipulated out of one

usual.'''

war campaign and into a course of action that results in the loss of
the Greek doctor (3.136-1 37).

It can be argued that the plan does not belong to Atossa, but
to Dernokedes.

The interesting element concerning the story in

Herodotos, however, is the manner in which Demokedes is able to

succeed.

Since Herodotos is depicring an 'other' culture, where

male and female roles seem to be reversed. he tells a tale where a
Greek male manipulates a Persian woman into a desired course of
action.

Since that woman, as depicted in the History, will later

exercise control over her husband and king. the Greek male is able
to succeed in his plan.

H.R. Immerwahr States that the motivation for the campaign
against Greece is "absurd, and the cause is a ludicrous one. "'"The
reason for its inclusion in the Hisrory, however,

is understandable.

Such a scene is even anticipated because of the role that Herodotos
assigns to female characters among the barbarians.

Dareios. then.

the rnost favourably presented king in the History, is portrayed by
Herodotos as following a woman's advice on how to behave like a
man.

His actions in this passage set the the stage for the role that

women will fulfill in the portrait of his son Xerxes.

44 1

442

1.207 and 7.1 1.
Immerwahr (1956) 253.The same can be said of the Nitetis and Kambyses episode (3.1).
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APTER 4: XERXES AND FIFTH CENTIJRYPERSIA
By far the most complex and fully developed portrait within
the H i s t o r y is that of ~ e r x e s . ~ 'Al1
' ~ the individual traits common to
previous monarchs seem to exhibit themselves in Xerxes and "it
seems beyond doubt that in his text Herodotus has modelled and
sculptured the person of Xerxes. ,3444
He (Xerxes) shares with Cambyses the derivative nature of his rule as
well as certain destructive tendencies, and with Croesus his excessive
wealth.
Even the divine guidance apparent in the affairs of Cyrus
recurs in Xerxes' speech before the Persian nobles. when he says of the
Persian tradition of conquest, " A god leads us thus" (7.8a.l). The main
4-45
simiiarity. however, is with his father Darius ....

Herodotos portrays Xerxes. even more than he does Dareios, as the
typical Persian. and in an extreme form.

He is the ruling Persian

king at the time of the invasion, and it can be argued that he is
depicted as a personification of what Persian culture had become. as
Herodotos saw it. in the fifth century.

Certain aspects of Xerxes'

portrait. therefore, are meant to apply to Persian culture in general,

and not to the king alone.

His actions are meant to be contrasted

with the Persian customs described in book I . " ~ While a v 8 p ay agi q
for a Persian is most signified by valor in fighting (1.136.1), Xerxes

is depicted as a coward (8.102) who deserts his troops while they
continue fighting in Greece.

It is also stated in 1.137, that the king

See Briant (1997) 53 1-580; Sancisi-Weerdenburg ( 1989) 549-56 1 ; Boyce ( 1982) vol. 2, 164- 1 77; and
Irnmerwahr (1966) 176-183.

"3
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Sancisi-Weerdenburg (1989) 556.

ecs Irnrnerwahr ( 1966) 176.
Especially 1.13 1- 140, but remarks on Penian custom surface sporadically throughout the History. See
also 1.4.15, 71, 89, 125, 126, 143.4, 148, 153. 192; 2.167; 3.2, 12, 15, 16, 31, 68, 69, 79, 83, 84, 89,
97, 154; 5.18; 6.41, 43, 59; 7.2, 39. 61, 114, 136, 238; 9.107.3, 109, 110.
M6

of Persia cannot execute anyone on only a single charge, and yet
Xerxes kills a son of Pythios because of the nature of that father's
r e q ~ e s t . 4 J 7Pythios asked that the eldest of his five sons be spared
from serving in Xerxes' army, but the request infuriated Xerxes

own

(whose

brothers

and

sons

were

in

his

subsequently had Pythios' eldest son cut in two.

army),

and

he

The two halves of

the body were placed on either side of the road, and Xerxes' army
rnarched between them.lJ8 The Persians are also said to revere rivers
most of

al1 things ( 1 3 8 )

Although

the

Hellespont is

not

teclinically a river, Xerxes' lashing of that narrow strait (7.35) can
be compared to that Persian v d ~ oinvolving
~
reverence for rivers.Jd9
Xerxes, it can be argued, is once again depicted acting contrary to
Persian

vopoç.

A number of other characteristics of Persian culture

are associatrd specifically with Xerxes. in order to contribute to the
fa11 of that character. as will be discussed below.

Xerxes must first deal with Egypt. then Greece: just as Dareios
first had to deal with Skythia, then Greece.

But the Skythian

excursion is a skillful preparation for the campaign of Xerxes in
Greece, and it is therefore dealt with in great detail.
campaign

is

central

to

Xerxes' portrait,

and

The Greek

for this

reason

"'8.38-39.
"'
Dareios also punishes Oeobazos in similar fashion, for having made a similar request (4.84). How and
Wells (1928) vol. 2. 145, explain that a Penian custom decreed that those one wished to protect hom hum
should be made to pass between two parts of a sacrificial animal. The effectiveness of the "charm" increased
with the value of the victim. "Thus the slaughter of the son of Pithios might be a propitiatory sacrifice for
the army." Boyce (1982) vol. 2, 167 remarks that such acts of buman sacrifice were "clearly unZoroastrian
in character" and that they "cm only be regardeci as old pagan rites penisting and k i n g practiced chus at
times of communal or individual stress."
W~erodotosalso uses Kyros' treatment of the Gyndes river to connibute to that king's fall ( 1.189- 190).

Herodotos deals with the Egyptian revolt in a mere few sentences,J50
even though the war lasted four full years.
A number of parallels can be drawn between both the Skythian

campaign of Dareios and the Greek campaign of ~ e r x e s . ~ "In both
logoi the king escapes death and owes his life to a Greek.

Dareios is

able to flee Skythia only on account of Histiaios, who failed to be
persuaded by the Skythians to break the bridges over the Ister
(4.137).

Xerxes owes his life to Themistokles, who councils the

Athenians not to pursue the king as he retreats to Persia (8.108110).

One important aspect of Xerxes' portrait is, of course, his
interactions with women. Herodotos uses the dominant female motif
to the greatest degree in his depiction of Xerxes in order to display
the role of women among the Persians.

Statements implying that the

Persian attitude was that men were superior to women are most

numerous in the last three books,'52 and Xerxes himself makes
comments to that e f f e ~ t ? ~ Xerxes' interactions with women are also
more fully developed than the relationships between women and any
of the previous oriental monarchs.

A degree of control by his

queen, Amestris, is certainly anticipated, and no surprise when

e n c o u n t e r e d , 4 5 J but the most striking example of the dominant
female

motif

appears in

the

character of

Artemisia

and

her

7.7.2 and 20.1. Boyce. op. rit.. 164. remarks that Xenes also had to put down a revalt in Babylon
sometime in 482 BC.
45' The Skythian campaign is not described by Herodotos as a threat to the Persian empire. and Dareios'
defeat there is more of a setback. Though Xerxes was not killed. his defeat was much more ignominious
than that of Dareios, and Herodotos implies that Persia is no longer a threat to Greece after the Persian
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Wm.
4527.11. 8.64. 88. 9.20. and 9.107
453 7.1 1 and 8.88.
454 9.1 10-112.

relationship with Xerxes, discussed in detail below.455 We will begin,
however, with the account of Xerxes' accession to the throne.

4.1.

XERXES' ACCESSION
It is customary for the Persian king to appoint a successor

before going to war (7.2). Kyros gives his kingdom ro his son
Kambyses (1.208) before engaging the Massagetai.
turn

leaves a Magian as steward of

his

Kambyses in

house (3.61) while

campaigning in Egypt. and Xerxes leaves Artabanos as his viceroy
(7.52)

when invading ~ r e e c e . " " At the beginning of Book 7,

Herodotos explains that Dareios had three sons by the dauphter of
Gobryas before he became king. and that after becoming king. he
had four more sons by Atossa, daughter of Kyros.

Xerxes is the

eldest born to Atossa. and Artobazanes is the eldest born to the
other woman.

Demaratos, following Spartan custom, advises that

Xerxes should become king. since Artobazanes was born to a Persian
noble, while Xerxes was born to the king of Persia.

the advice of Demaratos.

The fascinating aspect about the passage

is Herodotos' persona1 interjection.
avav
9 I

~ a u t q ç iiç

A T O O ~B ~ X E TO

He writes: B o ~ i e i v 6É. pot,

61r00i~q~
Èoaoihevoe

II~Y

Dareios follows

Üv

EÉpEqç*

4

ai
yàp

~ ~ a i o ç Herodotos
. ~ ~ '
does not explicitly say

what the nature of Atossa's power is. although it would seem to
4 5 5 ~ ebelow,
e
127-134.
456 Dareios does not appoint a successor before his

Skythian campaipn, perhaps because of his youth (How
and Wells [1928] vol. 2, 341). He does so, however, before the Greek campaign (7.3). It is also
interesting to note that Xerxes' eldest son, Dareios, would have been old enough to be appointed as
successor at the tirne of Xerxes' invasion. yet Herodotos does not poruay X e m s appointing him as such
(Immerwahr [1966] 180, n. 95). The fact that Herodotos does not have Xerxes appoint his son as successor
can be interpreted as the unwillingness of a despot to relinquish his rule (like Astyages in 1.107- 108).
4577.3.4

derive from her descent from ~ ~ r o s . The
~ ~ daughter
'
of the founder
of the Persian empire was arguably the most important woman in

Persia.

If, on the other hand, Herodotos is speaking somewhat

anachronistically, that is to Say speaking of Atossa as "holding al1
the power" when her son Xerxes assumed the throne, or as a result

of his assuming the throne, then Atossa's power would certainly
stem from her position as the mother of the king of ~ e r s i a . " ~ ' We
know from the ~ e r s e ~ o l tablets
i s ~ ~ ~and from Herodotos (1.136) how
important the production of male children was in Persian society.

'

The Harem inscription'16 appears to support Herodotos. indicating
that there were other sons of Dareios, and therefore implying that
there was perhaps some form of contention between Xerxes and
other sons of Dareios

for t h e throne.

However.

the

inscription makes no mention of Atossa or Kyros.

Harem

Therefore

inscriptional evidence lends no support to the view that Atossa's
power stemmed from her descent from Kyros, nor that Xerxes'
designation

as

king

depended

upon

this

descent?'

This

inscriptional evidence alone should not be used to discredit the
accuracy of Herodotos' statement.

However, the contribution of

such a statement to the theme of femaie dominance and male
inferiority

among

the

Persians,

must

be

acknowledged.

For

Herodotos to Say that, in his opinion, Atossa had "al1 the power" is a

very strong statement, reminiscent of the power that the wife of

'58~very(1 972) 535.
See above, 66-68. for Brosius' conclusions concerning the hierarchy among Royal Persian women.
460HaIlock ( 1985) 589. See also Sancisi-Weerdenburg ( 1 983) 25-26.

a ' ~ e n t(1950) 149-150.
die non-Greek evidence on the position of women in Petsian society see above, 65-69.

or

Kandaules exhibits in Book 1.463
Atossa

using

this

power

Herodotos has already depicted

when

she manipulated

Dareios into

expanding his empire into ~reece."' Frorn the beginning of his work
Herodotos has shown both directly and indirectly the power of the
women in barbarian society. Women seem to be in control in this
"other"

culture. Now, in 7.3.4, he explicitly states that, in his

opinion. among the Persians a woman has al1 the power, and
furthermore he goes on to place a woman amidst the Persian host
gathered against Greece (7.99) and shows that she is superior in
battle and council to those barbarians.

4.2

ARTEMISIA

Artemisia is quite favourably presented in the H i s i o r y , and
does not fa11 into the category of the clever and vengeful
nor does she represent the terrible vengeance motif characteristic

of the leading female figures we have seen?
Artemisia is not barbarian.
to

be

seen

as Greek,

But then again,

Herodotos obviously intends Artemisia
since

he

states

that

her

father

was

Halikarnassian, and he stresses the Doric nature of Halikarnassos
and the other states under her rule (7.99)?'

She is indeed in a

unique position for a Greek: a woman among men, and a free person
1.8-12. See also above. 7 1-84.
3.1 34. See ûIso above. 1 19- 12 1 .
4 6 5 ~ sidentified by Hory (1987) 79-48. Some of Rory's examples include the wife of Kandaules. Tomyris.
Pheretime, and Amestris. Attemisia in Herodotos is discussed by Munson (1978) 9 1- 106, and Weil
463

''

1974) 2 15-224.
The wife of Kandaules had her husbsnd rnurdeied ( 1 . 1 1- 12); rîe also above. 7 1-84, Tomyris talcs
vengeance on the body of Kyros ( 1.2 14); see also above, 98- 102. Amestris takes vengeance on the wife of
Masistes (9.1 12); See aiso below, 14û- 149.
467 Munson (1988) 93. n. 12.

among slaves.468 Although she contributes only five ships (7.99) out
of the 1,207 in Xerxes' fleet (7.89), Herodotos gives her more
attention than any other individual on the Persian side, after
M a r d o n i o s . 4 6 9 He also says that out of the whole host gathered
against Greece, her five ships were

the most highly regarded after

those of the ~idonians."~

It has been suggested that Herodotos' interest in Artemisia
originates

from

the

fact

that

the

queen,

like

him,

was

~alikarnassian.."' It has even been suggested that she was his great

I propose that Herodotos' main interest in Artemisia lies in

aunt."'

the fact that she was a woman.

She represents the motif of the

female dominant in a Persian setting.

Herodotos uses Artemisia in

the same way that he used Kroisos in Book 1 , when
appeared in the wise advisor motif.
Kroisos

included

the

dominant

Kroisos

Therein, in his advice to Kyros,
fernale

motif:

a

statement

emphasizing the strength of the male and the weakness of the
f e ~ n a l e . ' " ~Artemisia follows exactly the same pattern in 8.68.

4.2.A.

Artemisia's sdvice

After her introduction

before

Salamis

in 7.99, Herodotos next

mentions

Arternisia during the Persian Council scene before Salamis (8.67-69).
When Xerxes asks the leaders of the various contingents of his force
whether they should engage the Greeks in a naval battle, only
Herodoios makes it clear that she is noi compelled to serve Xenes (7.99.1). For forced participation in
Xerxes' army see 7.108.1. 1 10, and 172 (Munson. op. cir., 95 n. 18).
469 Munson (1988) 92.
O
'
The Sidonians make up part of the Phoenician fleet (7.96.1) which is the largesi fleet in Xenes' navy.
471~acoby(1913) 216.
472
Georges (1994) 139, n. 96.
473 1 .ZO7.
j"'

Artemisia answers that they should not.

She advises Xerxes not to

fight the sea battle at Salamis, and States as her reason for doing so:
oi yàp

TWV oOv ~ v B p W v upÉoaov~ç r o o o 6 i o v t i o ~ r a ~ à

avôpsç

Bahaaoav

6aov

quite vague.

avôpeç

yvvalrWv

474

. "As men are to women" is

If it includes military tactics and planning, then

Artemisia would be admitting defeat before speaking, since she is
the lone woman speaking in a war council with men.

How can she, a

woman, give better advice than the other cornmanders who are al1
B u t Herodotos' underlying theme is that these barbarians,

men?

these slaves, are not men. or at least not Greek men.

At no place in

his H i s t o r y does Herodotos place a woman arnong Greeks in a
mili tary council.
This is not to say that Herodotos never depicts women fighting

or even defeating Greeks.

He simply does not elaborate on such

stories unless they conform to. or c m be conformed to, his therne

of gynocracy among the barbarians.

A woman defeating Greeks

does not conform to this theme, but the occasions that such an
event took

place could

not

simply be ignored by Herodotos,

especially if they involved a polis that he discusses at length.

Such is

the case with Kyrene, and for these reasons he mentions that Eryxo
killed her husband's brother as retribution for that brother's part in
the murder of her husband.

However, he mentions the event very

briefly, in one line: ~ É a x p o v8È fi yuv? 4 'Apiceuihew 6dAy ursivai. r j
ouvopa j v

' EpuEci

(4.160.4)

Eryxo and her enemy were both Greek,

and Herodotos does not elaborate on this story.475
4748.68a.
475 There is no question that the Kyrenians are descended fmm Greeks. In fact. Hemdotos portrays them as
originating from the purest stock of Greeks, that is the Dorian Spanans (4.147).

In the next generation, however, another woman of Kyrene
also has success against Greeks.

Herodotos elaborates on the story

of Pheretime because it is consistent with, or he was able to conform
it to, his theme of male inferiority among the Persians.

Herodotos

tells the story in a way that places no emphasis on Pheretime

in

He elaborates only on her role in acquiring

battle against Greeks.

an army (4160,165 and 167), and then on her terrible vengeance
(202) and punishrnent from the gods (205).

When Pheretime asks

Euelthon, ruler of Salamis in Cyprus, for an army, he gives her a
spindle of gold, a distaff, and some wool.

He explains to her that

these are the proper gifts for a woman. but not an army.

And yet

this same woman is able to persuade the Persians (Aryandes, viceroy
of Egypt) to give her an army. (4.167) The Persians know that war is
no place for women

(7.1 1), but again, what they Say and what they

do are completely different.

Even Xerxes offers Artaynte an army

that only she could command (9.109.3).

He can only do so within

his Persian 'other' culture.
Consistent with his theme of male subservience among the
Persians, Herodotos depicts Artemisia with a better understanding of
the tactics of the naval engagement

at

the other Persian male comrnanders.

Salamis: better than any of
The nature of Artemisia's

advice may stem from the fact that she is not a slave and that, not
fearing Xerxes, she is not compelled to say what the king wishes to
But the fact that it is a woman offering this advice, as

opposed

to

coincidence

Demaratos
or

4 7 6 ~ u n s o n op.
. cil.. 96.
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persona1

for

example, cannot

interest

on

the

be

part

attributed

of

to

Herodotos,

especially when we consider the general theme of male inferiority
and female dominance among the Persians created by the dominant
fernale motif.

It seems much more likely that Herodotos chose this

account involving Artemisia because of the irony that such a tale

It takes a woman to recognize the wisest strategy for war.

creates.

Since the Persians do not realise that in their 'other' society, the
situation is reversed, and women therefore have the upper hand in
terms of politics and war, they ignore the advice of Artemisia and

suffer the consequences.
It may have been easy enough for Herodotos to colour his

information about Artemisia when dealing with her speeches and
interactions with Xerxes, in order for her to appear superior in
words to barbarians and even to Xerxes hirnself.

But in the matter

of the actual battle of Salamis, and her superiority over the

barbarians

in deeds, Herodotos surely did not

have the same

li berties,

4.2.B.

Artemisia and the battle of Salamis
Although

Herodotos writes that Artemisia's

ships enjoyed

Xerxes' greatest confidence at Salamis, "... the intelligence and skill
she displays even blatantly denies heroic valor. ~ 4 7 7 Herodotos could
not depict Artemisia truly fighting well against Greek men, because
his audience would not have accepted it.

He therefore describes a

scene in which her actions are more appropriate to suit a fifth
century Greek's reasonable

expectations of

a

female character

fighting against Greek men.
from an Attic warship.

At ~ a l a r n i s , ~she
' ~ is observed fleeing

Unable to escape it because of the proximity

of ships of her own allies, she rams and sinks one of these allies.

The Attic warship, seeing her sink a Persian vessel, assumes that she
is fighting on the Greek side, and subsequently breaks off its
pursuit.

Xerxes witnesses the act, but he is unable to identify the

combatants.

He is informed that Artemisia struck and sank an

enemy ship, at which point the king says: oi
~ o ly u v a î ~ ~ ç ai
,

yovaîitsç

pkv

av&pcc

a v ~ p ~ ç . ' If
" ~Artemisia

ysyovaoi

and her ships

were already held in high repute by Xerxes, as Herodotos says, why
would her sinking one enemy vessel warrant such a statement?

It

would not, but the statement is consistent with the Persian attitude

of male superiority and the reality of their inferiority, as depicted
throughout the History.

We are again dealing with the dominant

female motif, and again Herodotos is taking one single incident. and
one single statement. as analogous for Persian society.

It is clear

from 9.122 and 1.126, that Herodotos portrays the early Persians, at
the beginning of Kyros' reign, as Noble Savages.
as a simple, rugged people

before Kyros

They are depicted
leads them

on

an

expansionist policy later followed by Kambyses, Dareios and Xerxes.

In that process, according to Herodotos, the Persians have become
soft

(pa h a

u O ù ç ) as Kyros puts it, or as Xerxes puts it, the men have

becorne women ( a v s p ~ çy ~ y 0 v a a iy u v a î ~ ~ ~ ) The
.
irony of Xerxes'
statement lies in the fact that if such an occurrence took place (his

men becoming women), he would be better off. for in this 'other'
society, a man is "worse than a women"
Artemisia next

YUVUIKOS).

(KU&

appears again in

the motif

of

the wise

a d ~ i s o r . ' ' ~This time she advises Xerxes to leave the fighting and
The scene is yet another example of the dominant

return to Persia.

female motif, and it is the climax of Xerxes' downfall as a warrior.
and therefore as a good ~ersian.''~'

Artemisia's advice after Salamis

4.2.C.

In 7.1 1. upset with the advice of his uncle Artabanos, Xerxes
charges that:

In

8.102. however, Xerxes imposes the exact same disgrace on

himself.

He is advised by a woman (who according to his own words

should not even be there) to return to Persia, to return to the

women, while the men continue fighting.""

Xerxes expiicitly

acknowledges the dishonour attached to such an act, yet Herodotos
writes that when the king

heard Artemisia's advice, he was thinking

the same thought, so much was he c t a ~ a ~

KEE .48J

And so Xerxes

leaves the fighting, and the only woman serving in his army also
-

480

-

.
-

-

-

-

8.102-3.

48'~ersianàv6p aya0i q is proven first by vdour in fighting ( 1.136.1 )
4827.1 1.1

Burn (1985) 326-7,comments: "Wirhout command of the sea. Xerxes at Athens, though in no persona1
danger, was intorlerably isolated from his empire; and his return to show himself safe and sound at Sardis
(not Susa), though represented by the Greeks as a flight, was no more than Darius had done after the
Scythian campaign." AIthough there are similatities between the ends of the Skythian and Greek
campaigns, as Bum points out, it is dear that Dareios' actions towards the end of the Skythian campaign,
as depicted by Herodotos, certainly represent a flight. Dareios lies to a portion of his m y and leaves them
behind (4.135). The simiIarities, therefore, should not be used to minimize Xerxes' actions in 8.102, or to
lessen the effect that these actions had on the fa11 of Xerxes within the Histop.
4848.103.2.

483

She escorts some of Xerxes' illegitimate children to Ephesos.

leaves.
Here

Herodotos

depicts

Artemisia

returning

to

a

role

more

appropriate for a woman in the eyes of his Greek audience, that of
the guardian of ~ h i l d r e n . ~ ' ~

4.3. HERODOTOS

AND THE DEATH OF XERXES

The facts concerning the death of Xerxes are difficult to
ascertain.

It is clear that h e died in 465 B C , ' ~ but
~
the events

surrounding his death are uncertain and survive only in later
of course. does not depict the death of the
h i s t ~ r i a n s . ~ ~Herodotos.
'
Great King, for this lay beyond the artistic scope of his ~ o r k ? ~
However, Herodotos was

gathering his information shortly after the

death of ~ e r x e s , ~ and
" de certainly knew of this death at the time he

was

w r i t i n g J g O Nevertheless. he remains within

his established

J g s ~ h charge
e
of the king's offspring. be they legitimate or not. was certainly a most prestigious and
honourable charge in the eyes of the Persians, but I do not believe that Herodotos conveys this prestige to
his audience. Xemes praises Artemisia for her advice. but Herodotos' wording conceming her task appears
neutral and indifferent: knaivioa~bk r j v A p ~ ~ p m i qraU'rqv
v
piV a r o u ~ i h h auyowuav
acroij roùç nai6aç i ç E@&oov.v6ûot y a p nvEç 1~aî6Éçoi a u v ~ i n o v ~ (8.103.1)
o.
The death has k e n dated between August 4 and 8 465 BC. See Parker and Dubberstein (1956) 17.
See also Badian ( 1987) 2 no. 7.
487~tesias
FGrH 688 F 33-35; Diodoros 1 1.69; Aelian. Var. Hisr. 13.3: and Justin 3.1
488 The siege of Sestos and the srory of Protesilaos' revenge forrn a fitting conclusion to a work so
strongly inf'iuenced by Homer, and for an audience so well acqainted with that poet :" ...the last Persian
kilIed in Xemes' offensive is punished for his transgression against the first Greek kilIed in the Trojan War,
at the very spot of Persian uansgression against Greece" (Baedeker [1988] 47). See also Herington (199 1 ).
For the importance of Homer to Herodotos and his audience see above, 16 n. 64.
489~ccording
to the traditional dates. Herodotos would have been approximately twenty years old in 465
BC. See above, 24 and n. 95.
'%e
tirne Herodotos began writiq is unknown. but a date prior to 460 seems unlikely (see above. 30-3 1
and ns. 125- 132). Accordinp to Herodotos' figures, news of Xerxes' death could have reached Sardis from
Susa in less than 3 months (5.53). and Cook points out that a royal Ietter could cover the same distance in
less than one week (Cook [I983] 168, n. 10). The death of Xemes was therefore known among the
Greeks of Asia Minor before the end of 465 BC,and subsequentIy most Iikely known throughout the test of
the Greek world eady in 464 BC.

"'

chronological

parameter4'' to skillfully complete the fa11 of Xerxes,

without actually relating the murder.
throughout the History are
customs described

in Book

Xerxes' actions and his fate

rneant to be contrasted with the Persian
lq9' and clearly testify

Moreover, it will be shown that

to his fall.

the closing chapters concerning

Xerxes actually foreshadow his murder.

4.3.A.

The fa11 of Xerxes in Herodotos
Herodotos tells us that Persian a v â p aya0i q is proven first by

valour in fighting, and second, by a multitude of sons."9" Concerning
the second criterion little c m be said. Herodotos does not discuss
Xerxes' offspring

at

all. even though the king would have been

approximately forty years old in 479 BC.

He names only two sons of

Xerxes: Dareios and ~ r t a x e r x e s . ~ ~The
' former is the eldest son, and
Herodotos

only

mentions

him

in

9.108,

while

the

younger

Artaxerxes is named in several passages."95 In each of the passages
concerning Artaxerxes. however. Herodotos is very briefly relating
later events (post Xerxes) and merely narning the Persian ruler at
that time.

Although it is generaily accepted that Xerxes had more

than two sons,"96 it is impossible to prove that Herodotos knew this
information and chose to suppress it.

"' ~erodotosrarely exrends this parameter.

It is nevertheless interesting

References throughout the History to events after 479 BC are
sporadic and few, and generally quite brief (3.12, 160, 5.32. 6.98, 7.7, 106. 107, 1 14, 137, 15 1, 170, 190,
213, 233, 8.3, 109, 9.35, 37, 64, 73, 75, 105, and 9.108413).
492
1.131-140. See also 9.107.3.
4931.136. See also above, 122.
' 9 4 ~ s i d e from these two sons. Herodotos briefly mentions that ihere were some bastard sons of Xerxes
p6eoi nvrc na3& ) who were part of the expedition against Greece (7.39. 8.103).
"6.98. 7.106.151 and 152.
J9%odern scholan generally follow Diodorus 1 1.69, who names Hystaspes. satrap of Bactria, as a son of
Xerxes. The daim in Eusebios. that Artabanos was another son of Xerxes (Chronica 178.6 & .8), has
found no support, even among other Christian chronologists (Georgius Monachus Chronogr. 1.285 and
2.1 10.337 and Joannes Chrysostornos Scr. Eccl. 21.48.899).

that Dareios, the most favourably presented
History,

497

Kambyses,

Persian king in the

is given at least twelve sons by ~ e r o d o t o s , ~and
~*
whose

childless. 199

portrait

is

almost

entirely

negative.

dies

The subjective nature of Herodotos' work, and the

acceptance of manipulation of information on his part, in order to
create various

themes.

has already been e s t a b ~ i s h e d . ~These
~~

observations are reinforced by Herodotos'

comments concerning

Homer. Herodotos' debt to Homer, and that poet's influence on our
author, as well as on fifth century Greek society in general, have
already

been

e ~ t a b l i s h e d . ~ ~In
' 2.116, Herodotos goes to great

lengths to prove that Homer knew about Paris' travels to Egypt, and
that consequently Homer surely knew that Helen

was never at

~ r o ~ . ' ' ' He writes:

As stated above, Herodotos' persona1 comments are important.'03 In
his opinion. Homer knowingly told a different version of Helen's
abduction and presence at Troy, for artistic reasons.

Herodotos

accepts this poetic license and has nothing derogatory to say
concerning

it.

For

artistic

reasons,

Homer,

the

author

-

4 9 7 ~ eBoyce,
e
op. cit., 90- 131; and Immewahr. op. cir.. 169- 176.
Herodotos narnes 12 sons of Dareios: Abrocornes (Phmasune) 7.224; Hyperanthes (Phratagune) 7.221;
Achaernenes (Atossa) 7.97, 7.7, 3.12; Xerxes (Atossa) 7.3; Hystaspes (Atossa) 7.64; Masistes (Atossa)
7.82; Artobazanes (daughter of Gobtyas) 7.3; Ariabienes (daughter of Gobryas) 7.97; Arsamenes (?) 7.68;
Asrames (Artystone) 7.69; Gobryas (Artystone) 7.72; Ariomardus (Pannys) 7.78; 1 son (by daughter of
Gobryas) 7.2. If Arsamenes (whose rnother is not named) is not the missing son of the daughter of
Gobryas. then Herodotos gives Dareios 13 acknowledged sons.
4993.66. In one version, Kambyses actually kills his unborn son (3.32).
'Oû See above. 20-23.
5ai Above. 16 n. 64.
He quotes I l i d 6.289-92. and Odyssq 4.227-30 and 4.35 1-52.
'O3 See above. Z-27, and ap. n. 98.
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acknowledged as Herodotos'

biggest influence, suppressed aspects

of a story to make it more appealing to his audience.

There is no

evidence in Herodotos to suggest that the historian would not follow
Homer's example.

However, it is not necessary to prove that

Herodotos suppressed information

concerning Xerxes'

offspring.

Suffice it to Say, the only two sons briefly mentioned by Herodotos
are those who .would hâve been well known to his audience:
Artaxerxes, for his position as King of Persia for more than forty
years, 504

and Dareios, it will be argued, for his part in the death of

Xerxes.
Concerning the characteristic that most signifies a v 8 p a y u0i q
for the Persians, valour i n combat, Herodotos is much clearer.
Xerxes displays no valour whatsoever in the ~ i s t o r ~ . Even
~ ' ~ the four
years that he spends suppressing the Egyptian revoit are passed over
in a mere line (7.11.1).

Herodotos does not give Xerxes a chance to

In fact he is depicted as a coward.

shine in combat.

In 7.1 1.2 he

calls his uncle a coward and threatens to disgrace him by leaving
him behind with the women while he himself joins the expedition
against ~ r e e c .'Oe6

same disgrace.

But in 8.102. Xerxes bestows upon himself that

He is advised by Artemisia to leave Greece, to leave

the fighting, and to return home.507

Herodotos writes that Xerxes

wanted to do exactly that, out of fear ( u a t a p p o a q ' u ~ e ) . And so Xerxes
does return home. literally to the women, for once he retums home.

5 0 4 ~ e n < mled
e s form 465 BC to 424 BC.
' O 5 Xenes spent four years ( 484-48 1 ) carnpaigning in Egypt and successfully quelled the revolt there
(7.20). There was certainly occasion for stories of his vdour had Herodotos wished to include such scories.
Xerxes also successfully put down a revolt in Babylonia before attacking Greece. See above. 124. n. 450.
5û6 See above. 133- 134.
Ibid.

"

his actions reported by Herodotos revolve almost entirely around
Amestris, Artaynte and the wife of Masistes.
Xerxes' relations with women are not only a fascinating aspect
of his portrait, but also an integral part of his downfall.

These

relations, as well as the attitudes towards women in general that
Herodotos gives his characters must be examined to understand
fully Xerxes' fall as a fifth century Greek would have understood it.

The fact that it is a tragic fa11 should not be overlooked.

Evans

writes that:
People around Xerxes suffer but Xerxes. as Herodotus treats him. lives
on. giving no sign that his defeat has taught him anything. It has not
been often remarked how curious a choice the story of Masistes' wife
was, with which Herodotus took his leave of Xerxes.
Had Herodotus
wanted to present Xerxes as a tragic figure who fell victim to his own
h u b r i s , he could have told the story of Xerxes' death, which was a very
satisfactory end, for a tragedian. Instead, he chose the tale of Masistes'
wife, which told once again how Xerxes brought disaster on those
around h i ~ n ! ~ ' ~

Evans'

interpretation

Sophoklean tragic hem.

is

valid

when

comparing

Xerxes

to

a

Xerxes does not corne to acknowledge his

h u b r i s before dying, nor is he even killed in the H i s t o r y . But

Herodotos was far more influenced by Homer than by Sophokles,
and Xerxes should be compared instead to a Homeric epic hero.
Although Achilles'

death

is not depicted

in the I l i a d , he is

nevertheless a tragic figure who seals his own fate by killing Hektor.

The death of Achilles was undeniably well known to, and anticipated
irresistibly by Homer's audience.

Even though Achilles' death is

beyond the artistic scope of Homer's work, he foreshadows the
hero's death in the death of ~ e k t o r . ~ "Herodotos uses a similar
Evans (1988) 89, in his review of Hart.1. 1982. Herodotus and Greek Hisror).. London.
The death of Pauoklos. who is wearing the amour of Achilles. is clearly meant to forshadow the death
of Achilles. Also. the death of Hektor clearly foreshadows the faIl of Troy. Achilles, however, as depicted

508
'O9

literary device, and foreshadows the death of Xerxes by that of
Masistes.

Herodotos' work concludes with the defeat of Xerxes'

troops and its aftermath. events no later than 478 BC.
therefore lies beyond the scope of his work.

Xerxes' death

It is important to keep

in mind that Herodotos "flourished" about two decades after the
death of ~ e r x e s . " and
~ though Xerxes' death was not as familiar to
Herodotos' audience as Achilles' was to Homer's, i t is safe to assume
that Herodotos' audience was quite aware that Xerxes had died.
Moreover, they were probably aware of the particular circumstances
surrounding the king's death.
Other elements that contribute to the fa11 of Xerxes are also
apparent when considering Otanes' charges against monarchs:

64 pÉyrora E p x o p a i é p Q w v 6 p a i a
y v v a î ~ a ç ~ r t i v e i TE

TC K T I V ~ E L r a ~ p i arai

~ K P ~ T O U (3.80).
Ç

TQ OÈ;

fhâ~ai

The third charge against

monarchs, "to kill unjustly (without trial)" is similar to the Persian
n o m o s stated in 1.137: no Persian. not even the king himself, may

kill anyone on one single charge.

Xerxes. however, kills Pythios for

his request (7.39),5ii has several Phoenicians beheaded for their
accusations against

the

Ionians (8.90), has another Phoenician

beheaded for causing the death of many Persians (even though he

saved Xerxes himself),sl2 and has his brother Masistes killed because

of Amestris' request and the ensuing conflict (9.1 13).
Perhaps the most apparent example of Xerxes' neglect or abuse
of ancient traditions is his lashing of the Hellespont (7.35).

In

by Homer, is fully aware that he will die if he kills Hektor, lliad 9.308-429. Hektor's death, therefore,
cIearly foreshadows the death of Achilles aiso.
"O See above. esp. 30-3 1 and ns. 125- 132.
51 See above, 122- 1 23.

8.1 18.

1.138, Herodotos explains that the Persians revere rivers most of al1

things, therefore Xerxes is again guilty of one of the charges against
monarchs put forth by Otanes.5

3

The most interesting element of Otanes' charges. for the

present research, is the forcing of women.

It is fascinating that,

from among the three biggest charges against monarchs, Herodotos
does not depict Xerxes succumbing to this vice.

If Xerxes had given

in to this vice. that is to Say, if he had forced himself upon the wife
of Masistes, the entire episode with Amestris, Artaynte and the wife
of Masistes would likely have been avoided.

It is in his attempt to

obtain the consent of the wife of Masistes, and to have her near him,
that Xerxes arranges to have his son marry the daughter of that
woman and Masistes (9.108).

Since. it will be argued, these closing

chapters on Xerxes foreshadow his death, by forcing himself on the
wife of Masistes, Xerxes might well have saved his own life.

4.3.A.1

The closing chapters on Xerxes in the Historv

After Xerxes successfully retreats from Greece and reaches
Sardis, the following events take p~ace.~"' Xerxes falls in love with
the
avail.

wife of his brother Masistes.

He devises

He tries to seduce her, but to no

a plan whereby he marries his son Dareios to the

daughter of Masistes believing, writes Herodotos, that

bringing the

daughter of the woman he desires into his household will assist him
in obtaining that woman.

He then leaves for Susa.

At Susa, he

forgets about his desire for the wife of Masistes, and falls in love

5 ' 3 ~ e above,
e
123 and n. 449.
'149. i 08- 1 13

with Masistes' daughter, Artaynte. who is now Dareios' wife.

Xerxes

manages to seduce Artaynte, and some time later he bids her to ask
a favour of him, in return for the favours she had granted him.

He

is wearing a cloak woven by the queen Amestris when he asks
Artaynte to make her request and she requests the cloak.

Xerxes

offers her many other wonderful gifts, but he is unable to dissuade
He therefore gives her the cloak.

her.

Upon discovering that

Artaynte has the cloak, Amestris blames the mother, Masistes' wife,
Intent on the destruction of that woman the

and not the daughter.
queen waits untii the

T U K T ~ ,an

annual feast on the king's birthday,

and at this time she asks Xerxes for the wife of Masistes.

The king is

required by law to supply any gift asked of him on this day. and
although he is unwilling to hand the woman over to Amestris. in the
end he consents to do so.

He later tries to talk his brother Masistes

into forsaking his present wife in favour of a new one. but Masistes
refuses and the two brothers quarrel and part in anger.

After

Masistes finds his wife at home savagely mutilated at the command
of Amestris. he leaves for Baktria with his sons, intent on raising
that Satrapy in revolt.

Before he can reach Baktria, however,

Xerxes' army intercepts and kills Masistes, his sons, and his army.
Before discussing Herodotos' use of the dominant female
motif, i n this passage,

another significant element of

downfall deserves mention.

Xerxes'

In 1.133.1, Herodotos writes that

among the Persians a person's day of birth is most honoured by that
person.

The

TUKTU,

Herodotos tells us, is celebrated on Xerxes'

birthday. Therefore, on the day that Xerxes honours most of ail, he
is forced against his will into actions that, arguably, lead ultimately

to his demise. These closing chapters on Xerxes have interesting

parallels with the chapters that begin Herodotost account of the
conflict between East and West, that is the story of

es es.^'^

The

patient, carefully planned and excessive revenge of the wives, and
the foolishness and lack of foresight of the males are consistent in

both stories.

Like Kandaules and Gyges, Xerxes is portrayed as

lacking by cornparison with the queen.

She cleverly tricks him into

putting the wife of Masistes under her power.

Like Gyges, Xerxes is

compelled by the queen to do as she wishes, though it is very much
against his w i 1 1 . ~ ' ~ Like Kandaules. Xerxes is depicted acting
foolishly and without foresight when he bids Artaynte to request
anything she desires.
vo'poç

Also like Kandaules, Xerxes acts contrary to

by pursuing the wives of his brother and his son.'"

This

behaviour, and the corresponding actions of Amestris. signal the
end of Xerxes, just as similar behaviour, and the dominance of a
woman signaled the end of Kandaules.

Herodotos is foreshadowing

a death that lay beyond the scope of his work. but that was certainly

known to his
4.3.8.

The Death of Xerxes
Concerning Xerxes' death, Bengtson writes: "For us today it is

hard to understand what actually took place, for over the events lies
a thick web of intrigue, fostered by the suffocating atmosphere of

close verbal parallels between the two "Harems-Liebesgexhichtentthas k e n studied by Wolff (1964)
51-58. See aiso above, 73 and n 290.
1 1 1.1. For G y p s ' unwillingness see 1.2.
517~erodotos
states thai each Penian has several lawful wives and evcn more concubines, but he irnpties
that it was not the custom for the wives of Persian nobles to act as concubines for the king (9.108).
5 1 8 ~ oHedoros'
r
dates. see above. 25 and n. 95. For the date of Xenres* deah. see above. 134 and n. 486.

the court.
a

995

19

The most popular account of Xerxes death is found in

fragment

of

te si as,"^ and scholars generally follow that

ver~ion.~"
According to Ktesias, who seems to have written around the
middle

of

the

fourth

~ e n t u r ~ , ~ " Artapanos and the eunuch

Aspamitros, both being very powerful at Xerxes' court, conspired
and

murdered

the king.

They

then

proceeded

to

convince

Artaxerxes that the other son, Dareios, had killed their father.
Dareios was then brought before Artaxerxes and killed.

And

Artaxerxes ruled, writes Ktesias. by the zeal ( o n o u a i ) of Artapanos.
But Artapanos then contrived against Artaxerxes and took a certain

Megabyzos as a partner.

This Megabyzos revealed everything to

Artaxerxes. and Artapanos and Aspamitros were subsequently put to
death.

A

battle between

the sons of

conspirators. and other supporters

Artapanos.

his fellow

on the one side. and Artaxerxes

and his followers on the other then ensued. and the 3 sons of
Artapanos were killed and Artaxerxes was victorious.

The king then

put down a revolt in Baktria, led by its satrap, another Artapanos.

The account in Diodoros shares rnany of the features of
Ktesias' version.

Diodoros wrote towards the middle of the first

century BC, and may have followed the account of the fourth
-

-

--

5 ' 9 Bengtson (1969)77.
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FGrH 688 FI4 29-31.
Cook ( 1983) 127;Bengtson ( 1969) 77: Sykes (1958)213-14;Otmstead (1948)289-90; and Rogers
1971) 172-174.
'%esias' dates are na certain. For a recent discussion see Auberger (1991)4-10.
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century historian ~ ~ h o r o s . ~According
'~
to ~ i o d o r o s , ~ Artabanos
'~
wanted the kingship for himself and decided to kill Xerxes.

He took

the eunuch Mithridates as an accomplice, and Mithridates led
Artabanos to Xerxes' bed chamber at night. There, Artabanos killed
Xerxes.

He then went after the three sons of Xerxes.

Dareios, the

eldest, and Artaxerxes, the youngest, were in the palace, while
Hystaspes was busy in Baktria, where he was the satrap.

Artabanos

told Artaxerxes that same night that Dareios had killed their father
in order to seize the rule for himself.

He convinced Artaxerxes to

punish Dareios and the two killed Dareios together.

Artabanos then

called for his sons in order that they might assist him in killing
Artaxerxes, but the prince was only injured and he rnanaged to kill

He then assumed the throne and ruled for forty years.

Artabanos.

Although this account is similar to that of Ktesias, there are some
minor as well as major discrepancies.

It is clear from Ktesias that

Artaxerxes did rule before he was in turn conspired apainst by
Artapanos who was foiled by the confession of the third conspirator.
In Diodoros. however, there is no third conspirator and no passage
of tirne before the plot is revealed.

The murder of Xerxes, the rôle

of Artaxerxes and the murder of Dareios are the same, but in this
account

Artabanos desired

the kingship

for himself

from

the

beginning, and he attacked Artaxerxes when Dareios was killed.

-

. .-

S"~phorosis generally accepted as Diodoros' main source for the Clwical period. although the latter was
not just a "copy machine" (Sacks [1994] 2 17). Ephoros flourished toward the rniddle of the fourth century
and was active until about 330 BC.see Barber (1935). A hagrnentary papyrus of Ephoros (F 16) mentions
MiBpi-[6arqv] who figures in Diodorus' account. but not in any other surviving accouni. See Hill
1951) 114.
524 1 1.69.

.

Scholars generally follow the version of Ktesias, with some
elements

from

Diodoros'

a c c ~ u n t . ~ ' ~The only other notable

accoun t s Z 6 of the death of Xerxes is found in Justin's epitome of
Trogus and is substantially later.'"

Therein, Artabanus, one of

Xerxes' top officers. decides to kill Xerxes and he does so with the
aid of his seven sons.

He then blames Dareios, Xerxes' eldest son,

and convinces the younger Artaxerxes to kill his brother as a

parricide.

Artabanus then enlists the help of Baccabasus, who in

turn confesses everything to Artaxerxes.

Artaxerxes then kills

Artabanus during an inspection the next day.
All accounts agree that ~ r t a ~ a n o smurdered
~'~
Xerxes and al1
accounts most likely were derived from Ktesias.

The only significant

differences between Ktesias' version and that of Diodoros are the
name of the conspiring e u n ~ c h . ~and
? ~ the fact that Diodoros adds
Hystaspes as a third son of Xerxes. Justin's account is also very
similar, but Artabanus does not have the assistance of a eunuch.

An

interesting element in the accounts is the placing of the blame for
Xerxes' murder on Dareios. There is no indication in Ktesias as to
how much time elapses before the truth is discovered.

If we assume

that there is some element of truth or accuracy in the Christian
525

Cook ( 1983) 127; Bengison ( 1%9) 77: Sy kes ( 1958) 2 13- 14: Olmstead ( 1948) 289-90; and Rogers
1971) 172-174.
5'6Aristotls, Politiks. 5.8.14 mentions that Anapanes kiIled Xerxes because. having previously killed
Dareios against the king's orders, he feared Xerxes' actions. Cornelius Nepos, De Reg. 1.CS briefly rernarks
that Xentes was murdered by Artabanus. The fragment From Ephoros. see above 141, n. 519, provides little
information, but Artaxerxes can be interpreted as the prime motivator. Eusebios, Chronica 478.6 & -8
claims that Artabanos was another son of Xentes; and both Georgius Monachus, Chronogr. 1.285 and
2.110.337 and Joannes Chrysostomos. Scr. Eccl. 21.48.899 give Artapanos a 7 month reign, but do ncit
make hm a son of Xerxes. Aeiian. Varia Historia, 13.3 States that Xerxes was ki1Ied by his own son.
527~ustin.
3.1. Trogus' work is dated as late as A.D. 20. The epitome of Justin has been dated as early as
the middle of the second century, and as late as the end of the founh century. Develin remarks that the late
second century is the most likely date (Yardley [ 19941 2-3).
528 Artabanos is Diodoros. Anabanus in Justin and Cornelius Nepos. and Anapanes in Aristotle.
529
Asparnitros in Ktesias. Mithradates in Diodoros.

Chronologis ts '530 source for Artapanos' 7-month reign, then it can
be argued that over the course of those months. the tale of Xerxes'

death at the hands of his eldest son, Dareios, would have become
well known.

However, even if Artapanos had never actually ruled,

the fact that Dareios was accused of the murder of Xerxes was most
likely known to the Persians and to the Greeks.

It is also important

to bear in mind the nature of Our primary source.

Concerning

Ktesias. Cook remarks that "the specific information that he gives is
usually quite false" and that "it seems most prudent to disregard
hirn as a serious historical source."531 It can be argued that these
closing chapters on Xerxes (9.108- 1 13), when interpreted without
consideration for the Iater versions of Xerxes' death, foreshadow
that death and Dareios' part in it.

Even if the accepted version of

Xerxes' death was sirnilar to Ktesias' account, the mere fact that
Ktesias mentions that Dareios was first accused of the crime is
reason enough to suppose that such a version of Xerxes' death at the
hand of Dareios existed when Herodotos was writing.

Even some of

the later sources ciaimed that Xerxes was killed by his

~011.532

The

subjective nature of his work would have allowed Herodotos to use
such an account to mode1 his tale of the fa11 of Xerxes.

Xerxes'

escapades at Sardis and Susa at the end of Book 9 should therefore
be considered

with the understanding

that Herodotos and

530 See above, 133. n. 491, and 140. n. 417. It is possible rhat the seven rnonth reign assigned to
Artapanos actually belonged to SrnerdidGuamata.
53' Cmk (1985) 206. See also Biani (1997) 532-533; and Sancisi-Weerdenburg (1987b).
532 AeIian, 13.3. See also above, 144 n. 526.

his

audience were under the impression that Xerxes had been killed by
his son Dareios.533

4.3.C Herodotos and the inevitabilitv of the death of

Xerxes
The motifs of male inferiority and the power of the wornan

among

the

Persians

Gyges/Kandaules

are

(1 8 - 1

exemplified

in

and Xerxes/Amestris

the

of

(9.1 O8-1 13), and

these stories provide the framework for Herodotos'
motifs throughout his work.

stories

use of the

Just as the KandauledGyges story

foreshadows the power of the female within his work, so the
Xerxes/Amestris episode foreshadows such power lying beyond the
temporal scope of Herodotos' work:
ahha y a p 3 p E q ~xuûcipevoç r a û r a E ~ ~ i v on vp i a a o v r a ripqraç E r ' a 6 r o v
v a TE E K E ~ V O V~a.1TOCS raltiaç a3roO ai
o i p a ~j iv kv r i 884 ~ a r i ~ ~ s iaijrciv
t j v a ~ p a rj iv rfiv E i c ~ i v o u .(9.1 13.3)

Masistes' children are killed. but Herodotos' audience would surely

be aware that his daughter Artaynte. the woman at the core of the
troubles

within

Xerxes'

harem,

was

married

to

Dareios.

Furthermore, it is likely that Herodotos' audience knew that Dareios
supposedly killed his father.

A Persian male's revenge over his dead

wife would certainly fit into Herodotos' pattern. But one can go even
further, judging from Herodotos' use of the masculine article

(TO 6 ç) ,

and assume that he meant only the sons of Masistes were killed.534
According to our examination of Herodotos' use of the female
533 It is of coune possible that Dareios did in fact kill his father. Since, according to Herodotos (7.2).
Dareios was not eligible to become king. he did have a motive for killing Xenes. See Bnant (1997) 582584.
Such an act would not be unusual. Herodotos tells us that the Skythian king did not h m the women
when he wiped out a famiiy (4.69). Grene (1987) 66 1, translates the passage as "hissons."

power and influence motif. Herodotos would seem to imply that
Artaynte was responsible for the death of Xerxes.

He has shown the

potential for brutal vengeance of barbarian women, especially when
the crime against them involves their f a r n i ~ ~ He
. ~ ~has
'
also shown
their power, and their ability to manipulate men.

Could Artaynte

have manipulated Xerxes' son, Dareios, into killing the king?
Herodotos' account of Xerxes and Dareios' wife would certainly
create an anticipation of hostility and tension between father and
son.

Furthermore, Herodotos' consistent and frequent use of the

dominant female "power" motif throughout his History also would
have

influenced

his

Greek

audience's

of

understanding

this

particular tale.

4.3.D The end of Xerxes in Herodotos
Herodotos shows Xerxes failing to conquer Greece, and his
whole army in general as inferior to one woman, Artemisia.

In his

final chapters on Xerxes, he portrays the king being reduced from
conquering nations to attempting to conquer women.
with

Consistent

his motif of male inferiority among the barbarians, Herodotos

portrays Xerxes as unable to get the upper hand with the women
around him.
Masistes.

He is not able to have his way with the wife of

Artaynte takes advantage of his foolishness, and he is not

able to persuade her to request something other than the cloak.
Amestris shows that she is more clever than Xerxes by tricking him
into putting Masistes' wife into her hands.

535

Xerxes' cowardly

Tomyris (1.205-215: see also above. 98-102); Nitocris (2.100); and Pheretirne (4.165.202; see also

above, 12% 1 30).

conduct while battling in Greece should be compared to that same
type of conduct with his wife, Amestris.

In 8.103.2, Herodotos

writes that Xerxes "was in the grip of fear" ( u a r a p p w8q'utt) during
the battle of Salamis.
dread"

($0

fl E 'O

In 9.109.7,he also writes that Xerxes "was in

p E v O G ) of his wife, Amestris.

Xerxes' failures in

conquering nations, as well as women, are therefore complete.

Herodotos depicts the great king's fall, but Xerxes' death lies beyond
the scope of his work. He therefore uses a literary device learnt
from Homer. and foreshadows the death of Xerxes with that of

He also implants in the minds of his audience the

Masistes.

possibility and probability of Artaynte's role in Xerxes' death.
The downfall of Xerxes can aIso be broadened to include the

Persians in general by the possibility of and allusion to Dareios
killing his father.

In 1.137, Herodotos States that no Persian has

ever killed his father.
further investigations,

When such allegations are put forth, upon
the accused is always proven to be adopted,

or a bastard: 06 yàp 64 4aoi oiroc, c h a i rciv ys a q e i w ~TOKCU

TOU

ÉOUTOU

natÔ6q

(1.137.2).

~ ~ ~ O ~ V ( O K L I V

~lro

That such an event is

reported by Herodotos as never before taking place, is surely meant
to

be contrasted with what Persia had become (or sunk to) under

Xerxes.

As was the case with so many other statements concerning

Persian customs that are broken or changed in the time of Xerxes, so
also has a Persian male kiIled his father.

S. CONCLIJSION

It is not by coincidence that Herodotos waits until the final
chapters of book 9 to observe: napà 6 i roioi nEpai]aL yuvaiwijç
~awioQ ~ o ô o a iBÉvvo~ p h y ~ o ~ oiç o ~ t .He~ has
~ ~shown throughout his

history that the Persian men are indeed worse than or inferior to
women.

Herodotos creates a "great irony" within the Persian

culture.

He portrays the men displaying an attitude of obvious

superiority over women,*-" but he then relates stories demonstrating
exactly the opposite situation.
well as other

barba ria^^'^^ and

That is to Say, the Persian women (as
Geekf19 women) do not appear in any

way to be inferior to Persian men.

Ironically then, Persian men are

blissfully unaware that women are not

"worse than men".

The reasons that Herodotos portrays the barbarian men in

such a rnanner are consistent with his depiction of Persian culture as
an anti-Greek "other" culture.

Since Herodotos saw the women in

his Greek society occupying a secondary status, he therefore created
the opposite situation among the Persians.

The use of a repeated motif, such as the dominant female
motif, is not uncommon in the H i s t o r y .

Herodotos does not

explicitly state that barbarians are unable to distinguish the better
of two alternatives, or unable to choose the correct interpretation
of an omen, oracle, or sign.
motif 2 4 0

Instead, he inserts his wise advisor

This wise advisor points out the correct interpretation, or

the proper choice, to a barbarian (usually the Persian king), only to
536 9.107.1.

See (1.189. 207, 8.88. 9.20 and 107).
S3s The wife of Kandaules (above. 71-84)

and Tomyris (above. 98- 102).

539 Artemisia (above. 127- 134).
%ttimore
(1 939). See above, 7 and n. 3 1.

be ignored.

The repetition of the motif creates a theme of

intellectual inferiority on the part of the Persians, in the eyes of
Herodotos' Greek audience.

1 argue a similar use for the dominant

female motif.
The
emphasized

role

that

throughout

women

play

among

Herodotos' History.

the

barbarians

is

In fact, he frames the

main portion of his work with two similar scenes depicting the
foolishness of men, and the resolve (and even power) of women.'"
Wherever possible, and without distorting facts, h e inserts this
dominant female motif into the portrait of each Persian king,
culminating with its extensive presence in the portrait of Xerxes.
The result is a depiction of Persian men that is "less than manly."
This theme of effeminacy among Persian men is popular in writers
later than Herodotos,54? but it is clear from Our investigation that
such a theme exists in the pages of Herodotos.

"'542~ee
1.8-13 and 9.108-113.
above, 59 and ns. 234 - 235.
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